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PART I – INTRODUCTION
1.0 Our Official Community Plan
1.1

What is an OCP?

An Official Community Plan (OCP) is a high-level of planning document governed by British
Columbia's Local Government Act. Municipalities use OCP's to address the "big picture" or
future vision of the community, over a 20 year timeframe - to plan the nature and location of
land use, development, and services based on community values. Detailed master planning for
specific infrastructure, services and neighbourhood areas within the community refine the
general direction provided in an OCP. Detailed regulatory matters are more appropriately
addressed through other municipal controls such as zoning bylaws and subdivision bylaws.
Through a community process, an OCP develops a community vision and defines the goals
policies, land use designations and other guidelines to reach that Vision. Once adopted by
bylaw, all future works plans and regulations enacted by the City must be consistent with the
OCP. The OCP acts as a constant reference to ensure that proposed actions are aligned with
the Vision. It enables both Council and residents to support and encourage desired
development and community initiatives and to discourage proposals that are inconsistent with
the OCP. By its very nature, the OCP is a living document where the actions of the City need to
be regularly monitored and measured against the prescribed directions of the strategies and
policies. Over the course of time, the OCP goals, policies, land use designations and guidelines
need to be revisited in order to validate what has been achieved, and amended to incorporate
new factors and issues not evident when the original document was conceived. This ensures
the continued relevance and value of the OCP to Revelstoke in the future.
The most recent OCP for Revelstoke was approved by City Council and the provincial
government in 1996. In the fall of 2006, City Council decided to revise the OCP in order to
benefit and control the actual and potential transformations that are occurring within the
community in response to the development of the Revelstoke Mountain Resort (RMR). It was
recognized that the changes need to be proactively harnessed and turned into well integrated,
long lasting, positive results. The new comprehensive OCP is intended to guide the community
to a Future that is ours to see.

1.2

Creating Our OCP

The creation of this OCP was a multifaceted planning exercise with residents and stakeholders
fully engaged in its development. At the initiation of the process, a Steering Committee was
formed to assist in the direction of the OCP review. This Committee was comprised of
representatives from City Council and staff as well as the Chamber of Commerce, seniors, the
25 – 40 year old age group, the industrial sector, the environment sector, housing interests and
the Heritage Commission. The role of the steering Committee was to work together with City
staff and the consultants to ensure that Revelstoke's new OCP was developed with a
comprehensive, inclusive, and visionary approach. A fundamental component of developing the
new OCP was the implementation of extensive public consultation. This included a series of
opportunities for residents and stakeholders to inform themselves during a speaker series,
public meetings and open houses. It enabled them to weigh in on a full spectrum of issues and
concerns via questionnaires, stakeholder workshops, neighbourhood workshops and the Cityhosted interactive web page.
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The Revelstoke Backgrounder
As a foundation to the OCP, all data, facts, figures, and current development scenarios were
assembled within a separate document called, The Revelstoke Backgrounder: A Status Report
for the Comprehensive Review of the OCP, 2008. The Backgrounder was prepared in a manner
that reflects the OCP's process of incorporating research, analysis, community engagement and
effective planning approaches. This document is the foundation of this new Revelstoke OCP.
It provides the supporting background information for the goals, policies, land use designations
and other guidance contained in the OCP. In some cases more recent information was available
than was provided in the Backgrounder. In these situations the most recent information was
used in the OCP.
A Community Portrait or Backgrounder will eventually serve as the historical reference to the
OCP as other community planning activities.
Community Vision and Sustainability
Our Community Vision guides all City and community activities, including this OCP. The next
section of the OCP provides background information on the Community Vision and reports on
resident views about the Vision. A Sustainability Framework has been created to reflect the
breadth of community characteristics that are important to community members and are
included in this OCP. This framework is described further in Part II – Future Growth and
Development.

1.3

OCP Outline

Part I – Introduction
An introduction to what the purpose of an OCP is and how it is organized, the planning
framework, and the different components that ultimately went into crafting the current version of
the OCP. The introduction also includes the vision statement for the community which forms
the guiding principles for the policies and objectives in the remainder of the OCP.
Part II - Future Growth and Development
A primary purpose of this OCP is to look 20 years into Revelstoke future to imagine how our
community might develop over time and provide guidance for decisions today with that future in
mind. Part II of the OCP provides information about a sustainability framework, future
population, economic growth, and community development in terms of housing needs. This
information has guided the goals, policies, land use designations and other guidance in this
OCP.
Part III – Charting Our Future: Community Goals and Policies
The community goals and policies in Part III of this OCP have been crafted for each community
characteristic of the Sustainability Framework. These goals and policies will guide City Council
and staff as well as community organizations and residents of Revelstoke in their decision
making processes as we move into the future.
The following definitions have been used in this OCP: Goals - Broad statements of desired longterm outcomes for the community. Policies - Descriptions of how community goals will be
achieved. Additionally, specific land use designations and guidelines on particular topics are
established in this OCP.
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Part IV - Implementing Our OCP
The goals and policies in this OCP aligned with the community Vision give the City and its
residents tangible directions to pursue. However, taking action to achieve these goals and
policies is the real challenge that faces Revelstoke, and all communities. This OCP will be
approved through a bylaw by City Council.
The final section of this OCP outlines the tools through which the OCP will be implemented to
achieve the direction for land use, infrastructure, City finances and community development.
Part V Appendices
The appendices and include additional information that is applicable to the OCP including items
such as definitions and mapping.

1.4

Revelstoke Community Planning Framework

Figure 1: Revelstoke Community Planning Framework
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Document
Current/update as
needed
Community Backgrounder
Portrait
20 Year Horizon
Community Strategic Plan
Official Community Plan

3 – 5 Years
City Discussion Papers

Purpose
Description of the community social, economic and
environmental conditions as well as land use and community
infrastructure to inform potential and new residents and business
owners about the community.
Serves as the guiding principles for all City activities (City
departments, agencies and other jurisdictions). The highest level
document for decision making.
Defines goals, objectives and policies as well as implementation
approaches to reach the community vision (contents must meet
the requirements of BC's Local Government Act).

Discussion Papers - Detailed background information about
specific community conditions.

Master Plans

Master Plans - Detailed strategic plans defining priority actions
and City and other organizations should take based on the goals,
objectives and policies within the OCP.

Community Initiated
Strategic Plans

Detailed strategic plans defining priority actions for community
activities that are not lead by the City.

Community Development
Action Plan

Lists the social, environmental and economic initiatives the
community should complete to achieve community goals and
objectives defined in the OCP.

Every Year
Community Indicator
Report
Community Development
Action Plan Update

Compilation of statistical data for indicators which measure
achievement of community goals, objectives and policies in the
OCP.
Revisions to the plan based on broad community input to
respond to changing community conditions and external factors
since the plan was prepared

Revelstoke has a tradition of achieving its Community Vision through collaborative actions by
the City, government agencies and community organizations. For many elements of this OCP
the City will need to prepare more detailed Master Plan to evaluate conditions and define
feasible, cost effective actions. For some elements, such as literacy and culture, community
organization have taken responsibility for preparing detailed plans. One aspect of this tradition is
the creation of a Community Development Action Plan which identifies priority actions the city,
Regional District, provincial government agencies and community organizations should take
over the next 3-5 years to achieve community goals. The OCP and Action Plan share the
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Revelstoke Community Vision and goals and are designed to complement one another by
providing key information to assist governments, organizations and citizens in Revelstoke and
area to achieve the Community Vision. The actions from the OCP Master Plans and communityinitiated strategies will be aggregated in the Action Plan.
Progress associated with actions taken will be monitored annually against a defined set of
community indicators, with the results defining necessary refinements to plans and the priorities
to be acted on in the following year. The City will continue to host an annual review of the Action
Plan to record and celebrate completed actions, add new actions and reprioritize.

2.0 The Vision for Our Community
2.1

Historic Context

The Canadian Pacific Railway played a strong role in the foundation of Canada as a nation and
a strong role in the foundation of Revelstoke. During the construction of the Canadian Pacific
Railway in the 1880's, several individuals and companies purchased and claimed early rights to
various areas resulting in distinct business districts and town sites. As well, several farm sites
were settled in many of the outlying areas which today form the Industrial Park lands of
Southside, Arrow Heights and Columbia Park. Scandinavian and Ukrainian settlements also
contributed to the diversity and land use patterns of early Revelstoke.
The turn of the century was one of growth and prosperity in Revelstoke. It became a
transportation hub and the site for Canadian Pacific Railway’s operations office and
maintenance facilities. In addition, a resource boom based on a strong mining industry also
helped drive the establishment and growth of the forest industry in the region. Many of the
homes recognized today as heritage sites were built between 1897 and 1913, which also saw
the establishment of Little Italy and Little Scotland. But Revelstoke was not immune to the
recession years, and growth slowed and continued to decline into the war years.
The return of the veterans at the end of the Second World War brought a new surge of growth
and development. The “wartime houses” which housed the men and their families eventually
occupied several city blocks, and the forest and transportation sectors expanded. The 60s
brought the completion of the Trans Canada Highway through Rogers Pass, the beginning of
construction of the CPR tunnels and construction began on the Mica and Revelstoke Dams.
These significant projects provided additional jobs and the catalyst for a more diversified
economy as services for transportation and tourism expanded. With a growing population, new
residential subdivisions were developed including Big Eddy, Arrow Heights and Columbia Park.
The 1980s marked the end of the many construction mega-projects in the area, with an
economic downturn. This prompted the community revitalization efforts that are showcased in
the Grizzly Plaza construction and community enhancement initiatives. The 1990’s continued
with little change in population, but a growing tourism sector. In the early 2000s the City began
to market the community as ‘Affordable Mountain Living’ which prompted a growing population
of young families and adventurers.
For almost 20 years the community had watched a string of developers make proposals to take
over the City-owned ski hill and transform it into a destination resort. In 2005, the provincial
government gave approval to the Mount Mackenzie Resort Expansion, now known as
Revelstoke Mountain Resort. In 2006, the City took the next step and approved an OCP
amendment containing the zoning and development permit guidelines for the Revelstoke
Mountain Resort development. With these announcements, confidence in the future of
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Revelstoke translated into new commercial and residential development, ushering in a new era
of optimism and growth.

2.2

Who Are We

With a population of 7,230 within the City, and about 500 in the surrounding Columbia Shuswap
Regional District adjacent to the community (who rely on Revelstoke for services) Revelstoke is
a well established, multi-generational and progressive community. The residents are making
meaningful efforts toward embracing the new social, economic and environmental sustainability
of the area. Generally, Revelstoke wants to grow and sees tourism as a means of diversifying
their economy. However, issues pertaining to recent development and the impact it is having on
the City’s character, affordability, and quality of life have become the basis for increased
concern about Revelstoke’s future.

2.3

Where We Are

Revelstoke boasts a spectacular setting on the Columbia River between mountain peaks in the
Selkirk and Monashee ranges. It is located in the interior of British Columbia, approximately 640
km northeast of Vancouver, 200 kilometers northeast of Kelowna and 400 kilometers west of
Calgary.
The Trans-Canada Highway and the Canadian Pacific Railway act as primary transportation
links running east-west. Highway 23 acts as north-south connector.
The City lies within the Columbia Shuswap Regional District, which has jurisdiction over the
private lands outside the City boundary. It borders Mount Revelstoke National Park on its north
and east boundaries, which is managed by Parks Canada, and the Revelstoke Mountain Resort
area on the southeast boundary, but within City jurisdiction. BC Hydro owns and manages the
reservoir drawdown zone that runs through the centre of the City. The Crown lands surrounding
the community are managed by provincial government agencies.
This location within a complex of federal, provincial and regional agency jurisdictions
necessitates ongoing, close, collaborative relationships with these agencies.

2.4

Our Vision for the Future

The Community Vision Statement is intended as a positive and inspirational description of what
Revelstoke as a community will be like in the future. The Vision acts as the overarching guide
for the community. The Vision is achieved both by the actions taken by the City through a
combination of internal policies, programs and projects that direct development and land use
regulations and those taken by community organizations and residents.
Revelstoke has a long history of community planning. Beginning in 1985 with a focus on
economic development, the City has engaged residents and community organizations in
strategic planning processes designed to identify priority actions and secure commitments for
implementation.
In 1994, the current Community Vision was created through an extensive grassroots community
process, and was endorsed by Council. Since that time a variety of community sector strategies
have looked to the Vision for direction on the preferred social, economic, environmental and
cultural aspects of community life. The Vision was incorporated in to the 1996 Revelstoke
Official Community Plan. In recent years over 20 strategic plans have been prepared and
implemented through broad community involvement and commitment to action using the Vision
as the over arching guide. In the 2008 review of the Vision for the new OCP, over 85% of the
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respondents of a community survey reaffirmed that the current Vision reflects their aspirations
for the future and that it still recognized the main community values and priorities relevant to the
residents of Revelstoke today. However, to strengthen its relevance, a series of additional
community priorities were suggested.

Community Vision Statement
Revelstoke will pursue a sustainable mountain community by balancing environmental, social
economic and cultural values within a local, regional and global context. Our rich heritage and
stunning natural environment inspire us to be forward thinking, inclusive, resilient and
welcoming. We will create a supportive, vibrant community for those that live, work and visit
here today and in the future.
Community priorities include: A range of housing options and affordability; environmental
protection and stewardship; climate change action; personal and community economic growth
and stability; a responsive and caring social support system; opportunities for lifelong
learning; fostering of diverse cultural and spiritual values; and, a range of recreation and
activities for residents and visitors.
The possible additional community priorities that were identified during the OCP process are
listed below. Community members strongly urged a grassroots visioning process be initiated to
consider these priorities, and if they are appropriate, decide how to incorporate them into the
Community Vision Statement.
•

Affordability

•

Environmental protection (in addition to citizenship)

•

Inclusive and supportive of all citizens and their diversity (i.e. old, very young, poor, rich,
etc.)

•

Architectural heritage conservation

•

Act locally/think globally

This Vision and the suggested additions are the foundation for community planning in
Revelstoke, including the creation of our new OCP.
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PART II – FUTURE GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT
3.0 Sustainability Framework
The City needs to think strategically about Green House Gas (GHG) management, by instilling
Green House Gas (GHG) reduction targets, goals and policies into the OCP by May 31, 2010;
as required by the following statutes:
1)

The Provincial Bill 27 - 2008 - Local Government (Green Communities) Statutes
Amendment Act, 2008;

2)

Sections 473(3) of the Local Government Act; and

3)

Provincial Bill 44 - 2007 - Greenhouse Gas Reduction Targets Act.

Mitigation (specific plans that reduce contributions of green house gas) and adaptation (devising
large scale resolutions to climate impacts - e.g. loss of the glacier for water supply) will be
addressed through a strategic regional sustainability plan, in concert with the City actions noted
in the Climate Charter.
Sustainability is overarching and stipulates many policies not directly attributable to GHG
management - such as social support systems; and economic diversity. So, this section will
continue to evolve as the City implements and adopts other master and strategic plans.

3.1

Inventories and Current Emissions

The major sectors that affect City climate change have been documented through various City
inventories. The five specific references are:
1)

Community Energy and Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory (CEEI) report 2007
- a high level provincial analysis of carbon impacts;

2)

Levelton report 2009 on City operations 2009; and

3)

Columbia Basin Trust City operations inventory 2009.

4)

City of Revelstoke Community Energy and Emissions Plan – adopted July 24,
2012

5)

City of Revelstoke District Energy and Expansion Plan – adopted July 24, 2012

The Community Energy and Green House Gas Inventory (CEEI) is consistent with sector
specific national impacts - as the two charts indicate.
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Figure 2: Green House Gas Emissions by Sector (Canada)

Figure 3: Green House Gas Emissions by Sector (City)

The industry sector does not predominate in the City’s provincial inventory, due to the lack of
heavy industry and missing data from Canadian Pacific Railroad emissions. The important
sectors, for City impact, are land use (buildings and smart growth) and transportation sectors.
Various planning initiatives proposed within the current edition of the OCP do target all groups,
but specifically the most significant sectors.
The following goals have been developed in concert with a sustainability task force drawn from
the City's Environmental and Economic Committees; then vetted through the public, community
groups; Heritage Advisory Commission; the Advisory Planning Commission; and City Council.
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The goals and policies capitalize on our community vision statements, as they relate to climate
change. Further goals and policies linked to non-climate change objectives will be elicited in
future OCP updates, especially as the City’s strategic plan unfolds.
The City will need to address community green house gas impacts through inventories, analysis
and evaluation. The Provincial target is 33% based on the baseline year of 2007 by 2020. The
City needs to gauge current GHG impacts before proposing realistic targets. In 1990 Toronto
was the first municipality in Canada to set a community green house gas reduction target of 6%
in 10 years. The City adopted a Community Energy and Emissions and District Energy
Expansion plans in 2012. Those plans recognize better baseline data and projections. The
following businesses as usual charts identify energy and emissions projections. Business as
usual or BAU refers to a future scenario based on the projected population growth, where no
new GHG reduction or energy conservation initiatives are implemented.

Figure 4: Business As Usual GHG Emissions Projections

Figure 5: Business As Usual Energy Projections
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3.2

Sustainability Goals
1)

The recommended targets are 8% reduction in GHG emissions by 2020, compared
with 2007 baseline levels; and 15% reduction in GHG emissions by 2030,
compared to 2007 levels.

2)

The OCP implementation plan should develop mitigation and adaptability goals
and policies by 2015.

3)

The Community Vision statements should establish indicators that are measured
against GHG regulations; incentives; direct actions; outreach; and research.

4)

The OCP implementation plan should annually evaluate the sustainability
framework, based on tools like the "Ecological Footprint"1 or LEED Neighborhood
Development (ND), so that the plan continues to reflect the City's strategic
planning and the long term needs of the Community.

5)

Develop smart growth regulations, policies and principles that specifically reduce
GHG impacts through land use, zoning, transportation, parks and recreation,
energy use, and other elements of the OCP.

6)

Revelstoke should be a leader in achieving a sustainable community by balancing
environmental, social, and economic values within a local, regional and global
context (current City Vision statement).

7)

Reduce greenhouse gas emissions from City operations, consistent with the City of
Revelstoke Corporate Energy and Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory and
Reduction Strategy. Consider tree planting programs, more fuel efficient or
alternatively-powered vehicles, multi-modal transportation, passive or alternative
power and heating sources, and green buildings.

8)

The City should facilitate partnerships with interested community groups, parties,
agencies and others that fosters sustainability, helps measure impacts and
formulates implementation strategies.

9)

The City should develop funding mechanisms to offset traditional funding impacts
of GHG policies and effects.

10)

The City should develop incentive based programs that promote GHG reduction;
and demonstrates a win/win for economic, social and environmental collaboration.

11)

Encourage community-wide greenhouse gas emission reduction through the
Community Energy and Emissions Plan. Promote and support compact
development, transportation alternatives and community gardens/urban forestry.
a.

Consider demonstration projects for ‘green’ development projects through
proactive development planning and visualization.

b.

Support innovative infrastructure, and built-form through educated and
supportive staff, and cost effective energy system management strategies.

c.

Consider energy efficiency and emission reduction in all development decision
making through collaborative permitting and policies. Foster educational

1The

Ecological footprint process follows the University of British Columbia's applied research model and
includes the following planning elements: prepare GHG baseline and risk assessment; define a vision for
climate change and sustainability; prepare unit based strategies; and update action plan framework reference http://www.sustain.ubc.ca/climate.html.
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programs to model best practices and engage builders, developers,
businesses, educational practitioners, and entrepreneurs.
The City proposes to confront community GHG impacts through regulations, policies and direct
actions, but recognizes that sustainability must be holistic. The following policies identify change
through various methodologies and then are followed by overarching sustainability goals,
summarized from other areas of the OCP.

Figure 6: Framework for Sustainability

3.3

Sustainability Policies - Green House Gas (GHG)

Direct Actions
1)

Develop a holistic evaluative tool such as the "Ecological Footprint" or LEED
Neighborhood Development tools, to prioritize specific actions (indicators,
regulations, policies, outreach and research), within the implementation strategy,
that will support eventual GHG and Sustainability prescriptions;

2)

Develop proactive or advocacy development planning that conserves land and
infrastructure; increases transportation efficiencies (parking and demand);
promotes sustainable planning building through City facilitated plans; and
encourage City actions in funding and modeling of "green projects and operations"
both for City facilities and grant applicants;

3)

Achieve energy self-sufficiency through energy conservation and by supporting
infrastructure for renewable, secure and sustained energy sources and
efficiencies. See Figure #7 and Figure #8.

4)

Through an adopted OCP implementation plan ensure economic diversity and
preservation of a range of land uses and economic sector enhancements (e.g.
tourism, forestry, and resort) continue to be monitored and reported.
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Policies
3.3.1

Support the development of low impact alternative and renewable energy sources,
such as wind power, hydro, solar, biomass or geothermal projects having:
a)

minimal impacts on natural ecosystems;

b)

minimal impacts on community water supplies;

c)

minimal impacts on recreational amenities;

d)

limited visual impacts from infrastructure and transmission lines; and

e)

meaningful community consultation.

3.3.2

Focus new development within the planned neighbourhoods of district energy
expansion.

3.3.3

Encourage all new high-density development to be district energy ready (e.g. hydronic
systems).

3.3.4

Support centralization or clustered development that supports nodes of density that
will support district energy.

3.3.5

Develop district energy service area bylaws and policies with mandatory hook-ups
based on sound business plans and market strategies.

3.3.6

Formulate parking strategies that reduce the need for on-site parking and promote
options for transportation.

Figure 7: Revelstoke Energy Planning Areas
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Figure 8: RCEC District Energy System

Regulations and Master Plans
3.3.7

Update applicable City of Revelstoke bylaws (building, subdivision, zoning and other
bylaws) to activate smart growth and master planning organizing principles, including
compact, diverse, mixed adaptable and context based design; walkable and nonmotorized mobility options; transit supported and low-impact transportation system;
place making or a sense of place; integrated natural systems; and strengthen and
direct development towards existing communities.

3.3.8

Environmental degradation impacts carbon sequestration through loss of ecological
systems like wetlands, shorelines and riparian areas. Develop an environmental
master plan, regulations and policies to focus development outside of environmentally
sensitive areas, and coordinate regionally; advocates for a holistic approach to
Columbia river usage (managed access; river surface and river moorings, buoys, and
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docks); help capitalize developable lands through geotechnical and flood plain
analysis; and discuss opportunities for urban forests management and preservation.
Incentive-Based
3.3.9

Develop an incentive-based checklist that gauges the “green” quality of developments
for all land use actions including rezonings, development permits and OCP
amendments, as a voluntary policy document. This policy promotes staff education,
enhances public awareness through “green” streamlining options in the development
and building permit processes; and allocates rewards for low impact development. A
future scoring methodology and project monitoring system will be developed.

Outreach
3.3.10

Develop a strategic plan for public outreach that maps all respective groups, and
entrenches broad-based decision making, framed against specific community
indicators tied to community vision statements especially community character; and
preservation of historical values. This strategic plan forms the backbone of community
planning; project and committee review and referrals; project urban planning actions;
and community/City partnerships. A sustainability working group may be an outcome.

3.3.11

Link community groups to active decision making around secondary area or
community plans for all OCP elements.

Research
3.3.12

Develop new tools for inventory and measurement of GHG impacts.

3.3.13

Explore community engagement options and models.

3.3.14

Develop new City department engagement and action strategies around GHG.

3.4

Sustainability Policies – General

People
3.4.1

Current OCP objectives - distinct, diverse and inclusive community; community
participation; safety and emergency services; affordable housing; health and
wellness; lifelong learning and heritage, arts and culture.

3.4.2

Proposed (p) or current (c) policies and action plans:
a)

Community Character; Heritage, Arts and Culture (OCP 8.1, 8.7)
i.
ii.
iii.

b)

Community Participation (OCP 8.2)
i.
ii.
iii.

c)

Heritage conservation plan and commission (c);
Community visioning and engagement (p); and
Secondary area plans (p).
Public Participation master plan (p);
City communication protocol (including resort) (p); and
OCP implementation steering committee (c);

Safety and Emergency Services (OCP 8.3)
i.

Neighborhood policing (part of Public participation plan) (p); and
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ii.
d)

Affordable Housing (OCP 8.4)
i.
ii.

e)

Public Safety Master plan (p);
Strategic housing plan and market analysis(p); and
Amendments to the zoning/subdivision/building bylaws (p);

Health and Wellness and Life Long Learning (OCP 8.5, 8.6)
i.

Social master plan (p).

Environment
3.4.3

Current OCP objectives - policies and regulations for ecosystems; water; air quality
and emissions; natural features; dark skies; and noise.

3.4.4

Proposed or current policies and action plans:
a)

Environmental master plan (p) includes grade and fill bylaws; Columbia river
usage strategy; urban forest management; habitat, riparian and shoreline
analyses; best practices management (e.g. cosmetic pesticides, storm water
management); distressed lands inventory and management; wet land
preservation, air quality plan; dark skies bylaw; noise mitigation standards for all
impacts; and view corridor study;

b)

Buildable lands analysis (p) includes geotechnical evaluation; flood plain
evaluation; environmental hazards evaluation;

c)

Ecological footprint development or other performance measuring tool (p)
includes inventory, visioning and goal setting; and

d)

Water long range plan (p) includes water metering, cross connection control
program, long term supply and infrastructure planning and regional impact to
service extensions.

Economic
3.4.5

Current OCP objectives - diversified and sustained vitality; and focus on forestry and
tourism;

3.4.6

Proposed or current policies and action plans:
a)

Zoning bylaw amendments that enhance industrial and commercial lands and
uses; small businesses; community character with options for local shopping (p);
and

b)

Economic master plan (p) that includes opportunities mapping; urban growth
opportunities; local business support; skills needs analysis and strengthening;
resort impacts; all season resort; social and economic barriers; worker safety;
climate change; site safety including wildfire management and bear aware; local
wood use; tourism opportunities, including eco-tourism; and retail and
entertainment management and planning.
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Land Use
3.4.7

Current OCP objectives - compact community; integrated use; cooperative regional
planning; unique neighborhoods; and heritage preservation;

3.4.8

Proposed or current policies and action plans:
a)

Zoning bylaw amendments (p) that regulate smart growth principles; walkablity;
integrated land use elements such as commercial, residential and office uses;
parking and transportation demand management system that reduces
dependence on the single occupant vehicle; complete streets with landscaping,
pedestrian and bicycle integration; green building principles and processing;
street and building design standards; open space and environmental lands
preservation; transfer of development rights for reducing GHG (and others);
density and parking bonusing for reducing GHG (and others); and urban growth
provisions.

Community Infrastructure and Services
3.4.9

Current OCP objectives - multi-modal transportation; parks and recreation master
plan; sewer, water and storm master planning; City energy management and Climate
Change Charter strategic plan; and Information technology to improve public access;

3.4.10

Proposed or current policies and action plans:
a)

Liquid waste management plan (p) - includes reduced septic usage; recycling of
septage; long range infrastructure and capacity planning; Local service areas
designation and planning;

b)

Water usage master plan (p) - may include a mandatory water metering program;
cross connection control program; demand management; xeriscape landscaping;

c)

Solid waste management plan (p) - includes reduce, reuse, and recycle
programs; regional composting; bear aware garbage disposal;

d)

Transportation master plan (p) - includes parking and transportation demand
management; traffic calming; street standards; enhanced non-motorized mobility
standards; and passenger rail;

e)

Parks and Recreation master plan (p) - includes active and passive opportunities
and capital development; trails overlay; open space preservation and
development linkages; and

f)

Energy (p) - City climate change charter strategic plan for City facilities
management; fleet vehicles and alternative fuels; snow removal.

Finance
3.4.11

Current OCP objectives – five year financial plan; annual capital planning exercise;
Development Cost charge review and update;

3.4.12

Proposed or current policies and action plans:
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a)

Land acquisition and property management strategy (p) – includes identification
of City properties development opportunities; facilities and capital planning; right
of way closures; property management.

4.0 Economic Growth
For the past decade three economic sectors have driven Revelstoke’s economy: Forestry,
transportation, primarily the Canadian Pacific Railway, and tourism. While not a major sector
recently, electrical generation construction has created growth in the local economy in the past.
Though not an economic sector, public services also contribute significant employment and
income in Revelstoke.
With the exception of tourism, limited long-term change in local employment is expected from
each of these sectors over the next decade:
1)

Forest industry – The forestry and wood product manufacturing sector employed
15% of the labour force in 2006. This sector has weathered the continent-wide
decline in forest product sales better than most firms, but has recently
implemented shift reductions. This sector is expected to remain resilient but less
robust, with few new jobs over the next decade.

2)

Rail transportation – Transportation and general warehousing accounted for
13% of all employment in 2006. Canadian Pacific Rail experienced increased
business through 2007, but implemented layoffs in 2008 as business decreased
with the general economic decline. While a significant turnover in staff in the
coming years is expected as an aging workforce begins to retire, indicators
suggest that job growth in this sector will remain constant in the next decade.

3)

Tourism – In 2006 accommodation and food services in Revelstoke accounted for
13% of employment. Tourism has been a growing sector for the last decade and
will continue to expand with the development of RMR. The 16,600 approved bed
units at RMR will create construction activity for 15 to 20 years, and induce other
tourism related economic activity. While there will be other developments outside
the RMR area, it has been assumed that all new tourism growth can be included
within the projected growth related to RMR.

4)

Electrical generation – Building the Revelstoke and Mica Dams from 1965 to
1985 was a major job generator for the area. Upon completion though, the dams
now require only 35 to 50 full time employees each with some seasonal workers. A
fifth generator is now being added at the Revelstoke Dam, creating 360 person
years of employment over the construction timeline, with most workers coming
from outside the community. Once completed, the operating staff requirement will
be approximately the same as at present. Additional upgrades to BC Hydro
facilities are planned over the next decade, and the potential exists for construction
of new independent power projects. Both types of projects will create construction
employment, with few long-term operating jobs. It is uncertain how much of this
construction will be done by local workers.

Growth in the tourism sector, hydro-electric power generation and transmission projects and
new public facilities (eg. two new schools) will result in significant construction activity. In 2006
the construction sector employed 9% of the labour force. This sector can be expected to grow
over the next decade.
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While an economic service rather than a generator, the public sector is an important employer
and income contributor in the community. In 2006 public service employees comprised 13% of
local employment. As the community population grows, public sector employment to service the
new residents and visitors will increase.
In the past year Revelstoke has been made aware of its fit as a potential computer data centre
to serve the world-wide internet sector. The potential for this sector remains uncertain and has
not been accounted for in the OCP.

5.0 Revelstoke Mountain Resort Development
The area included under the Mount Mackenzie Resort Area OCP Amendment includes
approximately 200 hectares (500 acres) of land situated at the base of Mount Mackenzie, south
of Nichol Road and at the eastern edge the Illecillewaet River, east of the Columbia River and
Airport Way. The Master Plan was approved by the provincial government in accordance with
the Commercial Alpine Ski Policy whereby the on-mountain ski facilities should be on Crown
land while the broader resort development should be on both private and Crown land. The
Mount Mackenzie Resort Area OCP Amendment considered only private land holdings that are
within the recently expanded City boundary.
The Mount Mackenzie Resort Area OCP Amendment was developed through consultation with
the Community, the Advisory Planning Commission, regional and senior government, affected
property owners and the proponent for the expansion of the existing Mount Mackenzie Resort.
The Vision and Principles are based on directions contained within the City’s Official Community
Plan, the Master Plan (as approved by the Province on December 23, 2004) and a report
commissioned by the City of Revelstoke and the Regional District entitled Socio- Economic and
Land Use Assessment of the Potential Impacts of the Proposed Mount Mackenzie Resort
Expansion Plan (dated October 2004). In addition to the statutory approval process, a previous
draft of the OCP Amendment was reviewed at an open house held in the spring of 2005. The
final directions of the OCP Amendment were reviewed at an open house and public meeting
held in June 2006, and along with the Comprehensive development zone (CD -8) was adopted
on January 17, 2007.

5.1

Understanding the Revelstoke Mountain Resort Approval

If Revelstoke Mountain Resort (RMR) is anticipated to be the major population and economic
generator of the future, understanding the proposal and its approval is important. Fundamental
to this is the intent to ensure that RMR is part of Revelstoke. To that end, all efforts will be made
to ensure that the development at the resort does not detract from or compete with the
Downtown Core of the City. The following highlights key points of the RMR agreement:
1)

RMR has been approved to a maximum of 16,600 bed units (a hotel room = 2 bed
units, a multi-family unit = 4 bed units, a single family unit = 6 bed units ) in the
resort application area.

2)

The bed units approved for the resort must be less than the total number of bed
units developed within the remaining areas of the City.

3)

RMR is responsible for housing an estimated employed labour force requiring
1,660 bed units, or 10% of the market bed units associated with the resort. It
should be recognized that these employee bed units are to be counted within the
16,600 bed units, not as being in addition to them. Further, the employee bed units
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must be added as the market bed units are developed (as compared to being
developed as a lump sum at the end of the project).
4)

RMR assumes up to half of the employee bed units can be supplied by the private
sector within the community of Revelstoke. The other half would be constructed by
RMR, primarily within the Revelstoke community on land that RMR would
purchase within the community, not at the mountain base.

5)

RMR has completed the social planning issues impact report (Urban Systems, May
2004). This document outlines both the building plans of RMR and the anticipated
growth in the community, all based on the Master Plan approval.

The RMR approved Master Plan and related documents were used as the basis for the
development of scenarios for growth of the community.

6.0 Community Population Projections
6.1

Trends and Forecasts

Many alternative scenarios for the growth of Revelstoke were generated during the
development of the OCP, each based on different assumptions about the future. These
scenarios are fully described in the Backgrounder. The preferred scenario is presented in this
section.
The rate of increase in the existing Revelstoke population, about 0.07% annually in the past
decade or so, will not drive significant growth of the community in the future. In fact, the
population of Revelstoke, like many small cities and towns in Canada, has been flat or declining
slightly since about 1981. Revelstoke will rely on economic growth rather than demographic
change, such as a change in birth rates or death rates, to increase its population over the next
two decades. Some fundamental understandings of this section are:

6.2

1)

The traditional economic sectors (transportation, forestry/timber, and electrical
generation) in Revelstoke have been and are expected to continue to be
essentially flat.

2)

The major economic and population driver for Revelstoke in the coming 20 years
will be tourism.

3)

The creation of a resort destination, the real estate development of that resort and
the recreation and tourism visitation it will attract, will determine the population
growth of Revelstoke in the coming two decades.

4)

The recent identification of Revelstoke as a prime location for a data centre (a hub
of computer-servers within the world-wide web network) is too new to assess the
possible impacts on the future growth of the community.

Base Population Growth Rate

BC Stats has estimated the recent rate of growth in the base population of Revelstoke to be
approximately 0.07%. The existing population consists of about 8,000 people in the region, with
7,230 (May, 2006) in the City of Revelstoke. Accounting for some migrating workers who,
because of their younger age profile will raise the birth rate slightly, a base population growth
rate of 1% per year is assumed in forecasting the Base Population to 2026.
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6.3

Scenario Development

During the information gathering stage of the OCP development, three scenarios were
generated that reflect the range of growth possibilities related to RMR development: low growth,
high growth and the selected scenario.
The generation of bed units by dwelling type for all scenarios uses the standard British
Columbia factors for resort development:

6.4

1)

single family – 6.0 bed units per dwelling unit

2)

multi-family – 4.0 bed units per dwelling unit

3)

condo - 4.0 bed units per dwelling unit

4)

hotel – 2.0 bed units per dwelling unit.

The Selected Scenario: Moderate Population Growth

The Selected Scenario models Whistler, B.C. as the mature resort, but assumes the RMR
development is only half built over a twenty year period of the OCP. The assumption is that
saturation occurs in the resort real estate market and the builder slows development over the
first 20 years. It may still achieve build out, but over a longer time period of 30 or 40 years.
This scenario forecasts a total permanent population of 11,201 persons by 2026. Including
resort equivalent population, the community will grow to 16,384 on average, with an estimated
equivalent population of 5,182 of visitors. In-migration of new residents is estimated at 1,312
persons over the period (see Figure #9).

Figure 9: Selected Scenario, Five Year Phases, 2011-2026

There is no “right answer” from the scenarios created for the OCP. The Selected Scenario
represents a conservative approach to growth projections which is recommended under the
circumstances. The Revelstoke community can repeat this exercise in the future and both select
the assumptions and the scenario that they believe is the most likely to occur. Through policy
and action, the scenario that the community intends to achieve can then be targeted. As the
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development of RMR proceeds, it will be important for the community to monitor impacts of the
development through a housing market analysis.
The population forecasts from the Selected Scenario have been applied in estimating the future
housing requirements and school enrolment expectations in the resort community of
Revelstoke. In the future, population forecasting should be coordinated with infrastructure
planning in order to provide consistency in the monitoring and understanding of the community’s
changing needs.

6.5

Changing Demographics

As well as changes in the total population, the community will experience a change in the
composition of the population, particularly in terms of age. This will be the result of two different
patterns. At the older end of the spectrum the resident population is aging, with the baby boom
generation moving into retirement. As well, the new workers at the resort and in construction are
likely to be younger people, including young families, as the community has recently
experienced. These changing demographics will influence the types of housing, community
infrastructure and services that will be needed in the future.

7.0 Housing Trends and Forecasts
7.1

Housing Stock

The Community Profile and updated census information provides a brief snapshot of the
existing housing resources currently within the City of Revelstoke:
1)

Revelstoke has approximately 3,275 private dwellings.

2)

The number of private dwellings from 2001 to 2006 has increased by 6%.

3)

The supply of housing units in Revelstoke is dominated by single family homes.
75% of the community owns their homes, compared to a provincial average of
66%.

4)

Compared to the rest of the province, the housing stock in Revelstoke is aging and
in need of repairs. Almost 30% of the housing stock was built before 1960, just
over 10% built after 1991.

5)

The Renter’s Voice research reveals that Revelstoke has approximately 400 trailer
pads in use.

Further the community also offers limited social, special needs and seniors housing
accommodation including 130 units for seniors and 50 units for seniors and people with
disabilities. There are also residential group homes and a women’s shelter. The City is being
proactive in considering land use amendments to permit infill development such as secondary
suites within single family homes.

7.2

Resort Impacts

The Socio-Economic Impact Study for RMR (Urban Systems, 2004) recognizes that, unlike
most of Revelstoke’s more traditional resource economies, the proposed resort development is
significantly impacting the affordability and supply of local housing. A resort economy typically
increases the cost of housing due to increased demand and limited supply of housing. The main
determinants of this situation are the in-migration of construction and service workers who
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become the labour force for the resort, and the introduction of new market demand from
purchasers with incomes derived from outside the immediate geographical area. The latter
group typically has greater or concentrated financial resources to purchase the desirable real
estate whether the housing is a primary residence, investment or second home.
As a result, housing costs of both rental and ownership stock escalate beyond what local and
new working residents can afford, particularly as incomes cannot keep pace with the cost of
housing. Further, prices are also affected by increasing competition for housing,
accommodation and land (for second homes, investment, commercial use) that is developed to
cater to the more affluent consumer who desires a higher quality location, finishing, amenities
and maintenance.

7.3

Housing Prices

The most significant challenges for Revelstoke in the next five years will not only be ensuring an
adequate supply of lands to develop housing, but also ensuring that the housing constructed will
be at a price that will be affordable for the local workforce and residents. Information from the
Okanagan Mainline Real Estate Board indicates that between 2004 and 2006 house prices
increased by 62%, then by 66% from 2006 to 2007. Prices fell slightly in 2008.
Rental prices also soared, increasing by 20 to 50% annually to $500/month for a bachelor suite
and $850/month for a two-bedroom apartment in 2008. Rental vacancies declined to just over
1% in 2008. Additionally, the types of rental units available typically do not meet the needs of
the population.
Mobile homes are important to Revelstoke as they provide a significant supply of affordable and
centrally located housing within the community. Mobile trailer parks in developing resort areas
are often used by landlords as interim revenue generating uses until property values justify
more extensive development.
Existing social housing meets the needs of some low income individuals, seniors and persons
with disabilities. Currently there are waitlists for all subsidized housing facilities in Revelstoke. In
2005, at least 250 individuals and families were experiencing a core housing need shortage.

7.4

Housing Projections

A comparison with another resort community, Whistler, BC, and information from the 2001
Census Canada data indicate that 2.5 person per unit is a realistic multiplier figure for
determining housing unit requirements.
The analysis indicates that for the Selected Scenario over a 20-year phased build out, the
forecasted housing needs for units to meet the supply of the local workforce will be
approximately 525 units. This does not account for the housing needs of the forecast increase in
the base population, which may require almost the same number of units. The forecasting
estimates still need to provide a detailed breakdown of unit type and pricing or the user profile
(resident vs. non-resident). It also does not account for any existing deficiencies such as
specific vacancy rates, homelessness rates, rental costs, and affordability.
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Table 1: Housing Projections for the Selected Scenario (Half RMR Development - Estimated New Housing
Units)

Population
Component
Community Base
Population
Cumulative
Population Growth
from Migration
Total Projected
Permanent Population
Approximate Housing
Requirements (2.5
pph)

Phase 1
2007 –
2010

Phase 2
2011 –
2015

Phase 3
2016 –
2020

Phase 4
2021 –
2026

Total

8,512

8,953

9,409

9,889

9,889

278

713

1,335

1,312

1,312

8,796

9,666

10,744

11,201

11,201

111

285

534

525

525

This assumes that none of the “Resort Population Equivalent” will need housing.

Considerable vacant land with potential for residential use exists in the City. A summary of land
available for various uses in 1996 is presented in the following table. There were 965 lots, 100
multi-family units and 65 manufactured mobile home pads estimated to be available at that time.
As there has been very little development in the past 10 years, it can be assumed that much of
this inventory remains available. Comparing the number of dwelling units forecast to be needed
(525 dwelling units for the in-migration of the local workforce and a similar number of units for
the increase in the base population) with the residential land inventory may indicate a tight fit but
requires a thorough market analysis to examine residential vacancy rates. So, new housing
choices must consider compact development and judicious land use decisions that avoid urban
sprawl to accommodate the housing units forecast required by 2026.
Table 2: Residential Land Inventory1

Area of City
Columbia Park
Clearview Heights /
Northeast Revelstoke
South Revelstoke
Central Revelstoke
Arrow Heights
Big Eddy
TOTALS

Potential Residential Development
Single-Family2

Multi-Family

20 lots

50 units

Moveable
Dwelling3
15 pads

85 lots
60 lots
100 lots
650 lots1
50 lots
965 lots

50 units
100 units

30 pads

65 pads

Calculated by extending development at existing density in Arrow Heights to Cashato Bench area and other large vacant
parcels east of Airport Way, including ALR lands.
2
Single family lots equate to 6 bed units, multi-family units 4 bed units, and condominiums to 4 bed units. Mobile homes should
likely be assigned a value of 2 bed units.
3
Assumes all single-wide movable dwellings.
1

Based on this inventory of vacant land, there is clearly sufficient land to satisfy demand for
various types of residential use over the next 5 years.
The information collected to date on the current housing supply and forecasts provides an initial
first step in fully addressing housing requirements. The City should continue these efforts,
identifying the key challenges and possible solutions for housing that will attract and retain a
high quality workforce and involved community.
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This future work should be flexible in its implementation, recognizing that during the planning,
construction and even occupancy of the units, the housing needs of an emerging resort may
rapidly change. In particular the City and the community will need to:
1)

Maintain a strong commitment to address the growing rental market and nonmarket housing challenges.

2)

Engage in and plan for property acquisition, operations, funding sources, policies
and regulations for maintaining affordable rental, market and non-market housing
stock.

3)

Reconsider the traditional zoning standards and housing forms, in particular
embracing concepts such as Smart Growth by infilling and densification of existing
and proposed neighbourhoods.

4)

Establish an inventory of bed units, commercial space and industrial space that is
updated annually to reflect new development.
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PART III – CHARTING OUR FUTURE:
COMMUNITY GOALS AND POLICIES
8.0 The People
8.1

Community Character

Many residents of Revelstoke can trace their family ties to this area for over a century, or at
least several decades. In 2007 almost 45% of the respondents to a community survey had lived
in the community for all or most of their lives here, with many remembering the times before the
late 60’s when the only winter access was by rail. The many multi-generational families in the
community bring a powerful sense of heritage and history to the community, along with
friendliness and collective self-reliance.
After population booms following WWII and during the construction era from the 60's to the mid80's, Revelstoke’s population has been stable or slightly declining for two decades. In 2006,
7,230 people lived within the City boundaries, and another 500 residents in the adjacent
Columbia Shuswap Regional District relied on Revelstoke for services. Since the discovery of
Revelstoke’s spectacular mountain lifestyle and the approval of the Revelstoke Mountain Resort
in 2005, the community has begun to change, with more young workers and entrepreneurs
making Revelstoke their home.
Revelstoke’s heritage, family ties, sense of belonging, quality safety and health care services
and range of leisure opportunities create a high quality of life that is enjoyed by most residents.
Residents faced with disabilities, poverty or other challenges are supported to enjoy their lives
to the fullest. However, some seniors, people with disabilities and those living on low incomes
feel social isolation. As well, few supports exist for new immigrants wanting to integrate into
community life.
Four provincial agencies, six non-profit organizations and many volunteer groups provide social
services in Revelstoke. Coordination and collaboration amongst these groups are essential to
ensure efficient and effective services are provided to meet the real needs of residents.
Since 2001 the City has supported these organizations and agencies to develop the social
development components of a Community Development Plan. In 2008 the City created a Social
Development Committee and provided funds to hire a coordinator to facilitate implementation of
priority actions within the plan.
Community Goals
1)

A distinct, diverse community where all residents, families and visitors feel
welcome and respected.

2)

Foster a sense of place consistent with historical and cultural values, and
collaborate with agency and public partners especially Parks Canada.

Policies
8.1.1

Retain Revelstoke’s friendly small town character.

8.1.2

Foster a sense of place consistent with historical and cultural values, through mutual
planning efforts with agency and public partners, especially Parks Canada.
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8.1.3

8.2

Support the high quality of life that individuals and families enjoy by fulfilling their
lifelong health, cultural, educational, spiritual, recreational and economic needs.

Community Participation

In 2007 over 90% of the respondents to a community survey felt a strong sense of belonging in
the community, and ‘friendly’ was the term most frequently used by respondents to describe the
community. Many residents are involved in community activities through recreational, social,
spiritual, environmental and economic groups. The City and government agencies provide
opportunities for residents to be involved in community decisions and residents actively
participate in local decision-making.
The slow pace of development over the past two decades have resulted in some residents
being caught off guard by the recent accelerated pace of development, and the new types of
development such as infill multi-family buildings. Residents are sometimes uncertain about how
to effectively engage in community decisions.
Community Goals
1)

Early and ongoing engagement of residents, agencies, businesses and community
groups in all community planning activities.

Policies
8.2.1

Support and nurture resident involvement in community activities and local decision
making through a Public Participation Plan.

8.2.2

Embrace and facilitate effective partnerships between community organizations,
businesses, the resort and all levels of government.

8.2.3

Enhance resident interaction with the City through improved information
dissemination consistent with a Communication Plan.

8.2.4

Promote enhanced communication with the community about the resort development
and engage RMR.

8.3

Safety and Emergency Services

Residents feel safe in Revelstoke and this sense is confirmed by low crime rates compared to
provincial averages. The community has a full range of safety and emergency services that are
cooperatively funded and managed through partnerships with other levels of government, and
with important volunteer contributions.
Municipal policing is contracted through the RCMP with 11 full-time officers. There are
additional officers that operate under the provincial contract with 3 on highway patrol, 2 on rural
policing and 2 on identification services. Recently a specialized Road Traffic Safety unit of 3
officers was added. The detachment operates 2 cars, 3 SUV’s, 3 sleds and 1 – 18’ rigid hull
vessel. There is 1 full-time Victim Services worker that also works out of the detachment.
Currently there is a compliment of 3 volunteer Auxiliary constables.
A volunteer search and rescue group works closely with the RCMP.
The provincial government provides adult and youth probation services to the community.
The City Fire Rescue Service is responsible for fire protection within the City limits and to
outlying rural areas. Rural area fire protection is funded through an agreement with the Regional
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District. The department operates one fire station with 8 vehicles (none with aerial equipment, 6
full-time paid career firefighters, 33 volunteers and a career Fire Chief.
The provincial government provides emergency medical services with two ambulances and a
combination of 9 full-time and part-time callout staff. An ambulance station will soon be
constructed.
The Revelstoke and Area Emergency Management Program is a partnership with the Regional
District which plans for emergency response. Details of this response plan are contained in a
written City of Revelstoke Emergency Response and Recovery Plan. A contracted Emergency
Program Coordinator is working with the City and Regional District to manage the program.
Within the Provincial Emergency Program (PEP) there are six Public Safety Lifeline Volunteer
organizations:
1)

Revelstoke Emergency Social Services - works in a disaster to ensure that
evacuees are properly cared for through registration, referrals, assistance and
lodging. They are also on- call to assist individual residents who may be
temporarily dislodged from their homes due to fire, flood or other causes.

2)

Revelstoke Search and Rescue - normally tasked by the RCMP or Victoria PEP to
perform search or rescue tasks. But, as part of the PEP organization, they are
available to assist in other emergency situations.

3)

Revelstoke Road Rescue Services - Although they are part of the PEP
organization, road rescue services are normally tasked directly by the RCMP, Fire
Department, BC Ambulance Services or Victoria PEP. But, in the event of an
emergency their expertise and equipment is available.

4)

Revelstoke PEP Air Search and Rescue - normally tasked by Victoria PEP to
perform air search tasks. But, in a disaster their services can be available for
emergency transportation, aerial reconnaissance and communication.

Plans are underway to organize Provincial Emergency Radio Communication Services; and
General Service Volunteers. An Emergency Planning Committee will see the addition of more
emergency stakeholders in the future.
RMR is expected to prepare its own Emergency Response Plan.
The City must be certain that the municipal tax base is sufficient to accommodate changing
safety and emergency service needs as the community expands. Anticipating and achieving
suitable levels of safety and emergency services through the many existing service providers,
including RMR, during peak and non-peak times as the community grows is a challenge that
requires forward thinking and advance planning. Comparison with similar resort communities
provided in the Backgrounder is valuable reference information.
Community Goals
1)

A safe community with adequate fire rescue, policing, search and rescue,
emergency response and emergency medical services.

Policies
8.3.1

Retain a strong sense of community safety with low crime rates.

8.3.2

Enhance public safety systems for fire rescue, search and rescue, policing,
emergency response and paramedic services in cooperation with all levels of
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government to meet changing community conditions with defined performance
objectives based on risk assessments within a Public Safety Master Plan.
8.3.3

Enhance wildfire protection, including fire rescue response, consistent with the
Community Wildfire Protection Plan.

8.3.4

Facilitate cooperation amongst policing, search and rescue, the Canadian Avalanche
Centre, Parks Canada, RMR, CPR, Police and community organizations to enhance
safety in the backcountry and achieve efficient rescue response.

8.3.5

Cooperatively manage and annually evaluate the effectiveness of regional public
safety systems, including the Emergency Response Plan.

8.3.6

Conduct a fire prevention inventory and risk analysis in conformance with the Fire and
BC Building Codes, as amended from time to time.

8.3.7

Mitigate hazards to heritage structures consistent with the Downtown Heritage
Strategic Plan.

8.3.8

Encourage a wide range of policing options including, bike patrols, storefront policing
and neighbourhood policing in all parts of the community.

8.4

a)

Support a ‘Citizens on Patrol’/Blockwatch program.

b)

Support initiatives to reduce violence and abuse.

c)

Support initiatives to educate the community on safety issues.

Affordable Housing

In 2006 there were 3,275 private dwellings in the City, with 75% of all dwellings owned and 72%
being single family dwellings, which is higher than the provincial average. Almost 30% of this
housing stock was built before 1960 with slightly over 10% built since 1991. Manufactured
homes are prevalent in some areas of the City, reflecting previous times of rapid growth, and
providing affordable housing options. There are 130 seniors housing units and 50 units for
seniors and people with disabilities in the community, all with waiting lists. Additional social,
special needs, rental housing, emergency and seniors housing is needed.
Anticipation of the RMR development brought extreme increases in housing prices and rents in
recent years. Between 2004 and 2006 house prices increased by 62%, then by 66% from 2006
to 2007. Prices fell slightly in 2008. Rental rates also soared, increasing by 20 to 50% annually
to $500/month for a bachelor suite and $850/month for a two-bedroom apartment in 2008.
Rental vacancies declined to just over 1% in 2008.
Affordable housing is:
Safe, appropriate housing that is affordable for the income levels of all community residents.

Revelstoke Community Housing Society

Affordable housing remains a high priority community issue. Analysis of the selected scenario
for the RMR development forecasts the need for approximately 285 more bed units by 2015 and
a total of 525 by 2026 to house the expected increase in the local workforce. This does not
account for the housing needs of the forecast increase in the base population, which may
require almost the same number of units. RMR is required to provide 1,660 bed units (10-20%
of total bed units) for resort employees over 20 years. One-half of those may be provided offsite. For more information see Part II Future Growth and Development.
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The City has taken several steps to support affordable housing options in the community:
Designating City owned lands for community-based housing, funding and facilitating the
creation of the Revelstoke Community Housing Society with a paid manager, and approved
bylaws to permit secondary suites and a Manufactured (Mobile) Home Redevelopment
Procedure. A Strategic Community Housing Plan is needed to coalesce the recent housing
studies and projected needs analysis into a forward looking strategic direction for the
community.
Community Goal
1)

Affordable rental, market, and non-market housing for the community.

Policies
8.4.1

Expand and enhance the diversity of residential, non-market ownership and rental
housing types consistent with a Strategic Community Housing Plan to meet the needs
of all residents and the workforce across every stage of life, while delivering on
affordability, livability, and special needs priorities.

8.4.2

Increase acceptance and implement a range of funding sources, market incentives
and/or government initiatives to create a long-term supply of affordable housing for
residents that is integrated throughout the community.

8.4.3

Educate the community about infill, compact, and mixed use development and
strengthen the understanding that affordable ownership and rental housing is a
community-wide issue shared by all Revelstoke residents and businesses.

8.4.4

Initiate a housing market analysis for all forms of housing.

8.5

Health and Wellness

The stunning natural setting and broad choice of outdoor recreational activities supports healthy
lifestyles. Over 90% of respondents to the community surveys over the past 10 years have felt
the well-being of the people in their households was stable or improving.
However, there are indicators of increasing hardship for portions of the population such as
increased food bank use and growing waiting lists for subsidized housing. Single people who
are renting, with many paying more than 50% of their income on housing, are the most frequent
food bank users and are most at risk for health and wellness challenges.
A wide selection of health services are available in the community. The Interior Health Authority
manages Queen Victoria Hospital, public health services, a mental health clinic and substance
abuse counseling. Private providers include a medical clinic, dentists, chiropractors, and
optometrist, hearing specialist and physiotherapist. Residents must travel over an hour to
neighbouring communities for many specialized services.
The RMR development has already impacted health services through increased trauma
incidents. The hospital is actively planning future space use and service needs as the resort
expands.
Community Goals
1)

A healthy community with adequate health and wellness facilities and services
including outreach and emergency supports.
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2)

Provide senior residents with the means to live a life as full as possible, by
promoting access to safe and affordable housing; physical and social mobility; and
social engagement in the community.

Policies
8.5.1

Meet the needs of a growing and changing population with appropriate outreach and
emergency supports and health and wellness facilities and services, including access
to out-of-town health care.

8.5.2

Promote alternative transportation methods to encourage physical activity and healthy
lifestyles.

8.5.3

Promote and encourage healthy lifestyle choices for all residents.

8.5.4

Citizens must have equal access to resources, employment, services, low income
rental housing and opportunities they need to meet their basic needs.

8.5.5

Work with all levels of government to ensure all citizens (including our seniors)
maintain incomes above the Poverty Line.

8.5.6

Promote programs that limit the negative impacts of substance abuse on the social
and economic wellbeing of individuals, families and the community.

8.5.7

Identify shortcomings and address issues of accessibility and inclusiveness for
residents and visitors with disabilities.

8.5.8

Provide sufficient services to meet seniors’ needs, encouraging them to stay in
Revelstoke, through an Aging In Place Plan and a Social Plan.

8.5.9

Increase community awareness of food security issues by encouraging local food
production and purchasing, potentially creating local food co-ops.

8.5.10

Establish suitable locations for seniors’ residential developments and include
adaptability standards for existing developments.

8.5.11

Encourage Interior Health to increase the number of assisted living and residential
care beds in the community.

8.5.12

Integrate strategies of ‘age-friendly’ planning through the Social Plan.

8.6

Lifelong Learning

Several decades ago the community embraced lifelong learning as a community development
asset, including both formal education for children and adults, and informal learning
opportunities for all residents. The Board of Education, Okanagan College and several
community organizations collaborate to continually improve both formal education and informal
learning opportunities for all residents, with particular emphasis on early childhood
development, community literacy, applied ecology and backcountry/avalanche safety.
Approximately 1,040 students are enrolled in elementary and secondary education under the
direction of the Board of Education. School enrollment has been declining since 1995,
consistent with trends in BC. Even with the RMR development, a 1-4% decline in enrollment is
expected to 2016.
Board of Education facilities currently include four active elementary schools, one high school
and two inactive elementary schools. The inactive schools support community uses including
Okanagan College and the Child Care Society. Ministry approval has been received to close the
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two downtown elementary schools and build a new elementary school, and a new high school at
the site of the current high school. The City is working closely with the Board of Education and
interested potential user groups to decide the future for the existing elementary school facilities
and playgrounds.
Preserving the green space as community assets at all the inactive school sites is important to
residents.
Okanagan College is rapidly outgrowing its current site and will soon need an expanded
location.
The Early Childhood Development Committee has received provincial and national recognition
for its collective achievements. An active Literacy Action Committee leads literacy learning
programs in the community.
The Canadian Avalanche Centre hosts professional and informal avalanche training in
Revelstoke and elsewhere. Educational events organized by the Columbia Mountains Institute
of Applied Ecology focus on land management topics.
North Columbia Environmental Society provides education on a variety of environmental issues.
Community Goal
1)

Lifelong learning opportunities for all residents.

Policies
8.6.1

Support and provide facilities and activities to continue Revelstoke’s excellence in
formal education together with continued learning opportunities for all residents.

8.6.2

Retain leadership in early childhood development, avalanche related education and
applied ecology learning.

8.6.3

Opportunities exist for all residents to attain literacy skills necessary to fully participate
in the community and the economy.

8.6.4

Strengthen the adult education system to support local residents to access available
employment and to support continuous learning.

8.6.5

Encourage community organizations to facilitate learning activities for residents and
visitors to enhance backcountry safety.

8.6.6

Become a leader in globally sustainable and environmentally responsible lifestyles by
developing and supporting local champions and offering continuous community
learning opportunities.

8.7

Heritage, Arts and Culture

Our community heritage is showcased in the civic Museum and Archives, the Railway Museum
and the BC Interior Forestry Museum, which are all run by community non-profit societies. A
private museum of mechanized musical equipment augments these community efforts. These
organizations cooperate through a Museums Collective.
The arts and culture scene is lively with fourteen volunteer groups hosting theatre, music, visual
arts, festivals and speaker events throughout the year in a number of different venues. The
Visual Arts Centre is the only dedicated public arts infrastructure in the community, with one
staff position. The lack of a performing arts centre is a major gap in community facilities;
however the new theatre being constructed by the School District will begin to address this gap.
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The volunteer Community Arts Council is the umbrella organizing group providing leadership
and support for arts, culture and heritage. In 2006 the Council led the creation of a Cultural
Strategy, which is being updated in 2011. Public art is encouraged through a City policy and
Committee. Activities for teens, youth and seniors have been identified as gaps in community
services.
Community Goals
1)

A celebrated cultural community with residents and visitors engaging with our
authentic arts, culture and heritage.

2)

Community facilities that showcase arts and cultural activities and events.

Policies
8.7.1

Provide a rich array of cultural activities with adequate facilities and resources to
showcase the community and entertain residents and visitors, consistent with the
community’s Cultural Strategy.

8.7.2

Design and manage community heritage, arts and culture facilities to facilitate fourseason resident and visitor enjoyment of arts and culture and to encourage interaction
and shared activities.

8.7.3

Improve City facilities and programs to be accessible and meet the evolving needs of
the community, consistent with the City’s Financial Plan.

8.7.4

Support and provision of facilities and exhibiting opportunities, including the use of
outdoor public space, for local artists and crafts people.

8.7.5

Promote an open community by requiring (non-strata) resort and recreation amenities
to be accessible to the broader community (with or without user fees).

8.7.6

Enrich the public environment and promote awareness, understanding, access and
enjoyment of art as part of everyday life for residents and visitors through public art
installments.

8.7.7

Enhance activities for teens and youth.

9.0 The Environment
9.1

Background

The City of Revelstoke sits in a river valley where the Illecillewaet and Jordan Rivers join the
Columbia River. It lies at the north end of the Arrow Lakes Reservoir, and to the south of the
Revelstoke Dam and Lake Revelstoke. Steep mountain slopes with dense ‘interior rainforests’
surround the developed portions of the community. Alpine meadows, rocky peaks and glaciers
create stunning mountain views.
Revelstoke is tightly integrated with its surrounding mountain and aquatic ecosystems. Citizens
were responsible for the creation of Mount Revelstoke National Park in the early 1900's to
protect the environmental and recreation values in the area. Local residents are accustomed to
frequent encounters with wildlife such as bears, deer, moose, and large raptors as they live,
work and recreate in the many significant natural areas within and surrounding the City. This
close connection with the natural environment is an important aspect of life in Revelstoke and
environmental stewardship is a community priority.
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Streams in the area host rich aquatic ecosystems including sport and endangered fish species.
Riparian areas along these streams support an abundance of biodiversity and protect the
stream waters from disturbance. The forested areas within and adjacent to the City provide
important habitat for a number of species of wildlife. The slopes of Mount Revelstoke that fall
within the City's boundaries are particularly important as habitats for endangered mountain
caribou and other ungulates. Trees and forested areas within the City are valued by residents
for their environmental, habitat and aesthetic importance.
The Upper Arrow Reservoir Drawdown Zone reservoir drawdown zone, which is periodically
inundated, is important waterfowl habitat. It is a critical staging point for spring migrating
waterfowl, and for fall migrations when reservoir water levels allow. This has focused attention
on the need to maintain dark skies to facilitate migrations.
Ecosystems in the area provide habitat for 14 threatened or endangered species including five
bird species, three mammals, four fish species and two amphibians.
Reservoir flooding and operations for hydro-electricity production, transmission lines, timber
harvesting and backcountry recreation have impacted the regional landscape, changing
ecosystems and reducing habitats for some wildlife and fish species while enhancing others.
Low elevation habitats are especially impacted, making remnant natural areas particularly
important. Biodiversity of vegetation, wetlands and other ecosystems promote the long term
viability and interdependence of our communities.
Air quality has been a community concern for some time. The recent elimination of bee-hive
burners at mills has significantly improved conditions however wood heating, transportation
open burning and dust, continue to be sources of air pollution. Residents place a high
importance on reducing greenhouse gases to improve air quality and slow climate change.

9.2

Environmental stewardship

Environmental citizenship and stewardship by families, business, community organizations and
governments is encouraged and supported throughout the community. City policies integrate
environmental stewardship best practices in transportation, utility, building, social and financial
practices.
The City has adopted the Provincial Riparian Areas Protection Regulation of the Fish Protection
Act to protect aquatic areas and has recently signed on to the BC Climate Change Charter with
the provincial government and the Union of BC Municipalities.
An Environmental Advisory Committee has been appointed by the City to support cooperative
implementation of priority environmental actions and provide advice on environmental topics.
The City facilitates an Air Quality Committee (that will soon come under the auspices of the
Environmental Advisory Committee). The Mountain Caribou Recovery Task Force, under
Provincial auspices, included membership of local residents. The community also supports a
Bear Management Committee to address bear/human conflicts. Parks Canada and the City are
developing a close working relationship to cooperate on management of the lands along the
City border with Mount Revelstoke National Park.
BC Hydro implements the Columbia River Water Use Plan and the Upper Arrow Reservoir
Drawdown Zone Management Plans as the landowner in the reservoir drawdown zone and the
operator of the hydroelectric dams. Both plans were created through consultative processes
including the City and local residents.
Columbia Basin Trust initiatives encourage citizen involvement and education.
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The provincial government manages the lands adjacent to the community in accordance with
the Revelstoke and Area Land Use Plan which was the result of a local initiative to enhance
land use planning for the area.

9.3

Stewardship

Community Goals
1)

Collaborate to achieve excellence in environmental stewardship through City and
partnership efforts.

2)

Working with partners focus stewardship in areas such as ecological integrity;
urban-wildland fire interface; encroachment and uncontrolled access and domestic
animals; wildlife/human conflicts and public safety; urban forestry, visitor
experience and species at risk.

3)

Consider future climate change impacts in all development decision making.

Policies
9.3.1

Be involved in collaborative efforts across jurisdictions to coordinate interests and
initiatives for the improved understanding and ongoing protection and enhancement
of the natural environment.

9.3.2

Incorporate environmental best practices in all municipal bylaws, regulations and
guidelines.

9.3.3

Reduce the use of toxic substances in public and private practices.

9.3.4

Identify and support rehabilitation of contaminated lands consistent with a Distressed
Lands Inventory.

9.4

Environmental Hazard Lands

Steep slopes, areas with unstable soils and flood plains are recognized as environmentally
hazardous areas where development is restricted through a Development Permit Area. Almost
25% of the City area is within the steep slope/unstable soil classification. Approximately 5% of
the land within the City is within floodplains outside the Reservoir Drawdown Zone, which
occupies almost 20% of the landscape.
Community Goal
1)

Prevent development in environmentally hazardous areas and require measures to
address hazards.

Policies
9.4.1

Protect the natural environment and prevent development within designated
Environmental Hazard Lands (Appendix V, Map 2) including steep slopes greater
than 30%, unless suitably mitigated, and lands subject to geological or flooding
concerns through Floodplain Policies and Development Permit Guidelines (See
Section 13.8 and Development Permit Area I).

9.4.2

Assess soils and slope conditions in the City through a City Wide geotechnical and
buildable lands analysis.
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9.5

Environmentally Sensitive Areas

The south slopes of Mount Revelstoke, the airport wetlands/reservoir drawdown zone, other
wetlands, riparian areas next to streams and floodplains are recognized as environmentally
sensitive areas where development is restricted through a Development Permit Area. Eighteen
percent of the lands in the City are designated as environmentally sensitive areas.
Community Goal
1)

Protect and enhance environmentally sensitive areas.

Policies
9.5.1

Achieve no net loss of wetlands, riparian habitats or sensitive species.

9.5.2

Promote the value of environmentally sensitive areas through education.

9.5.3

Restrict development and encourage compatible recreation, dust control and wildfire
protection in the Reservoir Drawdown zone consistent with the policies for this land
use designation (See Section 14.0 – Land Use - Designations).

9.5.4

Require all development and municipal operations to be in compliance with the
provincial Riparian Areas Protection Regulation (BC Reg. 178/2019) and encourage
actions that exceed the regulation.

9.5.5

Formally designate Environmentally Sensitive Areas based on defined criteria and upto-date inventories and mapping prepared using best practices. Partner with
government agencies, community organizations and others to continually refine the
information base for these designations.

9.5.6

Protect and enhance the natural environment, its ecosystems and biological diversity
within designated Environmentally Sensitive Areas (Appendix V, Map 1) through
Development Permit Guidelines (See Development Permit Area I). These guidelines
will be based on recognized ecological standards and practices and will limit the level
of use and development of these areas.

9.5.7

All new development that includes or may impact Environmentally Sensitive Areas will
be subject to a Municipal Environmental Review Process, that may involve specific
regulations.

9.5.8

Secure protection of Environmentally Sensitive Areas through legal mechanisms such
as land donation, conservation covenants or long-term leases to Land Trust or
conservation organizations.

9.6

Ecosystems

Community Goal
1)

Retain and, where possible, enhance the ecosystems and biodiversity within the
community and in the North Columbia area.
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Policies
9.6.1

Conserve the functioning, connectivity, habitat conditions, fish and wildlife populations
and natural heritage of ecosystems.

9.6.2

Educate the public, to the importance of ecosystem goods and services provided by
the natural environment.

9.6.3

Actively support recovery of threatened and endangered wildlife and vegetation
species.

9.6.4

Encourage the use of native plant species in both private and public landscaping
while limiting bear hazards, prohibit the use of invasive species and support
eradication of existing invasive plants.

9.6.5

Retain and augment trees and treed areas within developed areas while limiting bear
hazards and wildfire risk.

9.6.6

Minimize human/wildlife conflicts in all municipal activities and developments.

9.6.7

Recognize wildlife corridors and incorporate them in land use planning and
development (See preliminary mapping on Appendix V, Map 1).

9.6.8

Eliminate bear deaths and relocations resulting from human attractants.

9.6.9

Encourage the Regional District and provincial agencies to effectively manage front
country and backcountry recreational opportunities to sustain healthy ecosystems as
the basis for high quality experiences.

9.7

Water

Community Goal
1)

Protect the water quality and quantity from local water sources, watercourses and
groundwater flows.

Policies
9.7.1

Maintain natural stream morphology during development to sustain the hydrologic
functions of water courses.

9.7.2

Eliminate the use of pesticides and herbicides.

9.7.3

Utilize green infrastructure to provide a natural filtration system, decreasing pollutant
discharge, and decreasing long term maintenance cost of the storm water system.

9.7.4

Encourage xeriscaping, and water conservation technologies.

9.7.5

Restrict the placement of fill or debris in natural watercourses or on lands that could
lead to the discharge of deleterious materials into waterways or aquifers.

9.7.6

Conserve water in municipal operations and facilities, industry, community
organizations, businesses and homes.

9.7.7

Promote regulations and policies to protect Riparian areas.
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9.8

Air Quality and Emissions

Community Goal
1) Improving air quality.
Policies
9.8.1

Reduce the amount of particulate and other emissions from transportation, industry,
open burning and home heating.

9.8.2

Take actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from City operations to meet the BC
Climate Charter target of carbon neutrality by 2012, consistent with a City Greenhouse
Gas Emission Inventory and Reduction Action Plan. Consider tree planting programs,
more fuel efficient or alternatively-powered vehicles, multi- modal transportation, passive
or alternative power and heating sources, and green buildings.

9.8.3

Encourage community-wide greenhouse gas emission reduction through a Community
Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Action development, transportation alternatives
and community gardens/urban forestry and consider fast tacking 'green' developments
projects.

9.8.4

Promote idling-reduction education/awareness so as to suitably address emissions.

9.9

Natural Feature Views

Community Goal
1)

Safeguard public view corridors to significant natural features.

Policies
9.9.1

Preserve and, where possible, improve public view corridors to significant natural
features in accordance with Appendix V, Map 3.

9.10 Dark Skies
Community Goal
1)

Visual impacts are managed through dark sky policies and regulations.

Policies
9.10.1

Reduce lighting to retain the quality of the dark sky.

9.10.2

Encourage developments to use directional lighting that minimizes unneeded lights
during the day and night.

9.11 Noise
Community Goal
1)

Prohibit excessive noise and ensure new developments mitigate for noise impacts
such as transportation and industry.
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Policies
9.11.1

Proactively enforce an updated noise bylaw that defines excessive noise, maximum
permitted sound levels for day and night and exceptions to the permitted sound
levels.

9.11.2

Assess future land use proposals through noise impact studies and landscape
buffers.

9.11.3

Work with local sound generators (industry, railroad and community events) to
proactively reduce nuisance noise.

10.0 The Economy
10.1 Background
For more than a century, Revelstoke has been the service centre for transportation and
resource- based commerce including mining, forestry, tourism and hydro-electric power
generation in the North Columbia area. Today four economic sectors – forestry tourism,
transportation and construction - as well as retail and public services are the major sources of
employment in the community. This is a high level of diversity and potential stability for a rural
BC community.
Until very recently, low unemployment, increasing property values, astronomical increases in
building permits since 2003 (from $5 million to $36 million in 2008, with a spike of $63 million in
2007), an increase in City business licenses from 670 in 2006 to 824 in 2008 and a growing
tourism sector have indicated an expanding community economy. The current global economic
recession has now reached the community, resulting in layoffs in all economic sectors.
Over the next 15-20 years the construction of 16,600 approved bed units and on-hill services at
RMR and complementary development within the community will create significant construction
activity. The construction sector will also expand over the short term during upgrades at local
hydro-electric dams, the construction of two new schools and possible development of
independent hydro-electric power and transmission.
The implications of the recent identification of Revelstoke as a potential location for an internet
data centre remain uncertain.

10.2 General Economy
Community Goals
1)

Sustain and diversify year-round economic vitality.

2)

Retain and attract a skilled workforce.

3)

Sustain and enhance transportation and natural resource-based economic sectors.

Policies
10.2.1

Economic development will be guided by an up-to-date Economic Master Plan that is
consistent with the Community Vision and this OCP.

10.2.2

Accommodate economic diversification opportunities with an adequate supply of
appropriate serviced commercially and industrial zoned lands.
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10.2.3

Encourage the establishment of small businesses through appropriate zoning bylaws.

10.2.4

Enable the creation of live/work residential development provided that parking
requirements, noise and other potential impacts are defined and taken into account.

10.2.5

Proactively pursue economic opportunities that will complement the existing use,
character and image of Revelstoke.

10.2.6

Encourage a variety of opportunities for local businesses to acquire land, lease or
strata ownership opportunities.

10.2.7

Promote the use of land to cultivate local produce.

10.2.8

Work with the Regional District to identify potential commercial lands outside the
Urban Growth Area and Future Growth Areas for sustaining economic diversification.

10.2.9

Facilitate local business efforts by providing sufficient opportunities for property and
facilities.

10.2.10

Maintain and if needed enhance community business support services to encourage
and support local entrepreneurs and businesses.

10.2.11

Continue to improve the City’s business and development friendliness.

10.2.12

Maintain a local contact for immigration information to serve employers, potential new
workers and entrepreneurs.

10.2.13

Maintain communications with all sectors to identify opportunities to provide support
and assist with addressing issues, particularly any issues related to the City.

10.2.14

Evaluate and broadly communicate business opportunities resulting from the resort
development.

10.2.15

Encourage and accommodate existing and new businesses and economic sectors to
create year-round employment.

10.2.16

Encourage local hiring policies by all businesses.

10.2.17

Expand the resident workforce by reducing social and economic barriers.

10.2.18

Retain and attract workers and their families, particularly skilled workers, through
continued investment in the community’s physical and social infrastructure and
programs.

10.2.19

Encourage all sectors to have safe operations to retain and attract skilled workers.

10.2.20

Support economic sectors to learn more about potential local impacts from climate
change.

10.2.21

Encourage all sectors to maintain high wildfire preparedness.

10.2.22

Continue to facilitate local involvement in mountain caribou recovery planning and
encourage participation of natural resource-based businesses.

10.2.23

Encourage sustainable purchasing policies and practices within the community.

10.3 Forest Sector
Since its start-up in 1986, Downie Timber Ltd./Selkirk Specialty Woods, the main wood
manufacturer and forest sector employer with a sawmill and value-added processing plant
located within the community has operated continuously. Shift reductions have been necessary
very recently as a result of the continent-wide forest sector decline.
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There are also a number of smaller sawmills, a pole plant, and cedar shake/shingle cutters as
well as independent logging, hauling, road building, forest management services and silviculture
contractors in the community.
In 2006 the forestry and wood product manufacturing sector employed 15% of the community
labour force. With workers enjoying relatively high incomes this sector makes a significant
contribution to community income.
Revelstoke is widely known for its innovative Community Forest Corporation, a City owned
company which manages a 100,000 hectare tree farm.
Community Goal
1)

Retain a vibrant, flexible forestry and wood products sector within the community.

Policies
10.3.1

Encourage use of local wood products in local construction projects.

10.3.2

Assist the forest sector in exploring opportunities to increase local processing of
hemlock and other under-utilized materials.

10.3.3

Encourage and accommodate value-added wood manufacturing enterprises.

10.3.4

Support forest management certification to improve access to markets.

10.4 Tourism Sector
The natural environment, summer and winter recreational activities, history and heritage of the
area, and its location on the Trans-Canada Highway next to two National Parks provide
opportunities for a significant and growing tourism sector. Sports events, music and cultural
festivals, and four museums augment outdoor recreation activities.
Tourism has been a growing sector for the last decade. In 2007 this sector included 50 ‘roofed’
accommodation properties with 1,355 beds/rooms, 20 campgrounds with 978 sites, and 35 food
and beverage establishments.
In 2006 accommodation and food services in Revelstoke accounted for 13% of employment. As
these jobs are often seasonal with relatively low wages, the tourism sector contribution to
community income has been lower than the employment level.
Tourism is now the growth sector that is driving the economy. RMR will significantly expand the
community’s tourism offerings. Visitation and visitor expenditures in services and retail
purchases will become more substantial as the resort develops.
Since the mid-1990's this sector has collaborated to create and update a Tourism Development
Strategy. In 2007 the City was designated as a Resort Municipality and now receives a portion
of the additional hotel taxes which are earmarked for community tourism infrastructure.
Community Goal
1)

Expanded community tourism capacity to attract, host and satisfy visitors from
many parts of the world.

Policies
10.4.1

Facilitate joint funding for cooperative tourism marketing including exploring joint
promotion activities with the resort.
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10.4.2

Enhance existing directional signage to entice travelers into the community and
promote community amenities.

10.4.3

Retain, enhance and celebrate Revelstoke’s natural and cultural character and unique
history as important community and tourism attractions.

10.4.4

Encourage enhancement of community facilities that also augment the visitor
experience (See Section 11.0 - Community Infrastructure).

10.4.5

Allocate hotel tax revenues and implement projects consistent with a Five Year
Community Infrastructure Development Strategy.

10.4.6

In conjunction with the Columbia Shuswap Regional District (CSRD), explore
opportunities for development of tourism infrastructure on Lake Revelstoke and on
Westside Road, where appropriate, and update the Lake Revelstoke Reservoir
Integrated Recreation Plan (1996).

10.4.7

Promote early spring/late fall opening of local provincial and national parks.

10.5 Retail Sector
There are three distinct retail and commercial areas in the community: The downtown core and
its vicinity where most activity is currently concentrated, the ‘gateway’ area situated along
Highway #1 at the western entrance, and the industrial park near the eastern access. The resort
development at Mount McKenzie will create a fourth area, with the need to create balance
amongst commercial areas. The 2006 Retail Sector Strategy addressed this need. Small scale
neighbourhood commercial centres will be necessary as the community grows.
Although the retail sector is a significant employer, lower wages and intermittent work leads to a
lower contribution to community income.
There is currently an oversupply of retail floor space in the community. Visitor markets have the
greatest potential to support additional retail development within the City, though not for three to
five years. The appropriate retail size, tenant mix, location and presentation will ensure the
needs of residents are met, healthy retail environments are established and sustained, and the
authenticity and individuality of the resort experience is maintained.
Community Goals
1)

Create a retail/entertainment experience that is authentic and unique, capitalizing
on the rich heritage and truly spectacular natural setting of Revelstoke.

2)

Expand community retail and service capacity to meet the needs of residents and
various types of visitors.

3)

Proactively support the ongoing promotion, improvement and intensification of the
downtown business area as Revelstoke’s primary focal point and destination.

Policies
10.5.1

Prepare vision statements, development permit areas, design guidelines (including
permitted uses, parking requirements and maximum size of retail uses) and
development regulations for each retail area, consistent with a Commercial Master
Plan.

10.5.2

Encourage retail, personal service professional/business, office, bank and similar
commercial uses as well as further development of public offices and other public and
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institutional uses in the downtown business area, consistent with a
secondary/neighbourhood plan for the Central Revelstoke area.
10.5.3

Establish a way finding system to direct visitors to attractions, retail and parking in the
downtown core.

10.5.4

Consider tax incentives for downtown building owners and retailers to animate
building, storefront and signage to add to the sense of place.

10.5.5

Ensure retail and commercial uses at RMR are area specific and supportive and do
not detract from other City business centers.

10.5.6

Ensure that commercial developments outside of the downtown area are necessary,
convenience oriented and limited in size and scope such that they act as
neighbourhood commercial areas which complement existing and potential
developments and do not compromise the vitality and success of the downtown core.

10.5.7

Consider zoning regulations that limit or restrict the size and scale of retail and
commercial development (“big box” retail stores, national chains, shopping malls and
plazas, etc.) that, with their establishment, will draw from and compromise the
character and economic vitality of the downtown area.

10.5.8

Animate the retail environment and pedestrian routes within commercial areas.

10.5.9

Encourage experiential retail through design of facades, signage and interiors.

10.5.10

Construct an Adventure Centre on the Highway #1 to showcase commerce, retail and
tourism activities available in Revelstoke.

See Section 14.0 – Land Use – Designations, for commercial and Industrial Land
Designations and Policies

11.0 Community Infrastructure
11.1 Background
The City of Revelstoke has an extensive array of infrastructure and services designed to meet
community needs within the community’s financial capacity. All levels of government, the private
sector and community organizations cooperate to create and maintain community infrastructure,
and to provide services.
Revelstoke Mountain Resort and the associated developments and population growth will
necessitate significant expansion of community infrastructure and services. Residents have
spoken loudly during the OCP consultation process that conservation minded principles, in
terms of both environmental and financial perspectives, are to prevail as the community grows.

11.2 Transportation
Revelstoke is dependent on its transportation links as it is located at least 45 minutes from the
nearest community. The City is bisected by two major highways and the national CPR line. The
Trans-Canada Highway #1 and the CPR run east-west, and Highway 23 connects Mica Creek
to the north of Revelstoke with the Columbia/Kootenay region to the south. The Revelstoke
airport, which is owned and operated by the Regional District with contributing funds from the
City, serves the air transportation needs of the surrounding region. The Regional District has
completed a Land Use Brief Plan (January 2008) that addresses immediate land use needs
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resulting from increased resort-related demand. Further future airport planning will continue to
be led by the Revelstoke Airport Management Committee, which is comprised of Regional
District, City and airport users representatives.
Both highways form part of the City’s Major Transportation Network, along with the roadways
identified on Appendix V, Map 9. This network allows the safe and efficient movements of
vehicles and provides for separation between potentially conflicting traffic types (e.g. local
residential and trucks). Over the long-term, the Major Street Network becomes entrenched in
the community as development proceeds around it. Therefore, decisions made today will have
long-term implications for the community. The City and the provincial Ministry of Transportation
and Infrastructure are responsible for construction and maintenance of this network.
BC Transit operates a bus service and a handi-dart service for seniors and persons with
disabilities, and the City has partnered with RMR to provide winter bus service to the ski hill.
Improved public transit has the greatest potential to transport the future population and visitors
around Revelstoke in an environmentally friendly and efficient manner.
Vehicle traffic has increased with the resort development and it will continue to increase over
time. A Comprehensive Transportation Plan is needed to manage all modes of transportation.
Unfortunately there is very limited transportation data available on the municipal road network
as the foundation for this plan. Updated information will be particularly helpful for the planning
requirements and location of a second Illecillewaet River crossing, and to plan for the impact of
the Revelstoke Mountain Resort on transportation patterns in and surrounding Revelstoke.
Community Goals
1)

A community transportation network that guides development and provides for
safe, efficient travel, with increasing reliance on transit, cycling and walking.

2)

Safe and reliable highway, rail and air transport links to areas outside Revelstoke.

3)

Encourage policies and regulations that support City owned and managed
transportation infrastructure.

Policies
11.2.1

Develop and implement a Transportation Master Plan to meet the needs of residents
and visitors in cooperation with Columbia Shuswap Regional District, Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure, Parks Canada, BC Transit Authority, CP Rail, RMR,
BC Hydro and taxi/passenger bus agencies. This plan will:
a)

Actively promote the use of modes of transportation other than private
automobiles, particularly including transit, biking/walking routes and ‘complete
streets’.

b)

Create safe routes to schools and other public facilities; provide street design
standards that include a strong vegetation component.

c)

Encourage tree-lined streets that help define space and create a naturally cooling
canopy over the streets and sidewalks.

d)

Define a bike route plan.

e)

Address community and visitor parking needs.

f)

Improve gateway entrances.

g)

Strive for universal access.
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h)

Explore options for a second crossing of the Illecillewaet River.

i)

Involve community members to identify solutions to traffic impacts.

j)

Designate the Major Transportation Network (Appendix V, Map 9).

k)

Provide cost effective, reliable, frequent and efficient local and regional transit
services that are accessible for all residents and visitors.

l)

Encourage hotel shuttle service to community amenities.

m) Support 'Car Share’ and ‘Ride Share’ programs.
n)

Encourage public investment in bicycle infrastructure such as covered bike racks,
bike lockers, bike crossings, and shower facilities.

o)

Continue to work with the Revelstoke Airport Management Committee regarding
future airport expansion, including referring development applications that may
impact landing/take-off trajectories.

p)

Encourage passenger rail services to Revelstoke.

q)

Support exploration of commercial air service.

r)

Consider scenic corridors that link mixed use development and dynamic
streetscapes including Victoria, 4th street, Airport Way, and Townley/Eastern
Access.

11.3 Parks and Recreation
The development of a network of park and recreation facilities is guided by the following vision:
“The residents of the City of Revelstoke recognize the significant
recreational, environmental and cultural value that they derive from the
area in which they live. Taken together they recognize that these benefits
support a very high quality of life that in turn drives a vibrant local economy.
With this understanding they wish to take action to provide access to a wide
variety of recreational opportunities for a diverse range of user groups
extending from the shorelines to high alpine areas, to preserve a diverse
network of ecological greenspace and to support the cultural energy of the
community in a way which is both cost-effective and sustainable.”
To achieve this vision the community recognizes the need to preserve and protect cherished
open spaces and trail connections that allow Revelstoke residents and visitors to enjoy its
outstanding natural context.
Revelstoke has approximately 300 hectares (excluding the golf course) designated for parks
and trails.
The City maintains twelve parks, offering tennis courts, soccer fields, baseball diamonds, a
skateboard park, a hockey court, a campground and playgrounds.
In 1992, the City adopted the Greenway Plan leading to the development of the Revelstoke
River Trail along the Columbia, Illecillewaet and Tonkawalta Rivers. The City is also home to a
network of informal trails, and trailheads leading to the surrounding National Park, Crown lands
and recreation sites. Revelstoke Mountain Resort will be developing an extensive recreational
and networked trail system. By complementing the road system, a connected and continuous
trail system throughout all of Revelstoke will provide recreational, all-season and commuter links
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to focal points for both residents and visitors. Community input on the trails and park facilities in
Revelstoke supports this direction, as greenbelts and connections are important amenities that
are embraced by residents and visitors.
The City has drafted but not yet adopted a Parks and Recreation Master Plan that should
prepare for the anticipated population growth and changing demographics and be integrated
into community-wide land use directions. Appendix V, Map 10 – Parks and Recreation map
illustrates existing and potential parks, trails and facilities in the community. Preservation of the
green spaces at the Farwell, Big Eddy and existing downtown elementary schools is important
to the community.
A wide array of recreation facilities and opportunities exist in Revelstoke. The City operates the
Community Recreation Centre with an Aquatic Centre, fitness facilities, child care area and
meeting/convention rooms. The Regional Library and a Seniors Activity Centre are also located
in the Community Centre under the direction of other organizations. Plans are being made to
expand the convention capacity of the Community Centre. To support the sustained
development of these facilities the community should plan for future needs and plan for capital
replacement. The City operates the Revelstoke Forum hockey and curling rink. In the past the
City owned operated and managed the Mount Mackenzie Ski Hill.
In addition to the municipally/publicly operated facilities, there are other recreational amenities
including RMR, a golf course with a second proposed at RMR, a Nordic skiing centre
(potentially outside the City), a racquet den, fitness gyms, and a bowling alley. The City Parks
and Recreation Department offers a range of activities for children and adults. Organized
recreation is also available through 75 volunteer recreation groups, with 34 of these for children.
There are countless four-season backcountry adventure opportunities including snowmobiling,
cat and heli-skiing, ski touring, hiking, mountain biking, climbing, and water sports.
As Revelstoke grows, it is important to recognize changing trends, demographics and service
needs in the provision of high quality indoor and outdoor recreational space. The distribution of
these facilities throughout the community is also important.
Community Goals
1)

A well-integrated and linked system of parks, trails and recreational facilities
serving the needs of residents and visitors both inside the City and in the
surrounding areas. This network should be managed collaboratively with
community stakeholders, recreational and environmental organizations, and with
BC Hydro, the Columbia Shuswap Regional District, Parks Canada and
Revelstoke Mountain Resort.

2)

Provide an affordable and sustainable range of recreational facilities which can be
renewed and improved over time.

Policies
11.3.1

To acquire strategic and cherished open spaces as have been identified by
Revelstoke citizens and described in this Community Plan (Appendix V, Map 10).

11.3.2

To identify funding sources to support the realistic acquisition of strategic open
spaces.

11.3.3

To develop park facilities that support active recreation throughout the park system.
These facilities would provide enjoyment through organized activities and by providing
access to natural amenities such as wilderness trails, waterfront, and open spaces.
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11.3.4

To provide a connected trail network that encourages access from throughout the
City. This trail network should be easily accessible, well signed and well maintained to
encourage access for many visitors to Revelstoke.

11.3.5

To work toward a well integrated active transportation network that encourages
residents to travel throughout the city as pedestrians and by bicycle.

11.3.6

To provide a pedestrian crossing of the Illecillewaet River to connect urban areas to
the recreational trails.

11.3.7

To recognize the significant role of volunteers and community organizations and to
support the activities of these groups.

11.3.8

To recognize the value of recreational infrastructure to Revelstoke’s tourism industry
and to develop partnerships to enhance facilities for the benefit of tourists and
residents.

11.3.9

To support maintain the environmental integrity of public green spaces, and to
continue to develop park maintenance practices that respond to natural conditions,
control the spread of invasive species, and promote water conservation.

11.3.10

To provide stewardship education programs that promotes a positive land ethic
among Revelstoke residents.

11.3.11

Provide information about parks and trail facilities that help to make these facilities
accessible for all residents and visitors.

11.3.12

Maintain the high quality, diversity and management of existing parks and green
space while considering the ongoing expansion opportunities to meet the needs of
neighbourhoods, the community and visitors.

11.3.13

Extend and enhance all-season recreational and commuter trail networks to
accessibly link together neighbourhoods, important community destinations and focal
points.

11.3.14

Create an integrated and expanded River Trail system.

11.3.15

Facilitate accessibility for all park users consistent with accessibility standards.

11.3.16

Manage wildfire fuels in City owned forested parks.

11.3.17

Work with and support local trail user groups to create and maintain a comprehensive
trail inventory to ensure trail connectivity is maintained when new areas are
developed.

11.3.18

Collaborate with BC Hydro to ensure the continued implementation of the Upper
Arrow Reservoir Drawdown Zone Management Plan and the Columbia River Water
Use Plan.

11.3.19

Continue to improve facilities and programs to be accessible and meet the evolving
needs of the community, consistent with the City Financial Plan and accessibility
standards.

11.3.20

Prohibit motorized users on City trails and City owned parks and greenspace, except
for motorized wheelchairs or mobility scooters.

11.3.21

Continue to evaluate the quantity and quality of active sports fields.

11.3.22

Encourage joint use of school playing facilities by the community.
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11.3.23

Explore funding mechanisms for the creation and preservation of active and passive
parks.

11.3.24

Work with sports organizations to develop ways to meet their needs and operational
requirements.

11.3.25

Develop a comprehensive life-cycle approach to planning upgrades to prevent
premature failure of component parts and unexpected emergency repairs.

11.3.26

The implementation of a Maintenance Management System for facilities that will allow
more accurate tracking of operational costs.

11.3.27

Encourage development of a new golf course that will support golf tourism and bring
new golfers to Revelstoke which will in turn support the Revelstoke Golf Course.

11.3.28

Develop a Plan for Arena/Curling Rink Replacement.

11.3.29

Plan the long term future of the Arena/Curling Ring to ensure that the arena facility in
Revelstoke is secure and functional.

11.3.30

Consider public/private partnerships to support the development of a replacement
arena facility.

11.3.31

Develop collaborative agreements with the School District and the Neighbourhoods of
Learning Project to maximize opportunities for community use during after school
hours, and a separate agreement setting out parameters for the use of the Theatre.

11.3.32

Investigate the feasibility of developing Mountain View School as a community arts
facility and the opportunities for future community use of Mt. Begbie, Big Eddy and
Farwell schools.

11.4 General Utilities
The City manages utility systems for potable water, storm water and liquid waste independently
and provides solid waste management in cooperation with the Columbia Shuswap Regional
District. Infrastructure for storm, sewer, and potable water may be very old in some areas.
Proactive upgrading will ensure a system that meets the needs of current and future residents.
Community Goals
1)

The integrity of streams, lakes, riparian areas and wetlands are maintained while
residents and visitors are adequately serviced with reliable, efficient and affordable
potable water, storm water, solid and liquid waste systems.

2)

Utility capacity and infrastructure accommodates the existing and future needs of
the projected resident and visitor population growth over the next 20 years.

3)

New development pays its fair share of infrastructure and capacity costs.

Policies
11.4.1

Establish and implement a Master Infrastructure Development and Rehabilitation
Plan.

11.4.2

Ensure new and redevelopment proposals promote conservation in the use of City
water capacity and infrastructure.
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11.4.3

Extension of City utility services beyond the municipal boundary is not supported
unless part of an approved Regional Urban Growth Plan (See Part IV Implementation).

11.4.4

Continue to monitor utility capacity and update projections to account for new
development.

11.4.5

Require new development to locate all utilities (including power, phone etc.)
underground and encourage existing development to locate utilities underground
where feasible.

11.4.6

Develop and implement policies and regulations regarding utility hook ups and private
septic and water systems.

11.4.7

The Revelstoke Mountain Resort is not to adversely impact domestic water supply as
stated in the Master Development Agreement.

11.5 Potable Water
The City’s primary water supply is from Greeley Creek, a 50 square kilometer watershed located
east of Revelstoke. As shown in Appendix V, Map 11 the community water system includes a
water treatment plant, two reservoirs (on the Trans-Canada Highway and in Arrow Heights),
10.5 km of gravity supply mains and approximately 80 km of water mains. A well at the
Revelstoke Golf Course serves the golf course and will supplement the Greeley Creek System.
Currently, there are approximately 2,916 residential and 298 industrial, commercial and
institutional connections to the water system, with 289 fire hydrants. Revelstoke’s water system
is not metered (except for specific areas like RMR) however the City has initiated metering pilot
projects and seasonal water restrictions.
The City’s water system can adequately supply a population equivalent of approximately 8,380
people. With upgrades, the capacity of the current plant will be limited to a 13,400 population
equivalent thus the water treatment plant will need to be upgraded in the near future to
accommodate the predicted increase in serviced population as well as the needs of the
Revelstoke Mountain Resort for peak day demands.
The Big Eddy Waterworks District is a non-profit society governed by an elected board of 3
trustees. The Waterworks District draws its water from two aquifers and is chlorinated at the
source. The District has 285 hook-ups, 17 fire hydrants servicing about 500 users with the
capacity to expand to 2000 users with current infrastructure. The system is capable of delivering
22,710 l/min in the summer months. Numerous upgrades have eliminated all dead- ends.
In and around the resort lands, there are small streams and springs that provide a potable water
supply to adjacent residents. As part of the resort approvals, RMR has committed to ensuring
adequate provision of potable water supply to these properties.
Community Goals
1)

Provide high quality, dependable potable water supply within the City boundary.

2)

Conserve potable water.

3)

Protect the quality of the water supply from the City catchment areas.
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Policies
11.5.1

Efficiently deliver high quality, dependable potable water supplies to the community
consistent with a Community Water Supply Master Plan.

11.5.2

Implement public educational programs encouraging responsible water use and
conservation technologies.

11.5.3

Encourage water conservation through:
a)

Water metering.

b)

Requirements and incentives for low water use fixtures (e.g. low flow shower
heads and toilets).

c)

Irrigation with non-potable water sources.

d)

Landscaping designs with lower demands for watering (e.g. xeriscape).

11.5.4

Implement Watershed Management Development Permit Area guidelines for Bridge
Creek and Dolan Creeks to protect these water sources from degradation.

11.5.5

Develop and implement a Watershed Management Plan for Greeley and Hamilton
Creeks, in cooperation with provincial agencies, which include best management
practices. Require development within these areas to be undertaken in an
environmentally sensitive manner that gives highest priority to protecting water flow
and quality.

11.6 Storm Water
Appendix V, Map 12 illustrates the City’s existing storm water facilities in the Central and South
Revelstoke neighbourhoods, and a small portion of Columbia Park. Discharge is directly into the
Columbia River. The City is currently working on a Liquid Waste Management Plan which, when
complete will address storm water drainage and establish terms of reference for a master
drainage plan. It is the City’s intent that storm water systems meet the primary objectives of
flood protection, aquatic habitat and water quality protection.
Community Goals
1)

Environmentally sensitive storm water management and flood control measures
replicate and complement natural hydrological systems and functions.

2)

Reduced storm water discharges to water courses and City owned lands.

Policies
11.6.1

11.6.2

Develop and implement a Comprehensive Storm Water Management Plan to:
a)

Minimize impervious surfaces where possible.

b)

Identify areas to capture, hold and slowly release storm water runoff so runoff is
not released directly into the storm sewer system.

c)

Promote alternative storm water management practices in new developments
where possible.

Require storm water management plans for all new development and redevelopment
proposals and include measures that capture, retain and, when appropriate, promote
infiltration of storm water runoff on-site during major storm events.
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11.6.3

Encourage rain water and snow run-off retention by property owners so that it is used
for irrigation and outdoor washing.

11.7 Liquid waste
Revelstoke is serviced by a central wastewater treatment plant composed of two side-by-side
lagoons that provide secondary treatment for domestic sewage, with discharge into the
Illecillewaet River. Approximately 50 km of sewer mains collect sewage through 7 lift stations
(See Appendix V, Map 13). In 2008 RMR was connected to the City treatment plant. The
current plant has a capacity of about a 6,500 population equivalent. With upgrades, the capacity
remains limited to about an 8,000 - 9,000 population equivalent, necessitating changes in the
plant operations to accommodate the expected increases in flow.
Big Eddy, West Side Road and Arrow Heights are not connected to the city’s sewer and are
currently on septic systems. Connecting the RMR development to the City treatment plant will
facilitate adding Arrow Heights and the Newlands area to the system. As well, there are about
120 single family and duplex lots that are not serviced in Clearview Heights, a few of which are
experiencing septic tank failures.
The City is in the process of developing a Liquid Waste Management Plan to accommodate the
Big Eddy and Arrow Heights neighbourhoods and the resort by developing long term solutions
for the treatment plant capacity and siting, with a view to the City’s future peak needs.
Community Goal
1)

Sustainable wastewater collection and treatment systems are available for
properties within the City boundary.

Policies
11.7.1

Develop and implement a Liquid Waste Management Plan which identifies best
practices and sustainable systems for the treatment of wastewater and bio-solids.

11.7.2

Review existing drainage systems and identify options for resolving deficiencies.
Separate storm drainage and sanitary sewage collection systems to manage effluent
discharge.
a)

Discharge volumes from new developments should be assessed against design
capacity to ensure they are within sewage system design capacity.

11.7.3

Encourage water conservation and grey water recycling to minimize sewer flows.

11.7.4

Work with the Interior Health Authority to monitor onsite septic systems and require
actions to correct non-functioning systems.

11.8 Solid Waste
The Columbia Shuswap Regional District operates the Revelstoke landfill, with the City
providing weekly household garbage collection (on contract). Limited recycling is available
currently, though the Columbia Shuswap Regional District’s new Solid Waste Management Plan
will see curbside pick-up of recyclables in the near future. The City has been experimenting with
composting to dispose of septage wastes.
Community Goals
1)

Reduce the need to landfill waste.
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2)

Eliminate wildlife attractants in all segments of the waste stream.

3)

Encourage land use and development policies that protect solid waste land fill
sites.

Policies
11.8.1

Develop and implement a City Solid Waste Management Plan that is consistent with
the Columbia Shuswap Regional District's Plan and other community initiatives.

11.8.2

Provide environmentally safe disposal options for toxic substances.

11.8.3

Continue to work towards becoming a Zero Waste community by:

11.8.4

a)

Sustaining and augmenting the existing 'Pitch In Program'.

b)

Exploring the creation of a 3R (Reduce, Reuse & Recycle) Program.

c)

Exploring opportunities for a community composting program including a feestructured green dump site for household organic waste.

d)

Establish a construction waste recycling program in conjunction with the
Columbia Shuswap Regional District.

e)

Continue to work with the Regional District on a feasibility study for a joint
compost/septage facility

Identify and mitigate the impacts of landfill sites.

11.9 Energy
In 2003 energy consumption in Revelstoke, by fuel type was reported to be 41% gas/diesel,
30% electricity, 17% propane and 6% from fuel oil and wood. Residential buildings were the
largest users, consuming 30% of this energy, with personal transportation (25%), commercial
transportation (18%) and commercial buildings (15%) also being significant users. Industrial
activity and infrastructure each accounted for 7% of energy use. Revelstoke’s average
residential hydro energy use was significantly higher than other small communities in the interior
and the BC average.
Revelstoke Community Energy Corporation (RCEC) is a wholly owned subsidiary of the City of
Revelstoke that has created a small district heating system at the Downie sawmill site. The plant
burns wood waste from the Downie mills, producing steam and super heated hot water that are
used to heat the dry kilns at the mill and several public and commercial buildings.
Community Goal
1)

Energy self-sufficiency through energy conservation and renewable, secure and
sustained energy options.

Policies
11.9.1

Work with energy utilities to explore, develop and implement approaches to achieve
energy self-sufficiency including energy conservation practices.

11.9.2

Support the development of low impact alternative and renewable energy sources,
such as wind power, hydro, solar, biomass or geothermal projects having:
a)

Minimal impacts on natural ecosystems.

b)

Minimal impacts on community water supplies.
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c)

Minimal impacts on recreational amenities.

d)

Limited visual impacts from infrastructure and transmission lines.

e)

Meaningful community consultation.

11.10 Information Technology
The community is served by a local high speed internet service provider and Telus high speed
ADSL service. A broadband line runs through the community along the CP Rail line but this
technology is not available to the community. WiFi connections are accessible at one private
computer service business, selected downtown eateries and hotels/motels. The Community
Centre also has WiFi.
The Chamber of Commerce and the City have worked together to host an award-winning portal
site for tourism information. The City uses it’s website to communicate, make information readily
available and to solicit input. However, the City website requires upgrading to more effectively
meet community needs.
Community Goal
1)

State of the art electronic information technology services for the community

Policies
11.10.1

Update the Information Technologies Strategic Plan to facilitate community wide
electronic infrastructure.

11.10.2

Enhance web technology for public and private access through a community portal.

11.10.3

Digitize all City business functions.

12.0 Municipal Finance
12.1 Background
The rapid growth of the community with the RMR development creates challenges for balancing
City revenues, costs and investments.
City operating revenues are sourced from property taxes, and fees for various services, the
grant-in-lieu of taxes from BC Hydro for the Revelstoke dam, cost sharing arrangements for
particular services with the Columba Shuswap Regional District (e.g. fire protection) and
provincial transfers. Other cost sharing arrangements with the Columbia Shuswap Regional
District include or may include the airport, cemetery, or parks and recreation.
Projected operating costs currently exceed these revenues, prompting the need for careful
consideration of service levels to avoid unacceptable tax increases.
Substantial capital investments are necessary for roads, buildings, equipment, water, and sewer
enhancements to meet the needs of the growing community. These investments are funded
through general revenues, reserves, borrowing, development cost charges, grants, and, for
tourism infrastructure, resort municipality hotel tax revenues. While development cost charges
are designed to fund infrastructure for new development over the long term, in the short term
the City may have to finance community infrastructure improvements, often without certainty
about when developments, and development cost charges will be realized.
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The City prepares a five-year financial plan which is updated annually. The recent global
economic recession has slowed development plans in the community. This has further
exacerbated the challenge of managing municipal finances to anticipate the needs of future
growth when the timing of such growth is uncertain.
Community Goals
1)

Appropriately balance revenue limitations with expenditures and investments to
meet community needs over the long-term.

2)

Maintain effective management, efficiencies and accountability of the City’s fiscal
budgets and operations.

Policies
12.1.1

Annually prepare a 5-year Financial Plan, with community consultation to sustainably
balance revenues with operating costs and capital investments, retaining adequate
reserves.

12.2.2

Include lifecycle analysis of major municipal capital purchases recognizing that
maintenance and operations are a significant component of municipal expenditures.

12.2.3

Identify and plan for the efficient allocation of traditional and non-traditional funding
sources.

12.2.4

Continue to pursue senior government funding opportunities (i.e., Additional Hotel
Tax, Gas Tax, and infrastructure or other grant funding).

12.2.5

Manage and acquire City owned lands consistent with a Land Acquisition Strategy.

12.2.6

Develop partnerships and share resources and funding with private, public and nonprofit organizations, cooperatively pursuing resources and funding.

12.2.7

Develop a cost recovery analysis and fee structure for all City fee-for-service
functions.

12.2.8

Consider development tax incentives and fees that promote community amenities
such as affordable housing, aging in place, parks and recreation, green space and
public safety.

12.2.9

Work with the Provincial assessment authority and other municipal partners to
balance property taxation and achieve a more equitable taxation system.

12.2.10

Develop a risk evaluation in conjunction with the City's insurance provider.

12.2.11

Assess and evaluate unfunded mandates from senior levels of government.

12.2.12

Explore tax increment financing or deferred taxation funding that enhances heritage
properties, and economic development.

12.2.13

Ensure City financial policies and practices are consistent with the Official Community
Plan.

12.2.14

Appreciate the importance of volunteerism in fulfilling community priorities and
supplementing City resources.
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13.0 Land Use – General
13.1 Background
The City of Revelstoke covers more than 4,200 hectares, with several neighbourhood areas
ranging from a centralized downtown to rural areas.
The Columbia Shuswap Regional District and extensive tracts of forested Crown land surround
the community. Its north-eastern boundary directly abuts Mount Revelstoke National Park, with
Revelstoke Mountain Resort along the south east boundary. BC Hydro’s Revelstoke Dam and
Lake Revelstoke sit on its northern boundary and the Upper Arrow Reservoir runs through the
City. Cooperative regional planning is essential for all jurisdictions to achieve their mandates in
the boundary areas.
The City is in the process of undertaking a comprehensive review of the OCP with the updated
Vision and Community Priorities. Through community planning and engagement, the City will
work to revisit the OCP and develop complementary plans that will help integrate planning
decisions, and guide the sustainable development of Revelstoke into the future to reflect the
social, cultural, environmental, and economic goals of the community.
Community Goals
1)

Promote a well designed compact community by following smart growth principles.

2)

Encourage compatible uses along the City boundaries, consistent with City,
Regional District, Parks Canada, BC Hydro, RMR and provincial values.

3)

Integrate compatible land uses within the City through specified study and action
plans.

4)

Preserve the unique residential character of neighbourhoods.

5)

Preserve our history and heritage.

6)

Limit development in environmentally sensitive areas through specific land use
actions (e.g. conservancy; transfer of development rights; and trusts).

7)

Increase and improve pedestrian connections to the rivers.

8)

Maintain and enhance streetscaping standards, and develop a compact,
sustainable, diverse, adaptable, mixed-use built form that encourages walkability
and supports multi-modal transportation.

9)

Integrate all elements of the OCP to ensure they are complimentary and where
competing are suitably integrated (e.g. riparian buffer width averaging; trails in
riparian areas).

10)

Maintain and enhance the local sense of place and identity by integrating natural
systems and developing neighbourhood context-based design solutions that
minimize independent parcels that do not reflect the overall neighbourhood
character.

11)

Increase land use resilience by allowing and encouraging local food production,
local materials and services use, and protection of the local and regional
agricultural lands.
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12)

Develop a means of regulating river use of the Columbia and Illecillewaet Rivers
that maintains the ecological integrity of the river and addresses noise associated
with use of the river and consider zoning and land use over both rivers.

13)

Identify strategic locations for landmarks that aid wayfinding throughout the City

14)

Develop bylaws and policies to regulate height in all land use designations up to
and including low and medium density land use designations to not exceed 3
stories.

13.2 Urban Growth Area
The City has undergone significant boundary extensions since the early 1980’s when the
municipal boundaries encompassed Downtown Revelstoke, Columbia Park and some portions
of South Revelstoke. Lands from Big Eddy, the Revelstoke Dam, South Revelstoke, the east
portion of CPR Hill (Clearview Heights) and Arrow Heights were added in 1981. In 1987 the
municipal boundaries were further expanded to include the airport area. Revelstoke Mountain
Resort was included in the City through boundary extensions in 2005 and 2007.
Consistent with smart growth principles, preserve open space, farmland, natural beauty and
critical environmental areas, and contain City infrastructure within the City with established
Urban Growth Area Boundary.
Policies
13.2.1

Establish the City’s Urban Growth Area in accordance with the delineation indicated in
Appendix V, Map 4, to prevent urban sprawl and promote a compact community.

13.2.2

Establish an Urban holding area that preserves rural types of development and
encourages them to locate around existing road networks so that these areas can
easily link in to future service extensions as the City grows.

13.2.3

Strengthen and direct development towards existing neighbourhoods by permitting
intensified land uses and infill development within the Urban Growth Area supported
by existing water and sanitary sewer services.

13.2.4

Encourage less intensive land uses which do not require community sewer services
outside the Urban Growth Area.

13.2.5

Work co-operatively with the Columbia-Shuswap Regional District, Parks Canada, BC
Hydro, RMR and provincial agencies to complete regional plan for fringe area
development in the vicinity of the City of Revelstoke boundary which addresses City
service extensions, failing water and septic systems, traffic, environmental values,
housing and land use.

13.2.6

Work with Columbia-Shuswap Regional District to develop regional growth strategies
consistent with common land use policies that promote the separation of rural and
urban development practices.

13.2.7

Do not extend community water and/or sanitary sewer services outside the Urban
Growth Area unless consistent with an adopted urban growth strategy, or for public
safety reasons, as determined by City Council.
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Smart Growth Principles
•

Create range of housing opportunities and choices

•

Create walkable neighborhoods

•

Encourage community and stakeholder collaboration

•

Foster distinctive, attractive communities with a strong sense of place

•

Make development decisions predictable, fair and cost effective

•

Mix compatible land uses

•

Preserve open space, farmland, natural beauty and critical environmental areas

•

Provide a variety of transportation choices

•

Strengthen and direct development towards existing communities

•

Take advantage of compact building design

13.3 General Land Use Policies
The following policies are consistent with Revelstoke's sustainability framework and goals as
they relate to the Community Vision elements, and specific land planning intentions.
Policies
13.3.1

Integrated Land Use:
a)

Implement the land use designations in Appendix V, Map 5 to facilitate the social,
environmental and economic priorities of the community and allow for uses
described in each respective land use designation.

b)

Ensure all buildings incorporate good urban design and smart growth principles.

c)

Encourage new development and redevelopment to be mixed use projects
incorporating complementary uses in a single development (i.e., consider
combining more than one of the following uses: Residential, commercial, light
industrial, recreation, open space, institutional or agricultural uses).

d)

Complement the aesthetic qualities, character, image and established uses of
areas when designing the size, shape and character of new development, and
consider forms-based bylaws to guide and help visualize future growth within all
areas of the City.

e)

Promote an open community where subdivision approvals restrict private gated
developments.

f)

Incorporate safety in land use and the built environment through a Crime
Prevention through Environmental Design Program.

g)

Encourage building design that facilitates eyes on the street and crime
prevention through environmental design principles (e.g., balconies, porches,
large opening windows, a small street-frontage, etc.).

h)

Encourage all community and commercial planning processes to include an ‘agefriendly’ component.
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i)

Develop a mobile home overlay that preserves zero net loss of mobile homes
and focuses on the transition of small parks to more suitable land uses, and
prohibit mobile homes outside of mobile home parks.

j)

Encourage development that directs work toward existing communities (infill),
and creates a compact, diverse adaptable mixed-use built form.

k)

Develop a Snow Management Strategic Plan that attempts to minimize hauling
by establishing street and neighbourhood priorities; indicating where snow should
be stored and moved.

l)

Develop a Wildfire Management Plan that reduces fire hazard by developing a
maintenance plan, and implements Firesmart design standards for all
neighbourhoods, especially those in the wildfire interface zones.

m) Develop context-based land, subdivision, site, landscaping, and building design
standards that integrate ecological systems, and enhance a local sense of place
and identity. Include in bylaw and policies updates.

13.3.2

13.3.3

n)

Identify developable lands to minimize slope and soil stability intensity.

o)

Make adaptable and accessible designs mandatory in all public areas of the City,
by considering wheelchair friendly street standards, and mobility for all residents
including snowfall restrictions.

Amenities and Affordable Housing:
a)

Utilize 'Zoning for amenities and affordable housing' or 'Phased development
agreements' to include affordable non-market housing as an integral component
in residential development.

b)

Promote the use of a wide variety of housing options that encourage affordability
such as secondary residential suites in all residential zones.

c)

Develop parking bonusing through a Comprehensive Parking Strategy that
considers infill development, multi-modal transportation options and below grade
or integrated parkades, including criteria listed on the next page for density
bonusing.

d)

Consider additional bonus density for sites in close proximity to other amenities
such as schools, grocery stores, and transit.

e)

Allow density or parking bonusing for any property designated Central Business
District for mixed-use developments with a residential component.

f)

Permit conversion of previously occupied residential buildings to strata lots
consistent with a defined policy.

Density:
a)

For the purposes of determining the location, amount, type and density of
residential development to meet anticipated housing needs, the following
description of density applies to the Land Use Designations as outlined in
Section 14.0:
i.

High density development predominately includes multi-storey apartment
and condo style buildings that may include a mixture of unit types such as
bachelor suites, one, two and three bedroom units. Housing forms
including row housing, fourplexes, triplexes, and two family dwellings may
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be incorporated, however the predominate housing type is multi-storey
apartment and condo buildings. High density developments typically do
not contain any single family dwelling types unless they are incorporated
as part of a larger, phased comprehensive development plan to provide
for a range of housing typologies. High density development typically will
trigger the need for more substantial offsite infrastructure upgrades to
accommodate servicing, access, and pedestrian connections.

b)

13.3.4

ii.

Medium density development predominately includes row house,
fourplex, and triplex development. Two family dwellings and single family
dwellings may be incorporated into a development but are not the
predominate housing type. Apartment and condo type buildings are not
the predominate housing type but may be incorporated into a
comprehensive development plan if sited in a manner that reduces the
impact of massing. Medium density development may trigger the need for
offsite infrastructure upgrades to accommodate servicing, access, and
pedestrian connections.

iii.

Low density development predominately includes single family and two
family dwelling types. Row house dwelling types may be incorporated into
a development but are not the predominate housing form. Low density
development does not typically trigger the need for offsite infrastructure
upgrades to accommodate servicing, access and pedestrian connections.

Maximum density refers to maximum gross residential density, and is calculated
by dividing the total number of proposed units by the gross area of the subject
lands, including any natural features, parkland, roadways, and utilities.

Neighbourhoods:
a)

Promote a mix of uses in each neighbourhood so that each is complete with a
range of residential densities, amenities, parks and commercial uses.

b)

Preserve the social character of residential neighbourhoods and cultivate strong
focal points in the preparation of Secondary/Neighbourhood Plans (Appendix V,
Map 8).

c)

Permit development that is consistent with Secondary/Neighbourhood Plans
(Appendix V, Map 8).

d)

Permit infill developments that are integrated into the surrounding
neighbourhood.

e)

Enhance the existing historic character of Revelstoke's neighbourhoods.

f)

Develop a local commercial/mixed use area for each central neighbourhood to
provide a better diversity of commercial services and building types, increase
walkability, reduce car use – minimizing on-site parking, and encourage local
employment.

g)

Develop parks, recreation and culture focal points and connectivity to enhance
public space throughout each of the communities.

h)

Encourage the maintenance of a healthy wildlife population by implementing
Bear Aware practices, waste management strategies and landscape design in
every neighbourhood.
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13.3.5

i)

Consider the designation of vacation or short term rental uses (less than onemonth term) within residentially zoned areas, such as on the fringe of resort
lands. Ensure that vacation rental properties pay their fair share of infrastructure
(e.g. roads, sewer, parks, and tourism marketing) capital and operating costs
through fees, utility charges, and equitable taxes.

j)

Minimize the use of special development contract zones such as comprehensive
development areas.

Heritage and History:
a)

Encourage retention of heritage features throughout the community.

b)

Take a pro-active and visionary approach toward the preservation of heritage
features.

c)

Interpret heritage to include a broad spectrum of features including buildings,
monuments, natural areas, landmarks, neighbourhoods and signage.

d)

Coordinate a public safety risk analysis and prescribe funding options.

e)

Support and encourage heritage and historic revitalization and enhancement
initiatives.

f)

Reference Revelstoke’s heritage and history in the planning and design of public
places.

g)

Utilize a variety of tools to protect and enhance heritage buildings including
identifying possible heritage conservation areas, density and parking bonuses,
and tax incentives.

h)

Investigate mechanisms to encourage protection and conservation of heritage
buildings through special heritage zoning districts.

i)

Support the Community Heritage Commission in the implementation of a
Heritage Strategy.

j)

Document all heritage features valued by the community.

k)

Support education initiatives to raise awareness of documented heritage features
and of heritage programs.

l)

Partner with Parks Canada to highlight the historical value and preservation of
National Parks lands.

13.4 General Land Use Re-designation and Rezoning Criteria
When reviewing applications for land use re-designation within the OCP, Council may consider
the following criteria (and more), where relevant. It will be important to update the City
Secondary/ Neighbourhood Plans with appropriate visioning and land use designations.
Policies
13.4.1

The proposed designation must be compatible with surrounding land uses.

13.4.2

The proposed designation should be compatible with possible future land uses as
indicated on Appendix V, Map 5 – Land Use Map, Secondary Plans and Development
Permit requirements.
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13.4.3

The proposed use must not have a negative environmental impact and must conform
with the Environmentally Sensitive Area and Hazardous Lands Development Permit
Area requirements.

13.4.4

The land owner must conform with the Environmentally Sensitive Area and
Hazardous Lands Development Permit Area requirements including identifying and
addressing any potentially hazardous conditions, such as flood hazards or unstable
soils.

13.4.5

The owner must demonstrate that the site will have access to adjacent roadways.

13.4.6

The owner must demonstrate access to adequate water, sewer and power services.

13.4.7

The proposed designation must be consistent with the Goals, Strategies and Policies
of this Official Community Plan.

13.4.8

Prior engagement with the community and incorporation of community feedback into
a development proposal.

When reviewing rezoning applications, Council may consider the following criteria (and more),
where relevant:
13.4.9

The permitted range of uses in the proposed zone must be compatible with the
permitted range of uses on adjacent roads.

13.4.10

The parcel must be large enough to accommodate the intended use and associated
uses such as parking.

13.4.11

Specific measures must be set out by land owners to address any hazardous or
environmentally sensitive conditions, ensuring that the proposed land use is
consistent with the Environmentally Sensitive Area and Hazardous Lands
Development Permit Area requirements and can be used safely for the intended use.

13.4.12

Land owners must demonstrate that the site will have access to adjacent roadways
and will be provided with adequate water, sewer and power services.

13.4.13

If ground disposal of effluent is to occur, the parcel must have the capability to
dispose of the effluent on the parcel without adversely affecting land or water bodies
on or outside of the parcel.

13.4.14

The proposed zone must be consistent with the Goals, Strategies and Policies of this
Official Community Plan.

13.4.15

Prior engagement with the community and incorporation of community feedback into
a development proposal.

13.5 Temporary Use Permits
Policies
13.5.1

Council may issue Temporary Use Permits for all properties within an agricultural
zoning district outside of the Agricultural Land Reserve, and in any commercial,
residential, industrial, public and institutional zoning district within the City in
accordance with conditions of use and supplementary regulations set out in the
Zoning Bylaw, as may be amended or replaced from time to time.
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13.6 Development Permit Areas
Council may, by Resolution, issue Development Permits which can vary or supplement
provisions of any Bylaw adopted under Part 14, Section 488 of the Local Government Act.
Development Permits may be required only in areas designated for:
1)

Protection of the natural environment, its ecosystems and biological diversity.

2)

Protection of development from hazardous conditions.

3)

Protection of farming.

4)

Revitalization of an area in which a commercial use is permitted.

5)

Establishment of objectives for the form and character of intensive residential
development.

6)

Establishment of objectives for the form and character of commercial, industrial or
multi-family residential development.

7)

In relation to an area in a resort region (includes areas immediately adjacent
RMR), establishment of objectives for the form and character of development in
the resort region that balances development objectives within the whole City.

8)

Establishment of objectives to promote energy conservation.

9)

Establishment of objectives to promote water conservation.

10)

Establishment of objectives to promote the reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions.

Where Development Permit Areas are designated, the special conditions which justify the
designation must be described and guidelines specified as to how the conditions will be met
and/or alleviated.
Policies
13.6.1

The following Development Permit Areas have been designated as shown on
Appendix V, Map 6 – Development Permit Areas:
a)

Area A: Watershed Management Development Permit Area

b)

Area B: Downtown Revitalization Development Permit Area

c)

Area C: Commercial and Industrial Development Permit Area

d)

Area D: Scenic Corridor Development Permit Area

e)

Area E: Multi-Family Residential and Mixed-Use Development Permit Area

f)

Area F: Westside Road Development Permit Area

g)

Area G: Resort Lands Development Permit Area

h)

Area H: Bridge Creek Properties Development Permit Area

i)

Area I: Environmentally Sensitive Areas and Hazardous Lands Development
Permit Area

j)

Area J: Tourist Commercial Development Permit Area
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13.7 Heritage Conservation Area
Council may define Heritage Conservation Areas within an OCP under Section 611 of the Local
Government Act. The special conditions which justify this designation must be described and
guidelines specified as to how the conditions will be met and/or alleviated.
Policies
13.7.1

The Revelstoke Station Heritage Conservation Area has been designated as shown
on Appendix V, Map 7 – Heritage Conservation Areas and Heritage Properties.
Appendix III contains the justification, objectives, guidelines and exemptions for this
designation.

13.8 Floodplain
Policies
13.8.1

All development within the floodplain areas as shown on Appendix V, Map 2, shall
comply with the following policies:
a)

To protect against the loss of life and to minimize property damage associated
with flooding events Council encourages agricultural, park and open-space
recreational uses of flood susceptible lands. Where floodable lands are required
for development, the construction and siting of buildings and manufactured
homes to be used for habitation, business or the storage of goods damageable
by floodwaters shall be floodproofed to those standards specified by the
Provincial Guidelines.

b)

In accordance with Section 524(6) of the Local Government Act, buildings shall
be constructed in a manner where the underside of the floor system of any area
used for habitation, business or the storage of goods susceptible to damage by
floodwater, or in the case of a mobile home the ground level, measured from the
top of any pad on which it is located, is established in accordance with the
regulations contained in the Zoning Bylaw, as amended from time to time.

c)

As a condition of subdivision, a Section 219 Covenant shall be registered
requiring the underside of the floor system of any area used for habitation,
business or the storage of goods damageable by floodwater, or in the case of a
mobile home the ground level on which it is located, be established in
accordance with the regulations contained in the Zoning Bylaw, as amended from
time to time.

d)

Any land alteration for existing developed properties, excluding excavation that is
subject to the provisions of the Building Bylaw, as amended from time to time,
shall be undertaken in a manner that does not impact or alter existing drainage
patterns.

Big Eddy Area Floodplain
e)

In 2008, the City commissioned Klohn Crippen Berger Ltd., to complete the Big
Eddy Construction Zones report, as amended from time to time, to address
concerns about potential flooding impacts on foundations and septic systems.
The City requested that construction zones be delineated in the Big Eddy area.
Two zones were identified by the City:
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i.

Zone 1: Where the ground surface is higher than El. 442 m as shown in the
Klohn Crippen report. No special flooding, foundation and septic
requirements. Construction within this zone has the usual requirements for
construction in a zone not subject to flooding; and

ii.

Zone 2: Where the ground surface is below El. 442 m as shown in the Klohn
Crippen report. Engineering studies required addressing flooding, foundation
and septic issues. Construction within this zone requires experienced
professionals to provide a site specific report addressing flooding, foundation
and septic issues.

f)

All development within the Big Eddy Area Floodplain as shown on Appendix V,
Map 2, shall be in compliance with the Big Eddy Construction Zones report, as
amended from time to time.

13.8.2

Construction of new buildings within the floodplain as shown on Appendix V, Map 2,
including lands within the Zone 2 of the Big Eddy Neighbourhood described in Policy
13.8.1(e)(ii), where the underside of the floor system of any area used for habitation,
business or the storage of goods damageable by floodwater, or in the case of a
mobile home the ground level on which it is located, is proposed to be established in
contravention of the regulations contained in the Zoning Bylaw, as amended from
time to time, may be permitted if a Floodplain Exemption Permit has been issued in
accordance with Policy 13.8.3.

13.8.3

In accordance with Section 524(7) of the Local Government Act, a Floodplain
Exemption Permit may be issued for all areas identified in Appendix V, Map 2,
including lands within the Zone 2 of the Big Eddy Neighbourhood described in Policy
13.8.1(e)(ii), to allow for development that is not in compliance with Policy 13.8.1 and
the Zoning Bylaw, as amended from time to time, subject to the following
requirements:
a)

The proposed exemption is consistent with applicable Provincial Guidelines.

b)

A report has been prepared by a qualified professional registered with the
Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of British Columbia
(APEGBC) with experience in geotechnical/hydrotechnical engineering, such as a
professional engineer or geoscientist, that includes but is not limited to the
following:
i.

The qualified professional must comply with floodplain regulations as enacted
by the Province or City in its bylaws. The qualified professional must
acknowledge that all buildings, structures, landfill, floor system or pads are
subject to these regulations and must have considered these regulations in
relation to the application for a floodplain exemption.

ii.

Conclusions and recommendations of the qualified professional in the report
expressly address whether the land may be used safely for the use intended
and identify any limitations of the report, including risk factors applied in
reaching its conclusions.

iii.

A statement that the qualified professional has given due consideration to
provincial regulations, City bylaws, policies, and the Big Eddy Construction
Zones Report, as amended from time to time (if applicable).

iv.

Identification of whether there would be an increased risk of flooding if the
exemption were granted for the proposed development.
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v.

Where mitigative works are required, the report must identify the role that the
mitigative works play in making the land and improvements safe for the use
intended and provide details about their location and construction.

vi.

Whether there would be increased risk to other properties resulting from the
exemption and mitigative works proposed.

vii.

Recommendations and wording for a Section 219 covenant that may be
necessary as part of the floodplain exemption process.

c)

As a condition of issuance for a Floodplain Exemption Permit, the City may
impose any term or condition as contemplated by the applicable Provincial
Guidelines or City bylaws in relation to the exemption.

d)

As a condition of issuance for a Floodplain Exemption Permit, the City will require
the registration of a Section 219 Covenant by the Owner that includes the
recommendations of the report prepared by a qualified professional described in
Policy 13.8.3(b).

14.0 Land Use – Designations
Land uses include residential, commercial, industrial, agricultural, institutional, recreational, and
a brief description of each land use designation is provided below, with the relevant policies for
this designation. The location of these designations is shown on Appendix V, Map 5. Land uses
reinforce smart growth principles implicit in complete neighborhood development of streets,
multi-modal access, public and private spaces, parks, and employment centres while respecting
environmental values. Comprehensive development zones are subsumed within the land use
descriptions but the zoning remains in place for entitlement purposes.
Residential and Mixed Use
There are a series of residential land designations to reflect differences in density and use
within the community.
Commercial
The Central Business District is the commercial core of the community. The majority of other
commercial areas are located on Victoria Road, Highway #1 East and West, Highway #23 North
and South and Big Eddy Road. The land use designations here and in the Mixed-Use category
emphasize mixed use development and neighbourhood commercial development to achieve a
compact, sustainable community.
Industrial and Minor Residential
The principle types of industrial activity which take place within the City: service light, light,
heavy and airport industrial.

14.1 General Policies
This section includes the general policies that are applicable for all residential, commercial, and
industrial land use re-designation and/or rezoning applications, as may be applicable.
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General Residential
The following policies, where applicable, shall be used to guide land use re-designation and/or
rezoning applications for the following land use designations: Rural Residential; Sub Urban;
Duplex Residential; Walk Up Residential; Urban Residential; Neighbourhood Mixed Use; and
Mixed Use Urban Centre:
Policies
14.1.1

Proposed multi-family density residential development must meet the following
criteria:
a)

Be carefully integrated within or adjacent to the residential neighbourhood.

b)

Be adequately buffered to provide separation from adjacent single family
residences.

c)

Be of an architectural style, façade type and colour that complements the existing
and future development within the residential neighbourhood.

d)

Be served by adequate off-street parking.

e)

Be located adjacent to and with direct access to the municipal roadway system to
minimize infiltration of high volumes of traffic through low density residential
developments.

f)

Be served by community water and sanitary sewer collection systems.

g)

Be able to provide sufficient usable open space on-site.

14.1.2

Encourage legal secondary suites in residential areas provided their presence does
not detract from the quality of life of nearby residents.

14.1.3

Require permits for live-work home occupations which include an occupational, retail
or service component that manage impacts on the surrounding neighbourhood from
parking, noise and other activities.

14.1.4

Allow home occupations with low land use impact elements in all residential areas.

14.1.5

Prohibit short term and tourist accommodation, except residential bed and breakfasts,
in lands designated residential, unless a suitable vacation rental use is developed.

14.1.6

Encourage new medium and high density residential development in all
neighbourhoods when the following criteria is met:
a)

Development area is free of environmentally sensitive or environmentally
hazardous areas, unless impacts are mitigated.

b)

City services are provided or planned.

c)

Integrated into existing neighbourhood.

d)

Proximity to major collectors or arterial roads to reduce traffic impacts on local
roads and facilitate alternative transportation options.

e)

Contributes to meeting the City's Projected Housing Demand with a range of
housing options that meet the needs of a wide variety of residents.

14.1.7

Encourage green building practices.

14.1.8

Allow small community care facilities as defined under Provincial legislation to be
located in areas designated Residential.
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14.1.9

Support hobby farms in areas designated Rural Residential or Agriculture.

General Commercial
The following policies, where applicable, shall be used to guide land use re-designation and/or
rezoning applications for the following land use designations: Commercial; Neighbourhood
Mixed Use; and Mixed Use Urban Centre:
Policies
14.1.10

Maintain the Central Business District as the primary commercial centre

14.1.11

Encourage hotels and associated tourist uses in the Central Business District.

14.1.12

Adequately buffer low density residential developments from commercial uses
through rezoning and landscaping.

14.1.13

Ensure commercial development, including development at the base of Revelstoke
Mountain Resort, are located and operated in ways that are compatible with the
community's social fabric, high quality of life and environment.

14.1.14

Limit the floor area of commercial space throughout the community to ensure
commercial areas are appropriately sized to complement the downtown and support
the operation of small businesses.

14.1.15

Encourage neighbourhood commercial uses where needed in each neighbourhood.

14.1.16

Allow neighbourhood commercial development in areas that are neighbourhood focal
points; easily accessible for pedestrians; of an appropriate size and scale to service
short-term needs without competing with the central business district; and taking into
consideration proximity to other neighbourhood facilities and amenities, site
treatment, architectural style and impacts on adjacent residential areas.

14.1.17

Encourage pedestrian scale design.

14.1.18

Support the extension and integration of uses in Grizzly Plaza.

14.1.19

Encourage existing and new commercial and mixed uses to keep noise, dust and
other impacts to a minimum.

14.1.20

Permit conversion of previously occupied commercial and industrial buildings to strata
lots consistent with a defined policy.

General Industrial
The following policies, where applicable, shall be used to guide land use re-designation and/or
rezoning applications for the following land use designations: Industrial.
Policies
14.1.21

Encourage existing and new industrial uses to minimize impacts from noise,
environmental, traffic and other activities on non-industrial land uses.

14.1.22

Ensure industrial development complies fully with air quality, waste disposal and other
environmental standards set by senior government.

14.1.23

Encourage clean and environmentally friendly industries.

14.1.24

Require paving of parking areas while encouraging the use of green storm water
infiltration infrastructure and permeable paving.
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14.1.25

Require screening from non-industrial land uses to minimize impacts to neighbouring
properties.

14.2 Natural Ecosystems Land Use and Water Land Use
The Natural Ecosystem Land Use applies to areas of the City designated to preserve the
ecological infrastructure provided by what is primarily natural landscapes. These lands promote
the management and preservation of habitat types which form a part of the unique
environmental values, and characteristics of the City that develops a sense of place, and
connects The People to the natural world. This land use area is identified by large contiguous or
connected wildlife habitat areas, corridors, and ecosystems that promote little to no human
interaction and habitat fragmentation.
Reservoir Drawdown, Rivers, Lakes and Sensitive Habitat areas - Includes lands in shallow
riparian areas at the edge of the Arrow Reservoir of the Columbia River or Illecillewaet River
with variable conditions due to the water fluctuations caused by the Revelstoke and High Arrow
(Keenleyside) Dams, parts of which are locally known as the flats; rivers, and habitat corridors,
spaces and environmentally sensitive areas.
Policies
14.2.1

The land use should not permit development of any kind. It includes wildlife habitat
areas, habitat corridors and ecosystems, and lands unsuitable for settlement due to
topography, soil type, hydrology or vegetation.

14.2.2

Existing parcels within the Natural Ecosystem land use should be converted to Rural
Ecosystem Land Use or Civic Space, provided a suitable mitigation plan is in place.
This land use may include parks, and trails identified within a conservancy plan, and
may be used for the conservation of large agricultural land holdings.

14.2.3

Restrict development to uses which are not subject to flood damage.

14.2.4

Encourage recreational pursuits which are conducted safely and consistently with an
Integrated Community Sustainability Plan respecting riparian areas, wetlands, habitat
protection, river access and usage, slopes, and other environmental values.

14.2.5

Encourage BC Hydro to continue dust control and wildfire management and the
formal adoption of a management plan.

14.3 Rural Ecosystem Land Use (as designated within the Natural
Ecosystems land use)
The Rural Ecosystem Land Use is the transition area from natural to semi-natural areas with
sparsely settled lands in natural or cultivated states on large (60 ha.) parcels of land. This land
use supports wildlife in large contiguous wildlife habitat areas, corridors, and ecosystems with
some human interaction and landscape fragmentation.
Policies
14.3.1

This land use may include such uses as large lot residential acreages, livestock,
parks, woodlands, grasslands, resource extraction, trails, storm water management
features, and open space areas with low impact footprints.

14.3.2

Landscaping should be predominantly natural with the preservation of natural and
cultural landscapes a priority.
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14.3.3

Existing buildings are typically residential or light industrial, but may be civic or
recreational.

14.3.4

Smaller parcel sizes should not be permitted unless they are a part of an urban
growth strategy. Recreational areas promote short-term use.

14.3.5

Mineral extraction and processing should be permitted when part of a regional
strategy.

14.4 Rural Residential Land Use
The Rural Residential Land Use is the transition area from natural to semi-natural areas with
single-family residential acreages. This land use supports wildlife in moderate to large
contiguous wildlife habitat areas, corridors, and ecosystems with some human interaction and
landscape fragmentation.
Policies
14.4.1

This land use may include acreages and large undeveloped parcels of land on the
periphery of residential areas.

14.4.2

Landscaping should be predominantly natural with the preservation of natural and
cultural landscapes a priority. Smaller parcel sizes should not be permitted unless
they are a part of an urban growth strategy.

14.5 Sub Urban Land Use
The Sub Urban Land Use applies to low density residential areas. The land use is a more
defined residential form, and representative of a neighbourhood, with buildings organized
around an interior network of streets, and parks. Planting is naturalistic and setbacks are
moderate to relatively deep. Some areas are transitioned to more compact development,
especially near collector and arterial roads and outside of environmentally sensitive areas.
Urban services such as sewer and a graded road network may not be in place but are
anticipated. This area provides small wildlife habitat areas and corridors with a high level of
human interaction and habitat fragmentation.
Policies
14.5.1

This land use should predominately provide for low density residential development in
accordance with the provisions outlined in Section 13.3.3.

14.5.2

Development proposals shall implement a conservation design approach that seeks
to minimize land disturbance and maximize retention of natural assets including but
not limited to mature trees, wetlands, wildlife corridors, and other sensitive
environmental features that can be incorporated into the overall site design.

14.5.3

Planting of large numbers of private trees should consider defensible space while
contributing to a natural landscape aesthetic and character.

14.5.4

Home occupations and accessory buildings are allowed.

14.6 Duplex Residential Land Use
The Duplex Residential Land Use consists of moderately low-density residential areas. Planting
of private trees in combination with street trees contributes to a natural landscape feel. The
urban form consists of gridded streets and should have all urban services. Mixed use is more
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predominant but is selectively located. This area represents the continuation of the natural
landscape into the City, and the transition to urban forest.
Policies
14.6.1

This land use should predominately provide for low density residential development in
accordance with the provisions outlined in Section 13.3.3.

14.6.2

Development proposals shall implement a conservation design approach that seeks
to minimize land disturbance and maximize retention of natural assets including but
not limited to mature trees, wetlands, wildlife corridors, and other sensitive
environmental features that can be incorporated into the overall site design.

14.6.3

This area should have a more defined street, with buildings placed closer together
than in the Sub Urban Land Use.

14.6.4

Home occupations and accessory buildings are allowed.

14.6.5

Planting is naturalistic and setbacks are small to moderate in depth.

14.7 Walk Up Residential Land Use
The Walk Up Residential Land Use consists of moderate density residential areas with a wide
range of walk-up building types. Setbacks and landscaping are variable. The community is
characterized by aligned streets patterns, mixed use, public squares, walkability, and transit.
Policies
14.7.1

This land use should predominately provide for medium density residential
development in accordance with the provisions outlined in Section 13.3.3.

14.7.2

Development proposals shall implement a conservation design approach that seeks
to minimize land disturbance and maximize retention of natural assets including but
not limited to mature trees, wetlands, wildlife corridors, and other sensitive
environmental features that can be incorporated into the overall site design.

14.7.3

Wider sidewalks, street trees, and lighting fixtures enhance the public streetscape.

14.7.4

This landscape has a smaller per capita impact on the natural landscape than the
Duplex General Urban Land Use does, in a more adaptable and dense form, with a
mix of tightly spaced single-family, multi-family housing, and apartments.

14.7.5

This area should have a high level of human interaction and support smaller and
more localized habitat areas.

14.8 Urban Residential Land Use
The Urban Residential Land Use provides a more compact, diverse and adaptable
neighbourhood form that consists of higher density residential and mixed use buildings including
condos and apartments that front on to the street. This landscape has the smallest per capita
impact on the natural landscape, but is the densest form of development. Green roofs, low
impact development, and landscaping can help integrate natural systems into the heart of the
City.
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Policies
14.8.1

This land use should predominately provide for high density residential development
and mixed use buildings in accordance with the provisions outlined in Section 13.3.3.

14.8.2

Development proposals shall implement a conservation design approach that seeks
to minimize land disturbance and maximize retention of natural assets including but
not limited to mature trees, wetlands, wildlife corridors, and other sensitive
environmental features that can be incorporated into the overall site design.

14.8.3

This area should have a tight network of well-defined, shared streets that encourage
walkability, with wide sidewalks, street furniture, lighting fixtures, steady street tree
planting and building set close to the sidewalks.

14.8.4

Wider sidewalks, street trees, and lighting fixtures enhance the public streetscape and
provide greater support for an integrated transit system.

14.8.5

This area should support smaller, and more localized habitat areas and have a higher
human presence that minimizes potential wildlife conflict.

14.9 Neighbourhood Mixed Use Land Use
The Neighbourhood Mixed Use Land Use consists of moderate density residential corner lots
and mixed use development with a mixed use commercial component located on the ground
floor. Setbacks and landscaping are variable.
Policies
14.9.1

This land use should predominately provide for medium density residential
development and mixed use buildings in accordance with the provisions outlined in
Section 13.3.3.

14.9.2

Development proposals shall implement a conservation design approach that seeks
to minimize land disturbance and maximize retention of natural assets including but
not limited to mature trees, wetlands, wildlife corridors, and other sensitive
environmental features that can be incorporated into the overall site design.

14.9.3

Wider sidewalks, street trees, and lighting fixtures increase walkability by enhancing
the public streetscape.

14.9.4

This area should have a high level of human interaction and support smaller, and
more localized habitat areas.

14.9.5

This landscape has a smaller per capita impact on the natural landscape than the
Duplex General Urban Land Use does, in a more adaptable and dense form, with a
mix of tightly spaced single-family, multi-family housing, apartments, and mixed use
commercial services.

14.10 Mixed Use Urban Centre Land Use
The Mixed Use Urban Centre Land Use consists of higher density mixed use buildings that
accommodate commercial and residential units. Natural wildlife diversity gives way to places
and spaces that create and enhance cultural diversity.
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Policies
14.10.1

This land use should predominately provide for high density residential development
and mixed use buildings in accordance with the provisions outlined in Section 13.3.3.

14.10.2

Development proposals shall implement a conservation design approach that seeks
to minimize land disturbance and maximize retention of natural assets including but
not limited to mature trees, wetlands, wildlife corridors, and other sensitive
environmental features that can be incorporated into the overall site design.

14.10.3

This land use has a tight network of streets, with wide sidewalks, street furniture,
lighting fixtures, steady street tree planting and buildings set close to the sidewalks.

14.10.4

This area has a high level of habitat fragmentation and human presence that
minimizes potential wildlife conflict. This landscape has the smallest per capita impact
on the natural landscape.

14.10.5

Green roofs and landscaping should have a positive contribution to the diversity of
smaller species including birds and insects.

14.11 Highway Commercial Land Use
The Highway Commercial Land Use provides for the orderly development of automobiledependent accommodation and services for residents, tourists, and transient motorists along
the Highway 1 corridor. This use is designated primarily at the commercial corridors of the City,
with the intention of making the City more attractive as a tourist destination while providing
needed commercial activity. This area has a high level of habitat fragmentation. Providing
connections across the highway corridor for larger species will help reduce wildlife conflict
issues and enhance habitat connections for local species.
Policies
14.11.1

These areas are intended to provide for convenient, controlled access parking,
without increasing traffic burdens upon the adjacent streets and highways.

14.11.2

Green roofs, more compact development, and landscaping of parking areas and lots
should have a positive contribution to the diversity of smaller species including birds
and insects.

14.12 Service Light Industrial/Residential Land Use
The Commercial Services District provides for the accommodation of vehicular oriented
commercial uses of low intensity, and for commercial uses requiring large areas for storage and
handling of materials, goods, and equipment. Guiding development of these areas will ensure a
high quality of livability for surrounding residents, and a better built form. This area has a
high/moderate level of habitat fragmentation.
Policies
14.12.1

This area has a mix of commercial, light industrial and recreational activities that
provide live/work opportunities within neighbourhoods.

14.12.2

Large portions of undeveloped lots and storage areas present opportunities to
contribute to the diversity of smaller species including birds and insects, by improving
landscaping.
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14.13 Light Industrial Land Use
Policies
14.13.1

Limited industrial development typically oriented towards warehousing, storage and
distribution, light manufacturing of raw materials, ancillary office uses or similar
activities.

14.14 Heavy Industrial Land Use
Policies
14.14.1

Industrial development including manufacturing facilities, sawmills, forestry activities,
rail yards or hydroelectric generation facilities. Heavy industrial includes the
processing of raw materials.

14.15 Airport Industrial Land Use
Policies
14.15.1

Facilities directly dependent on the airport site including storage of aircraft, fuel
storage and dispensing activities and associated offices.

14.16 Civic Institutional Land Use
This land use includes schools, community care facilities, hospitals, government offices and
facilities, churches and other publicly-used buildings or properties.
Policies
14.16.1

Work with the Board of Education to decide on redevelopment of previous school
sites.

14.16.2

Encourage new government offices and post-secondary educational activities to seek
locations close to the Central Business District.

14.16.3

Allow small community care facilities as defined under Provincial legislation to be
located in areas designated for Residential or Institutional.

14.16.4

Encourage public and institutional uses to be located where they will best service the
needs of area residents and in a manner which is well-integrated with the surrounding
neighbourhood.

14.16.5

Support the expansion of health facilities to meet the changing needs of the
community.

14.16.6

Consider large community care facilities as defined under Provincial legislation on
sites:
a)

Suitable for the intended use.

b)

Compatible with adjacent land uses and form and character of neighbourhood.

c)

Adequate water supply and sewage disposal.

d)

Accessible to City road system.

e)

Able to accommodate on-site parking.
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f)

Accessible to amenities required by patrons (parks, clinics, shopping and similar
amenities).

14.16.7

Allow churches in any area designated Residential, Institutional or Central Business
District.

14.16.8

Facilitate location of new community facilities including:
a)

A cultural centre.

b)

A new campus for Okanagan College

c)

A convention centre.

14.17 Civic Space Land Use
This land use includes all public parks and trails. These areas are dedicated to open space or
public facilities such as playgrounds, ball fields, and golf courses.
Policies
14.17.1

Develop a system of parks and public spaces linked by trails and pedestrian
walkways/bike paths to serve the needs of local residents and visitors to the
community consistent with the Master Parks Plan.

14.17.2

Provide a variety of park types and recreational opportunities, which integrate the City
with surrounding landscape and public nodes.

14.17.3

Provide park and recreational facilities in each neighbourhood.

14.17.4

Require parkland dedication at time of subdivision consistent with the Master Parks
Plan.

14.17.5

Ensure trails and trail linkages are not negatively impacted by new development.

14.17.6

Collaborate with Revelstoke Mountain Resort to locate and develop pedestrian and
cycling routes.

14.17.7

Encourage joint use of park and recreation facilities at school sites by the public.

14.17.8

Consider improvements to existing park facilities prior to developing new parks.

14.17.9

Public Utilities – includes spaces and nodes specific to urban infrastructure
management such as sewer processing plants, water storage reservoirs, water
wellheads and aquifer protection areas, and land fill. (See policies under Industrial
uses)

14.18 Sand and Gravel Land Use
This land use includes lands known to contain sand and/or gravel resources. The most
significant sand and gravel deposits are in the Jordan Flats area of Westside Road, Kelley Flat
and Big Eddy.
Policies
14.18.1

Preserve an adequate supply of sand and gravel for private and public sector
infrastructure.

14.18.2

Prevent development in areas where known sand and gravel resources exist until the
sand and gravel resource has been depleted.
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14.18.3

Encourage sand and gravel extraction and processing to take place in a manner
which minimizes noise, dust, visual and other impacts on adjacent land uses and
roads.

14.18.4

Require proper reclamation of depleted sand and gravel deposits and redevelopment
on these reclaimed sites.

14.18.5

Consider sand and gravel extraction in relation to long term reclamation including
future lands, stable long term grades and re-vegetation with native species where
appropriate.

14.18.6

Develop a long term gravel management strategy that is consistent between the City
and Region.

14.19 Agricultural Land Use
This land use includes lands designated by the provincial government as Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR).
Policies
14.19.1

Consider supporting requests for exclusion from the Agricultural Land Reserve on a
case-by-case basis that is consistent with other policies in this section.

14.19.2

Support production of locally grown food products and urban agriculture.

14.19.3

Support community gardens as a way of locally producing food.

14.19.4

Support hobby farms in areas designated Rural Residential or Agriculture.

14.20 Future Growth Land Use
Vacant or underdeveloped lands, generally on large lots, which hold potential for development
within an area that is fairly consistent with the existing development pattern. This designation
includes infill development supported by available city services. The City wishes to reserve
designation of the land until a secondary plan or a development proposal incorporates the full
potential of the site.
Policies
14.20.1

Promote infill developments with mixed uses and a range of housing options in a
scale that is compatible with the neighbourhood.

14.20.2

Encourage public participation in determining the best use of future growth areas.

14.20.3

Incorporate smart growth principles in site development.

14.20.4

Assign other land use designations as development potential is confirmed.

14.20.5

Notwithstanding Policy 14.20.4, lands that hold the Future Growth Land Use
designation at the time of adoption of this OCP, and that have been zoned to allow for
a specific development form prior to adoption of this OCP, may develop in
accordance with the regulations contained in the Zoning Bylaw, as amended from
time to time, without requiring a land use re-designation.

14.20.6

Notwithstanding Policy 14.20.5, an application for rezoning submitted after the
adoption of this OCP for lands designated as Future Growth Land Use should be
accompanied by an application to re-designate the lands under this OCP.
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14.21 Urban Reserve Land Use
Vacant or low density lands, generally on large lots, which are rural or outside the urban growth
boundary, some of which have limited city services and/or site constraints like environmentally
sensitive or hazardous areas. Potential for development of these lands depends on site-specific
analysis. Minimum subdivision size that anticipates effective urban design is 2 hectares.
Policies
14.21.1

Consider future development of these lands in the context of the following factors:
a)

Suitability of site for intended use.

b)

Compatibility with adjacent land uses.

c)

Infrastructure availability.

d)

Environmentally sensitive or hazardous areas.

e)

Economic considerations.

f)

Urban growth boundary.

g)

Minimum parcel size not to exceed 2 hectares.

h)

Compatibility with the community goals and policies outlined in the OCP.

14.22 Resort Lands Land Use
Resort Lands refer to all land contained within the Mount Mackenzie Resort Area. The Resort
Core area includes concentrated mixed-use buildings, which includes the Lower Village Area as
the main activity point within the Resort Lands. The Resort Core contains the majority of
commercial activity for the resort and higher density residential development. The Resort
Neighbourhood area includes Resort lands outside the resort core containing residentialoriented development and restricted commercial operations.
Policies
14.22.1

Apply policies outlined in Appendix II to the Resort Lands.

15.0 Land Use – Development Permit Areas
This section contains includes different Development Permit Areas each with corresponding
guidelines to evaluate Development Permit applications, that have been designated in
accordance with Section 488(1) of the Local Government Act, for one or more of the following
purposes: protection of the natural environment, its ecosystems and biological diversity;
protection of development from hazardous conditions; protection of farming; revitalization of an
area in which a commercial use is permitted; establishment of objectives for the form and
character of intensive residential development; establishment of objectives for the form and
character of commercial, industrial or multi-family residential development; in relation to an area
in a resort region, establishment of objectives for the form and character of development in the
resort region; establishment of objectives to promote energy conservation; establishment of
objectives to promote water conservation; or establishment of objectives to promote the
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.
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15.1 Development Permit Area A – Watershed Management Development
Permit Area
Designation
The Watershed Management Development Permit Area is designated under Section 488(1)(a)
of the Local Government Act - protection of the natural environment, its ecosystems and
biological diversity.
Area
Development Permit Area A is divided into two categories A (1) Dolan Creek and A (2) Bridge
Creek as shown on Appendix V, Map 6 – Development Permit Areas.
Background
Protecting Dolan Creek, Bridge Creek and their watersheds is essential to ensure that these
existing and potential water sources are not degraded. The creeks require protection from
pollution and siltation in order to maintain water quality. The purpose of this development permit
area is to maintain the integrity of the natural environment by preventing degradation of the
watershed.
Policies
15.1.1

15.1.2

All construction activities, subdivision, and land
alteration within the Development Permit Area shall
require a development permit. All development
permits shall comply with the following policies:

Watershed
means all of the water
and all of the land that
drains into a common
catchment area.

a)

Any proposed development within 30 m of a
stream is subject to a Riparian Areas Assessment conducted by a Qualified
Environmental Professional (QEP) as per the Riparian Areas Protection
Regulation prior to the commencement of any such development.

b)

No septic tank, drainage field or deposit field
should be constructed in any portion of the
watershed draining into Dolan Creek or Bridge
Creek upstream of the water intake.

c)

Alteration of natural drainage in the watershed
should result in no net increase of runoff into
the creek.

d)

Development should not result in storm water
run-off entering the creek. To this end, a storm
water management plan will be required prior to
any works being conducted.

Riparian Areas Protection
Regulation
B.C. Reg. 178/2019 (RAPR)
means regulations
established to protect
riparian areas from
development so that the
areas can provide natural
features, functions and
conditions that support
fish life processes.

Notwithstanding Policy 15.1.1, in accordance with Section 488(4) of the Local
Government Act, the following activities are exempt from requiring a Development
Permit:
a)

Subdivision for the purposes of lot consolidation or road widening.

b)

Any Public Works activities to accommodate municipal servicing infrastructure
(water, sanitary, storm sewer, drainage, highways) when completed in
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conjunction with or under the supervision of the City’s Engineering and Public
Works department.

15.2 Development Permit Area B – Downtown Revitalization Development
Permit Area
Designation
The Downtown Revitalization Development Permit Area is designated under Section 488(1)(d)
of the Local Government Act - revitalization of an area in which commercial use is permitted.
Area
Development Permit Area B is as shown on Appendix V, Map 6 – Development Permit Areas.
Background
Downtown is the commercial core of the community. In the mid 1980's, the City, in conjunction
with property owners, undertook a major downtown revitalization project. The Downtown
continues to be a tourist destination highlighting the history, social fabric and commercial sector
of Revelstoke. The purpose of this development permit area is to ensure new development
adheres to standards of high quality and celebrates the existing heritage character and previous
revitalization efforts.
Policies
15.2.1

All construction activities within the Development Permit Area shall require a
development permit. All development permits shall comply with the following policies:
a)

The development of new buildings and renovations to existing buildings should
be sympathetic to the scale, mass, materials and colours found in commercial
heritage buildings, without being imitational. Buildings should engage the street
with a positive pedestrian presence, reducing or eliminating car, delivery or
parking dominated elements; and consistent with the urban fabric already
prevalent on Mackenzie Avenue.

b)

Site furnishings, lighting, brick work and other materials should be designed to be
compatible with materials currently in place to reinforce continuity of character, to
soften the visual effect of the streetscape and to promote comfort for pedestrians.

c)

Soft landscaping (trees, shrubs, ground covers and flowers) should be of species
compatible with Revelstoke's climate conditions, existing City-maintained
landscaping and the character of the existing features of the streetscape in order
to reinforce continuity of character.

d)

Parking areas should not be located at the front of buildings. Underground
parking and parking / service areas at the rear of buildings are strongly
encouraged. Parking should be managed off-site through a transportation
demand management system that encourages public parking.

e)

Parking areas and service areas should be screened and landscaped.
Consideration should be given to ease of pedestrian access as well as vehicular
access when designing parking areas.

f)

Recycling and garbage bins should be screened from view and located in
alleyways.
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15.2.2

g)

Canopies over sidewalks are encouraged to enhance the pedestrian streetscape
and provide weather protection.

h)

All lighting shall be Dark Sky compliant to reduce impacts associated with light
pollution.

i)

Subdivisions which include the construction of a public or strata roadway shall
incorporate design measures to enhance the pedestrian focus of the traveled
roadway including but not limited to provisions for street furniture, landscaping,
and street lighting installations.

j)

Where a development is proposed in an area designated Development Permit
Area B - Downtown Revitalization and Development Permit Area E - Multiple
Family Residential, conditions with respect to the form and character of the
building can be imposed on a mixed use building to enhance the characteristics
of the multi family component.

k)

All signage shall comply with the Sign Bylaw, as amended from time to time.

Notwithstanding Policy 15.2.1, in accordance with Section 488(4) of the Local
Government Act, the following activities are exempt from requiring a Development
Permit:
a)

Interior renovations.

b)

Replacement of materials of the same like and kind, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

c)

Repainting in colours of the same like and kind, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

d)

Demolition of a building for which a valid Demolition Permit has been issued.

e)

Addition of rooftop equipment not visible from the street.

f)

Replacement, alteration or addition to a building such as new siding, roofing,
doors, building trim, awnings, and/or windows where it does substantially change
or negatively impact the overall form and character of the building and would not
impact the existing landscape or access provisions, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

g)

Construction of fencing, retaining walls, or other similar structures.

h)

Construction of a temporary building that is ancillary to the principle use or
building onsite, and constructed of compatible materials and colours to the
principle building onsite, when completed in accordance with the provisions of
the Zoning Bylaw, as amended from time to time, and the Building Bylaw, as
amended from time to time.

i)

Placement of signage when done in accordance with the Sign Bylaw, as
amended from time to time, and for which a valid Sign Permit has been issued.

j)

Outdoor patios, seating areas, and display areas, when done in accordance with
applicable City policy, as amended from time to time, and for which a valid permit
has been issued.

k)

The construction of a structure accessory to an existing principle use onsite
subject to the following conditions:
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i.

The structure shall be equal to or less than 10.00 sq. m (107.76 sq. ft.) in
size and shall not require a Building Permit;

ii.

The structure shall be equal to or less than 4.00 m (13.10 ft.) in height
(measured from average grade to peak of roof);

iii.

The structure shall not located within the required front yard area;

iv.

The structure shall be constructed of materials that are similar to the
existing building onsite and finished with a compatible color scheme;

v.

The structure shall only be used for storage purposes for the existing
business onsite, and at no time shall be used for residential occupancy or
be a structure that the general public visiting the business has access to;
and

vi.

The structure shall be located in conformance with the Zoning Bylaw, as
amended from time to time.

l)

Replacement of a building that has been destroyed by natural causes, in cases
where the replacement building is identical to the original in both form and
location.

m) Subdivision of lands, lot consolidation, or road widening for which there is no
requirement for the construction of public or strata owned roadways.
n)

Land alteration and clearing for which a Building Permit is not required, and
which does not involve excavation activities as identified through the Building
Bylaw, as amended from time to time, and does not alter any current site
drainage patterns.

o)

Any Public Works activities to accommodate municipal servicing infrastructure
(water, sanitary, storm sewer, drainage, highways) when completed in
conjunction with or under the supervision of the City’s Engineering and Public
Works department.

15.3 Development Permit Area C – Commercial and Industrial
Development Permit Area
Designation
The Commercial and Industrial Development Permit Area is designated under Section 488(1)(f)
of the Local Government Act - establishment of objectives and the provisions of guidelines for
the form and character of commercial, industrial or multi-family residential development.
Area
Development Permit Areas C – Commercial and Industrial as shown on Appendix V, Map 6 –
Development Permit Areas.
Background
The above noted areas are commercial and industrial areas within the City. These areas
maintain vital industrial services and employment base within the City. These areas typically
occupy large parcels of land, and therefore have the opportunity to significantly affect the
streetscape and the quality of the immediate and surrounding area. The purpose of this
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Development Permit Area is to ensure that the developments project a high quality image of the
City and are compatible with adjacent land uses.
Policies
15.3.1

All construction activities within the Development Permit Area shall require a
development permit. All development permits shall comply with the following policies.
a)

The form and character are established and informed by the policies set out in
the applicable district study area (See Appendix V, Map 8 –
Secondary/Neighbourhood Planning Areas and District Study Area Map). The
form and character of new buildings and renovations to existing buildings should
build upon the existing neighbourhood character and exhibit unique features that
distinguish Revelstoke from other destinations.

b)

The scale, mass, materials and colours should project a high quality image and
create a pedestrian scale towards the street to encourage residents as well as
travelers to utilize the area.

c)

Development should minimize impacts to surrounding land uses, particularly
existing single family residences. Use of shielded lighting, fencing, building
orientation, underground parking, building variation, open space and other
mechanisms is encouraged to maximize privacy and minimize adverse impacts.

d)

Development should incorporate design elements which complement the historic
downtown. Such elements may include building features and detailing such as
cornices, parapets and canopies, site furnishings, lighting, walkways, brick work,
landscaping and other features.

e)

Parking areas should not be located at the front of buildings. Underground
parking and parking / service areas at the rear of buildings are strongly
encouraged.

f)

Parking areas and service areas should be screened and landscaped.
Consideration should be given to ease of pedestrian access as well as vehicular
access, including large vehicles / truck trailers, when designing parking areas.

g)

Recycling and garbage bins should be screened from view and located in
alleyways.

h)

Soft landscaping (trees, shrubs, ground covers and flowers) should be of species
compatible with Revelstoke's climate conditions, existing City-maintained
landscaping and the character of the existing features of the streetscape in order
to reinforce continuity of character.

i)

All lighting shall be Dark Sky compliant to reduce impacts associated with light
pollution.

j)

Subdivisions which include the construction of a public or strata roadway shall
incorporate design measures to enhance the pedestrian focus of the traveled
roadway including but not limited to provisions for street furniture, landscaping,
and street lighting installations.

k)

Where a development is proposed in an area designated Development Permit
Area B - Downtown Revitalization and Development Permit Area E - Multiple
Family Residential, conditions with respect to the form and character of the
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building can be imposed on a mixed use building to enhance the characteristics
of the multi family component.
l)
15.3.2

All signage shall comply with the Sign Bylaw, as amended from time to time.

Notwithstanding Policy 15.3.1, in accordance with Section 488(4) of the Local
Government Act, the following activities are exempt from requiring a Development
Permit:
a)

Interior renovations.

b)

Replacement of materials of the same like and kind, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

c)

Repainting in colours of the same like and kind, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

d)

Demolition of a building for which a valid Demolition Permit has been issued.

e)

Addition of rooftop equipment not visible from the street.

f)

Replacement, alteration or addition to a building such as new siding, roofing,
doors, building trim, awnings, and/or windows where it does substantially change
or negatively impact the overall form and character of the building and would not
impact the existing landscape or access provisions, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

g)

Construction of fencing, retaining walls, or other similar structures.

h)

Construction of a temporary building that is ancillary to the principle use or
building onsite, and constructed of compatible materials and colours to the
principle building onsite, when completed in accordance with the provisions of
the Zoning Bylaw, as amended from time to time, and the Building Bylaw, as
amended from time to time.

i)

Placement of signage when done in accordance with the Sign Bylaw, as
amended from time to time, and for which a valid Sign Permit has been issued.

j)

Outdoor patios, seating areas, and display areas, when done in accordance with
applicable City policy, as amended from time to time, and for which a valid permit
has been issued.

k)

The construction of a structure accessory to an existing principle use onsite
subject to the following conditions:
i.

The structure shall be equal to or less than 10.00 sq. m (107.76 sq. ft.) in
size and shall not require a Building Permit;

ii.

The structure shall be equal to or less than 4.00 m (13.10 ft.) in height
(measured from average grade to peak of roof);

iii.

The structure is not located within the required front yard area of the
subject lands;

iv.

The structure shall be constructed of materials that are similar to the
existing building onsite and finished with a compatible color scheme;

v.

The structure shall only be used for storage purposes for the existing
business onsite, and at no time shall be used for residential occupancy or
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be a structure that the general public visiting the business has access to;
and
vi.
l)

The structure shall be located in conformance with the regulations of the
Zoning Bylaw, as amended from time to time.
Replacement of a building that has been destroyed by natural causes, in cases
where the replacement building is identical to the original in both form and
location.

m) Subdivision of lands, lot consolidation, or road widening for which there is no
requirement for the construction of public or strata owned roadways.
n)

Land alteration and clearing for which a Building Permit is not required, and
which does not involve excavation activities as identified through the Building
Bylaw, as amended from time to time, and does not alter any current site
drainage patterns.

o)

Any Public Works activities to accommodate municipal servicing infrastructure
(water, sanitary, storm sewer, drainage, highways) when completed in
conjunction with or under the supervision of the City’s Engineering and Public
Works department.

15.4 Development Permit Area D – Scenic Corridor Development Permit
Area
Designation
The Scenic Corridor Development Permit Area is designated under Section 488(1)(f) of the
Local Government Act - establishment of objectives and the provision of guidelines for the form
and character of commercial, industrial or multi-family residential development.
Area
Development Permit Areas D (Victoria Road, Townley Street, Big Eddy Road, Fourth St.
E/Airport Way, Highway #1 Eastern Access, Highway #1 Western Access, Highway #23 South,
and Highway #23 North as shown on Appendix V, Map 6 – Development Permit Areas.
Background
Victoria Road and Townley Street are the primary linkage roads from the major western access
and minor eastern access to the commercial core from Highway #1. Big Eddy Road is the main
linkage from Highway #23 (south). Fourth St. E. and Airport Way is the main route within the
City to Revelstoke Mountain Resort. The Highway #1 Eastern Access links up with Townley
Street, and provides access to Mount Revelstoke National Park. The Highway #1 Western
Access is the main access to the City for visitors and residents, and connects with Victoria
Road. Highway #23 South leads travellers into the City, and connects with Highway #1, and Big
Eddy Road. Highway #23 North is the gateway to the City from the north, and leads people
through Columbia Park to the Western Access at Highway #1. As such, a major function of the
roads is to lead the travelling public to the downtown. These areas should direct visitors to the
downtown and complement the historic feel of Revelstoke.
Policies
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15.4.1

15.4.2

All construction activities within the Development Permit Area shall require a
development permit. All development permits shall comply with the following policies:
a)

The form and character of new buildings and renovations to existing buildings
should project a high quality image which compliments the historic features of
downtown. The form and character are established and informed by the policies
set out in the applicable district study area (See Appendix V, Map 8 –
Secondary/Neighbourhood Planning Areas and District Study Area Map). In
terms of scale, massing, materials and colours, buildings should be integrated
into their immediate land use context and be complementary to the heritage
features.

b)

Development should minimize impacts to surrounding land uses, particularly
existing single family residences. Use of shielded lighting, fencing, building
orientation, underground parking, building variation, open space and other
mechanisms is encouraged to maximize privacy and minimize adverse impacts.

c)

Development should incorporate design elements which complement the historic
downtown. Such elements may include building features and detailing such as
cornices, parapets and canopies, site furnishings, lighting, walkways, brick work,
landscaping and other features.

d)

Parking areas should not be located at the front of buildings. Underground
parking and parking / service areas at the rear of buildings are strongly
encouraged.

e)

Parking areas and service areas should be screened and landscaped.
Consideration should be given to ease of pedestrian access as well as vehicular
access, when designing parking areas.

f)

Recycling and garbage bins should be screened from view and located in
alleyways.

g)

Soft landscaping (trees, shrubs, ground covers and flowers) should be of species
compatible with Revelstoke's climate conditions, existing City-maintained
landscaping and the character of the existing features of the streetscape in order
to reinforce continuity of character.

h)

All lighting shall be Dark Sky compliance to reduce impacts associated with light
pollution.

i)

Subdivisions which include the construction of a public or strata roadway shall
incorporate design measures to enhance the pedestrian focus of the traveled
roadway including but not limited to provisions for street furniture, landscaping,
and street lighting installations.

j)

Where a development is proposed in an area designated Development Permit
Area D – Scenic Corridor and Development Permit Area E – Multi-Family
Residential and Mixed-Use, conditions with respect to the form and character of
the building can be imposed on a mixed-use building to enhance the
characteristics of the multi-family component.

k)

All signage shall comply with the Sign Bylaw, as amended from time to time.

Notwithstanding Policy 15.4.1, in accordance with Section 488(4) of the Local
Government Act, the following activities are exempt from requiring a Development
Permit:
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a)

Interior renovations.

b)

Replacement of materials of the same like and kind, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

c)

Repainting in colours of the same like and kind, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

d)

Demolition of a building for which a valid Demolition Permit has been issued.

e)

Addition of rooftop equipment not visible from the street.

f)

Replacement, alteration or addition to a building such as new siding, roofing,
doors, building trim, awnings, and/or windows where it does substantially change
or negatively impact the overall form and character of the building and would not
impact the existing landscape or access provisions, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

g)

Construction of fencing, retaining walls, or other similar structures.

h)

Construction of a temporary building that is ancillary to the principle use or
building onsite, and constructed of compatible materials and colours to the
principle building onsite, when completed in accordance with the provisions of
the Zoning Bylaw, as amended from time to time, and the Building Bylaw, as
amended from time to time.

i)

Placement of signage when done in accordance with the Sign Bylaw, as
amended from time to time, and for which a valid Sign Permit has been issued.

j)

Outdoor patios, seating areas, and display areas, when done in accordance with
applicable City policy, as amended from time to time, and for which a valid permit
has been issued.

k)

The construction of a structure accessory to an existing principle use onsite
subject to the following conditions:

l)

i.

The structure shall be equal to or less than 10.00 sq. m (107.76 sq. ft.) in
size and shall not require a Building Permit;

ii.

The structure shall be equal to or less than 4.00 m (13.10 ft.) in height
(measured from average grade to peak of roof);

iii.

The structure shall not be not located within the required front yard area
of the subject lands;

iv.

The structure shall be constructed of materials that are similar to the
existing building onsite and finished with a compatible color scheme;

v.

The structure shall only be used for storage purposes for the existing
business onsite, and at no time shall be used for residential occupancy or
be a structure that the general public visiting the business has access to;
and

vi.

The structure shall be located in conformance with the Zoning Bylaw, as
amended from time to time.
Replacement of a building that has been destroyed by natural causes, in cases
where the replacement building is identical to the original in both form and
location.
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m) Subdivision of lands, lot consolidation, or road widening for which there is no
requirement for the construction of public or strata owned roadways.
n)

Land alteration and clearing for which a Building Permit has not been issued,
which does not involve excavation activities as identified through the Building
Bylaw, as amended from time to time, and does not alter any current site
drainage patterns.

o)

Any Public Works activities to accommodate municipal servicing infrastructure
(water, sanitary, storm sewer, drainage, highways) when completed in
conjunction with or under the supervision of the City’s Engineering and Public
Works department.

15.5 Development Permit Area E – Multi Family Residential and Mixed-Use
Designation
The Multiple Family Residential Development Permit Area is designated under Section 488(1)(f)
of the Local Government Act - the form and character of commercial, industrial or multi-family
residential developments.
Area
Development Permit Area E as shown on Appendix V, Map 6 – Development Permit Areas.
Background
Multi-family and Mixed-Use developments are not isolated to one geographic area; they are
interspersed throughout the community in every established neighbourhood. The purpose of
this development permit area designation is to ensure that proposed multi-family residential and
mixed-use developments are compatible with and contribute to the form and character of the
surrounding neighbourhood.
Policies
15.5.1

All construction activities within the Development Permit Area shall require a
development permit. All development permits shall comply with the following policies.
a)

The form and character are established and informed by the policies set out in
the applicable district study area (See Appendix V, Map 8 –
Secondary/Neighbourhood Planning Areas and District Study Area Map). The
orientation, scale, form, height, setbacks and materials proposed should reflect
characteristics consistent with the surrounding land use context and improve, not
detract from, the unique qualities of the neighbourhood.

b)

Development should minimize impacts to surrounding land uses, particularly
existing single family residences. Use of shielded lighting, fencing, building
orientation, underground parking, building variation, open space and other
mechanisms is encouraged to maximize privacy and minimize adverse impacts.

c)

Multiple family buildings should respect the scale and height of adjacent
buildings. Consideration should be given to varying building heights, and
lowering heights adjacent to single family residences to ensure the buildings fit
into the neighbourhood context and provide a pedestrian scale along the street
frontage.
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d)

Numerous, small buildings are preferred to one large building. Long, continuous
facades with no variation are strongly discouraged. Visual interest should be
created by varying height, rooflines and massing throughout the site.

e)

New buildings should be orientated to maintain existing mountain views from the
site and utilize passive solar power by maximizing sunlight penetration into the
building.

f)

Roof forms should be compatible with surrounding development and achieve the
effect of a residential building. Steeply-pitched roofs are encouraged, as they are
an identifiable feature of our community.

g)

Units closest to the street should be oriented towards the street to create a
relationship between the street and building and include features such as
walkways, covered entrances and building detailing to emphasize this
relationship.

h)

Materials used in finishing a building should be those traditionally found in the
surrounding region (such as wood or stone) and be a reflection of the community.

i)

Recycling and garbage bins should be screened from view.

j)

Soft landscaping (trees, shrubs, ground covers and flowers) should be of species
compatible with Revelstoke's climate conditions, existing City-maintained
landscaping and the character of the existing features of the streetscape in order
to reinforce continuity of character.

k)

Parking areas and service areas should be screened and landscaped.
Consideration should be given to ease of pedestrian access as well as vehicular
access when designing parking areas.

l)

In order to further the objective of integration with the form and character of the
adjacent neighbourhood and natural environment, natural and earth-toned
colours are preferable to primary and bright colours.

m) All lighting shall be Dark Sky compliance to reduce impacts associated with light
pollution.

15.5.2

n)

Subdivisions which include the construction of a public or strata roadway shall
incorporate design measures to enhance the pedestrian focus of the traveled
roadway including but not limited to provisions for street furniture, landscaping,
and street lighting installations.

o)

Where a development is proposed in an area designated Development Permit
Area E - Multiple Family Residential and one of the following: Development
Permit Area B - Downtown Revitalization, Development Permit Area C –
Commercial/Industrial, and Development Permit Area D – Scenic Corridor,
conditions with respect to the form and character of the building can be imposed
on a mixed use building to enhance the characteristics of the multi family
component.

p)

All signage shall comply with the Sign Bylaw, as amended from time to time.

Notwithstanding Policy 15.5.1, in accordance with Section 488(4) of the Local
Government Act, the following activities are exempt from requiring a Development
Permit:
a)

Interior renovations.
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b)

Replacement of materials of the same like and kind, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

c)

Repainting in colours of the same like and kind, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

d)

Construction of one (1) single family dwelling on a single parcel of land.

e)

Construction of one (1) two family dwelling on a single parcel or on two (2)
parcels of land that have been subdivided through a party-wall subdivision.

f)

Demolition of a building for which a valid Demolition Permit has been issued.

g)

Addition of rooftop equipment not visible from the street.

h)

Replacement, alteration or addition to a building such as new siding, roofing,
doors, building trim, awnings, and/or windows where it does substantially change
or negatively impact the overall form and character of the building and would not
impact the existing landscape or access provisions, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

i)

Construction of fencing, retaining walls, or other similar structures.

j)

Construction of a temporary building that is ancillary to the principle use or
building onsite, and constructed of compatible materials and colours to the
principle building onsite, when completed in accordance with the provisions of
the Zoning Bylaw, as amended from time to time, and the Building Bylaw, as
amended from time to time.

k)

Placement of signage when done in accordance with the Sign Bylaw, as
amended from time to time, and for which a valid Sign Permit has been issued.

l)

Outdoor patios, seating areas, and display areas, when done in accordance with
applicable City policy, as amended from time to time, and for which a valid permit
has been issued.

m) The construction of an accessory building for which there is an existing principle
building onsite.
n)

Replacement of a building that has been destroyed by natural causes, in cases
where the replacement building is identical to the original in both form and
location.

o)

Subdivision of lands, lot consolidation, or road widening for which there is no
requirement for the construction of public or strata owned roadways.

p)

Land alteration and clearing for which a Building Permit is not required, and
which does not involve excavation activities as identified through the Building
Bylaw, as amended from time to time, and does not alter any current site
drainage patterns.

q)

Any Public Works activities to accommodate municipal servicing infrastructure
(water, sanitary, storm sewer, drainage, highways) when completed in
conjunction with or under the supervision of the City’s Engineering and Public
Works department.
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15.6 Development Permit Area F - Westside Road Development Permit
Area
Designation
The Westside Road Development Permit Area is designated under Section 488(1)(f) of the
Local Government Act - establishment of objectives and the provision of guidelines for the form
and character of commercial, industrial or multi-family residential development.
Area
Development Permit Area F as shown on Appendix V, Map 6 – Development Permit Area.
Background
Westside Road holds large tracts of undeveloped land currently without services as well as
industrial activities including gravel pits, landfills, heliports and sawmills. Westside Road also
provides access to world-class snowmobiling trails and destination tourist accommodation. The
purpose of this development permit area is to screen unsightly activities from Westside Road in
order to maintain a positive image of the area to visitors and reduce the visual impact of
industrial uses that may affect potential future land uses in the area.
Policies
15.6.1

All construction activities within the Development Permit Area shall require a
development permit. All development permits shall comply with the following policies.
a)

15.6.2

A tree buffer adjacent to Westside Road shall be provided to a minimum of 75
percent of the lot frontage and to a minimum depth of 25 metres. The tree buffer
will be provided by:
i.

retaining and protecting all existing trees within the designated buffer
area; and

ii.

planting and establishing a combination of indigenous species (both
coniferous and deciduous) with a minimum height of 1.8 metres to
achieve proper screening of industrial activity.

b)

The improvement to the remainder of the lot frontage shall be in keeping with the
intent of the Development Permit Area.

c)

All lighting shall be Dark Sky compliant to reduce impacts associated with light
pollution.

d)

Subdivisions which include the construction of a public or strata roadway shall
incorporate design measures to enhance the pedestrian focus of the traveled
roadway including but not limited to provisions for street furniture, landscaping,
and street lighting installations.

e)

All signage shall comply with the Sign Bylaw, as amended from time to time.

Notwithstanding Policy 15.6.1, in accordance with Section 488(4) of the Local
Government Act, the following activities are exempt from requiring a Development
Permit:
a)

Interior renovations.
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b)

Replacement of materials of the same like and kind, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

c)

Repainting in colours of the same like and kind, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

d)

Demolition of a building for which a valid Demolition Permit has been issued.

e)

Addition of rooftop equipment not visible from the street.

f)

Replacement, alteration or addition to a building such as new siding, roofing,
doors, building trim, awnings, and/or windows where it does substantially change
or negatively impact the overall form and character of the building and would not
impact the existing landscape or access provisions, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

g)

Construction of fencing, retaining walls, or other similar structures.

h)

Construction of a temporary building that is ancillary to the principle use or
building onsite, and constructed of compatible materials and colours to the
principle building onsite, when completed in accordance with the provisions of the
Zoning Bylaw, as amended from time to time, and the Building Bylaw, as
amended from time to time.

i)

Placement of signage when done in accordance with the Sign Bylaw, as
amended from time to time, and for which a valid Sign Permit has been issued.

j)

The construction of a structure accessory to an existing principle use onsite
subject to the following conditions:
i.

That structure shall be equal to or less than 10.00 sq. m (107.76 sq. ft.) in
size and shall not require a Building Permit;

ii.

The structure shall be equal to or less than 4.00 m (13.10 ft.) in height
(measured from average grade to peak of roof);

iii.

The structure is not located within the required front yard area of the
subject lands;

iv.

The structure shall be constructed of materials that are similar to the
existing building onsite and finished with a compatible color scheme;

v.

The structure shall only be used for storage purposes for the existing
business onsite, and at no time shall be used for residential occupancy or
be a structure that the general public visiting the business has access to;
and

vi.

The structure shall be located in conformance with the Zoning Bylaw, as
amended from time to time.

k)

Replacement of a building that has been destroyed by natural causes, in cases
where the replacement building is identical to the original in both form and
location.

l)

Subdivision of lands, lot consolidation, or road widening for which there is no
requirement for the construction of public or strata owned roadways.

m) Land alteration and clearing for which a Building Permit has is not required, and
which does not involve excavation activities as identified through the Building
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Bylaw, as amended from time to time, and does not alter any current site
drainage patterns.
n)

Any Public Works activities to accommodate municipal servicing infrastructure
(water, sanitary, storm sewer, drainage, highways) when completed in
conjunction with or under the supervision of the City’s Engineering and Public
Works department.

15.7 Development Permit Area G – Revelstoke Mountain Resort
Designation
The Revelstoke Mountain Resort Development Permit Area is designated under Section
488(1)(a)(b)(f) of the Local Government Act for the protection of the natural environment, its
ecosystems and biological diversity; protection of development from hazardous conditions; and
establishment of objectives for the form and character of commercial and multi-family residential
development.
Area
Development Permit Area G is the area zoned Comprehensive Development 8 Zone (CD-8) by
the Zoning Bylaw, as amended from time to time.
Background
Development Permit Area G contains certain streams which the City must protect from
development in accordance with the Fish Protection Act and the Riparian Areas Protection
Regulation. The area is subject to wildfire hazard, being adjacent to forested lands to the east
and north-east, and contains steep slopes. Revelstoke Mountain Resort is a prominent allseason recreation resort expected to bring large numbers of visitors to the City, in relation to
which the City therefore wishes to ensure a high standard for neighbourhood and building form
and character, to emphasize the natural setting of the resort as well as the use of indigenous
building styles and materials.
Policies
15.7.1

All construction activities within the Development Permit Area shall require a
development permit. All development permits shall comply with the policies outlined
in Appendix II of this Plan and the following:
a)

Guidelines for Development Permit Area G are contained in the Zoning Bylaw, as
amended from time to time.

b)

All signage shall comply with the Sign Bylaw, as amended from time to time.

c)

Subdivision of land shall require a Development Permit. Given that the Zoning
Bylaw does not include building siting regulations, it is intended that the
development permit will supplement the bylaw by specifying building siting
requirements and site coverage limits for each parcel of land being created, on
the basis of guidelines set out in the Zoning Bylaw, as amended from time to
time.

d)

All lighting shall be Dark Sky compliant to reduce impacts associated with light
pollution.
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15.7.2

Notwithstanding Policy 15.7.1, in accordance with Section 488(4) of the Local
Government Act, the following activities are exempt from requiring a Development
Permit:
a)

Construction or alteration of a single-family dwelling, or an accessory building to
a single-family dwelling, if the lot on which the building is to be constructed is
subject to a development permit authorizing the subdivision of the lot and the
siting and dimensions of the building will comply with the development permit, or
for the installation, replacement or maintenance of landscaping on a lot used or
proposed to be used for a single-family dwelling.

b)

Interior renovations.

c)

Replacement of materials of the same like and kind, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

d)

Repainting in colours of the same like and kind, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

e)

Demolition of a building for which a valid Demolition Permit has been issued.

f)

Addition of rooftop equipment not visible from the street.

g)

Replacement, alteration or addition to a building such as new siding, roofing,
doors, building trim, awnings, and/or windows where it does substantially change
or negatively impact the overall form and character of the building and would not
impact the existing landscape or access provisions, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

h)

Construction of fencing, retaining walls, or other similar structures.

i)

Construction of a temporary building that is ancillary to the principle use or
building onsite, and constructed of compatible materials and colours to the
principle building onsite, when completed in accordance with the provisions of the
Zoning Bylaw, as amended from time to time, and the Building Bylaw, as
amended from time to time.

j)

Placement of signage when done in accordance with the Sign Bylaw, as
amended from time to time, and for which a valid Sign Permit has been issued.

k)

Subdivision for the purposes of lot consolidation or road widening.

l)

Any Public Works activities to accommodate municipal servicing infrastructure
(water, sanitary, storm sewer, drainage, highways) when completed in
conjunction with or under the supervision of the City’s Engineering and Public
Works department.

15.8 Development Permit Area H - Bridge Creek Properties Multiple Family
Residential Development Permit Area
Designation
Bridge Creek Properties, commonly known as "The Co-Op Lands", Multiple Family Residential
Development Permit Area is designated under Section 488(1)(f) of the Local Government Act establishment of objectives and the provision of guidelines for the form and character of
commercial, industrial or multi-family residential development.
Area
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Development Permit Area H as shown on Appendix V, Map 6 – Development Permit Area.
Background
The purpose of this development permit area is to ensure that the multiple family residential
components are properly integrated into the residential neighbourhood, contribute positively to
the form and character of the surrounding neighbourhood, project a positive image of affordable
housing and are built in a sustainable manner.
Policies
15.8.1

All construction activities within the Development Permit Area shall require a
development permit. All development permits shall comply with the following policies:

Site Plan Considerations – General
a)

Building height and massing is to rise across the site from south to north ensuring
that the dominant view corridor to the south is accessible to as many dwellings as
possible.

b)

To ensure a natural progression of scale from the existing neighbourhood, one
storey to two and one-half storey buildings should be located adjacent to existing
dwellings. Three to four storey buildings should be situated on the northern
portion of the site, as part of a continual height increase.

c)

All parkland and common amenity areas should be designed to promote frequent
use and encourage maintenance and supervision of these areas.

d)

Site design should include safe, efficient pedestrian walkways.

e)

Subdivisions which include the construction of a public or strata roadway shall
incorporate design measures to enhance the pedestrian focus of the traveled
roadway including but not limited to provisions for street furniture, landscaping,
and street lighting installations.

Site Plan Considerations – Individual Sites
f)

The siting of buildings should recognize physical features, such as topography
and mature trees.

g)

Buildings should be oriented to benefit from passive solar power and to take
advantage of mountain views.

Off-Street Parking
h)

On-site parking should be placed beneath or behind buildings.

i)

Any parking areas visible from the street or public open spaces should be
landscaped.

j)

Shared driveways from streets or lanes are strongly encouraged. Reducing the
number and width of driveways, while adhering to City standards, is a priority.

k)

Covered off-site grouped parking is encouraged.

Building Form and Character
l)

Building form, mass and scale of buildings should be varied such that the
character of the streetscape appears to have been formed over a period of time
incorporating various architectural styles and forms of housing.
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m) The scale of the buildings should fit well within the community's context and the
progression of height and mass on the site from south to north.
n)

Building form should take advantage of solar orientation for passive solar design.

o)

As a general principle, it is preferable to have numerous small building forms
rather than fewer large building forms.

p)

Row housing should have varying roof forms to accentuate individual units in a
building (i.e. dormers, pitched roofs) to convey the impression of detached
housing.

q)

The form and character are established and informed by the policies set out in
the applicable district study area (See Appendix V, Map 8 –
Secondary/Neighborhood Planning Areas and District Study Area Map).

Environmental Considerations
r)

Building forms should avoid snow falling from roofs onto, or the formation of ice
on, pedestrian ways or neighbouring properties. Roofs that are engineered to
retain snow are preferred.

s)

Weather protected entrances, such as porches or porticos, should be provided
for front entrances.

t)

Site design should provide for adequate areas for snow storage that do not
impede access.

u)

Exterior materials and finishes should be selected for their resistance to
weathering, durability, low cost of maintenance and aesthetic quality.

v)

Consideration should be given to fire resistance of materials.

Building Materials and Colours
w) Exterior materials and finishes should be complimentary to adjacent
development.
Exterior Lighting
x)

Appropriate lighting should be provided at all entrances, pedestrian walkways
and driveways for safety and aesthetic quality.

y)

Lights are to be shielded to prevent spill onto neighbouring properties and light
pollution.

Garbage, Recycling and Service Areas
z)

Garbage containers and recycling receptacles should be screened from view by a
landscaping screen, a solid decorative fence, or a combination of both to a
minimum height of 2.0 metres (6.5 feet).

aa) Wildlife proof receptacles and/or wildlife proof enclosures are encouraged.
Landscaping
bb) Landscaping should enhance the aesthetic quality of the development, provide
screening of parking and service areas and enhance privacy.
cc) To provide separation from single family dwellings, adequate screening is to be
provided for apartment-style buildings.
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dd) Low maintenance and naturalised drought tolerant species are encouraged.
ee) Hard landscaping such as pathways should incorporate permeable paving
materials to enable storm water infiltration.
Signage
ff)
15.8.2

All signage shall comply with the Sign Bylaw, as amended from time to time.

Notwithstanding Policy 15.8.1, in accordance with Section 488(4) of the Local
Government Act, the following activities are exempt from requiring a Development
Permit:
a)

Interior renovations.

b)

Replacement of materials of the same like and kind, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

c)

Repainting in colours of the same like and kind, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

d)

Construction of one (1) single family dwelling on a single parcel of land

e)

Construction of one (1) two family dwelling on a single parcel or on two (2)
parcels of land that have been subdivided through a party-wall subdivision.

f)

Demolition of a building for which a valid Demolition Permit has been issued.

g)

Addition of rooftop equipment not visible from the street.

h)

Replacement, alteration or addition to a building such as new siding, roofing,
doors, building trim, awnings, and/or windows where it does substantially change
or negatively impact the overall form and character of the building and would not
impact the existing landscape or access provisions, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

i)

Construction of fencing, retaining walls, or other similar structures.

j)

Construction of a temporary building that is ancillary to the principle use or
building onsite, and constructed of compatible materials and colours to the
principle building onsite, when completed in accordance with the provisions of
the Zoning Bylaw, as amended from time to time, and the Building Bylaw, as
amended from time to time.

k)

Placement of signage when done in accordance with the Sign Bylaw, as
amended from time to time, and for which a valid Sign Permit has been issued.

l)

Outdoor patios, seating areas, and display areas, when done in accordance with
applicable City policy, as amended from time to time, and for which a valid permit
has been issued.

m) The construction of an accessory building for which there is an existing principle
building onsite.
n)

Replacement of a building that has been destroyed by natural causes, in cases
where the replacement building is identical to the original in both form and
location.

o)

Subdivision of lands, lot consolidation, or road widening for which there is no
requirement for the construction of public or strata owned roadways.
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p)

Land alteration and clearing for which a Building Permit is not required, and
which does not involve excavation activities as identified through the Building
Bylaw, as amended from time to time, and does not alter any current site
drainage patterns.

q)

Any Public Works activities to accommodate municipal servicing infrastructure
(water, sanitary, storm sewer, drainage, highways) when completed in
conjunction with or under the supervision of the City’s Engineering and Public
Works department.

15.9 Development Permit Area I – Environmentally Sensitive and
Environmental Hazard Areas
Designation
The Environmentally Sensitive and Environmental Hazardous Area Development Permit Area is
designated under Section 488(1)(a) and (b) of the Local Government Act - the protection of the
natural environment, its ecosystems and biological diversity, and protection of development
from hazardous conditions.
Area
Development Permit Area I as shown on Appendix V, Map 1 – Environmentally Sensitive Areas
and Appendix V, Map 2 – Environmental Hazard Areas.
Background
Lands subject to a variety of hazards or environmentally sensitive areas are found throughout
the City. Hazardous areas include floodplains, steep slopes and unstable soils.
The City adopted the Provincial Riparian Areas Protection Regulation in order to protect aquatic
areas. The Riparian Areas Protection Regulation applies to local government regulation or
approval of residential, commercial and industrial activities, or ancillary activities, as regulated
by Part 14 of the Local Government Act such as removal, alteration, disruption or destruction of
vegetation; disturbance of soils; construction or erection of buildings and structures; and land
subdivision plus other activities.
Environmentally sensitive areas include riparian areas, wetlands and the south slope of Mount
Revelstoke. The environmentally sensitive areas include the lands identified as having very
high or high environmental value by Cascade Environmental Resource Group during the OCP
planning process.
Policies
15.9.1

All construction activities, subdivision, and land alteration within the Development
Permit Area shall require a development permit. All development permits shall
comply with the following policies.
a)

Recognize the linkages existing between habitats.

b)

Protect trees.

Steep Slopes / Unstable Soils
c)

Designate areas subject to soil subsidence, land slip, rock fall, hazard and
erosion and slopes in excess of 30% as unstable and hazardous.

d)

Prohibit development on lands subject to soil subsidence, land slip, rock fall,
hazard and erosion as unstable and hazardous unless geotechnical analysis
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prepared by a qualified Geotechnical Engineer proves the development can be
engineered to address identified issues. The findings of the geotechnical analysis
shall be registered on title via a Section 219 covenant prior to issuance of a
development permit.
Riparian Areas
e)

Construction activities including any land
alteration within Riparian Assessment Areas
described below is subject to an assessment
by a Qualified Environmental Professional
(QEP), in accordance with the Riparian
Areas Protection Regulation, prior to any
works being conducted:

Riparian Areas Protection
Regulation
B.C. Reg. 178/2019 (RAPR)
means regulations established
to protect riparian areas from
development so that the areas
can provide natural features,
functions and conditions that
support fish life processes.

i.

within 30 metres of a stream or
aquatic area as defined in the BC
Riparian Areas Protection Regulation
(BC Reg. 178/2019). See preliminary mapping in Appendix V, Map 1;

ii.

within 30 metres of the high water mark of the Jordan River; and

iii.

within 30 meters of the high water mark of the Illecillewaet River

f)

For all development within the Riparian Assessment Areas as shown in Appendix
V, Map 1, formal notification from the Province that the Riparian Area
Assessment has been completed, submitted and complies with the Riparian
Areas Protection Regulation shall be required prior to issuance of a development
permit. The results of the assessment shall form a schedule to the issued
development permit.

g)

The preliminary mapping of relevant water bodies and Riparian Assessment
Areas in Appendix V, Map 1, are based on the best current knowledge. On-site
assessments and the RAPR requirements will define these areas more precisely
on a site by site basis.

h)

Encourage land use designations such as Parks and Trails, and Reservoir
Drawdown to protect these sensitive areas, but ensure suitable mitigation is
provided for parks or trails with riparian areas in conformance with a report from a
Qualified Environmental Professional.

i)

Development is prohibited unless effective mitigative measures can be
implemented.

j)

Encourage land use designations such as Parks and Trails, and Reservoir
Drawdown to protect these sensitive areas.

Wetlands

South Slopes of Mt. Revelstoke
k)

Development in this area is discouraged unless it can be demonstrated that
mitigative measures such as sensitive timber removal, noise abatement or other
steps will be effective in preserving this important wildlife habitat.

l)

Mitigate human/wildlife conflicts in this area by requiring restrictive covenants
under Section 219 of the Land Title Act as a condition of subdivision approval.
These covenants will require the use of animal-proof garbage containment and
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management systems and preclude fruit trees and gardens to minimize potential
conflicts.
15.9.2

Notwithstanding Policy 15.9.1, in accordance with Section 488(4) of the Local
Government Act, the following activities are exempt from requiring a Development
Permit:
a)

Interior renovations.

b)

Replacement of materials of the same like and kind, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

c)

Repainting in colours of the same like and kind, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

d)

Demolition of a building for which a valid Demolition Permit has been issued.

e)

Addition of rooftop equipment not visible from the street.

f)

Replacement, alteration or addition to a building such as new siding, roofing,
doors, building trim, awnings, and/or windows where it does substantially change
or negatively impact the overall form and character of the building and would not
impact the existing landscape or access provisions, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

g)

Placement of signage when done in accordance with the Sign Bylaw, as
amended from time to time, and for which a valid Sign Permit has been issued.

h)

All new construction activities, subdivision, and land alteration within the Steep
Slopes / Unstable Soils area for which a Development Permit has been
previously issued and a corresponding Section 219 Covenant outlining the
recommendations of the previous geotechnical analysis prepared by a qualified
Geotechnical Engineer has been registered on title, upon receipt of a memo
prepared by a qualified Geotechnical Engineer confirming the following:
i.

The findings of the previous geotechnical analysis remain valid and are
applicable to the scope of the proposed new development and are suitable
to guide that development.
At the discretion of the Development Services Department, based on the scope
of development, an Assurance of Professional Design and Commitment for
Field Review, in the form attached to Schedule B of the Building Bylaw or such
other form as may be established from time to time, from a Geotechnical
Engineer submitted with a Building Permit application may be accepted in place
of a formal memo.

i)

Any Public Works activities to accommodate municipal servicing infrastructure
(water, sanitary, storm sewer, drainage, highways) when completed in
conjunction with or under the supervision of the City’s Engineering and Public
Works department.

15.10 Development Permit Area J – Tourist Commercial Development
Permit Area
Designation
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The Tourist Commercial Development Permit Area is designated under Section 488(1)(f) of the
Local Government Act - establishment of objectives and the provision of guidelines for the form
and character of commercial, industrial or multi-family residential development.
Areas
Development Permit Area J as shown on Appendix V, Map 6 – Development Permit Areas.
Background
Tourist commercial developments have the potential to contribute or detract from the City of
Revelstoke. The objective of this development permit area designation is to ensure that
proposed tourist commercial developments are compatible with and contribute to the form and
character of the surrounding area as well as the City of Revelstoke as a whole.
Policies
15.10.1

All construction activities within the Development Permit Area shall require a
development permit. All development permits shall comply with the following policies:
a)

The form and character of new buildings and renovations to existing buildings
should complement the existing neighbourhood context. The orientation, scale,
form, height, setbacks and materials proposed should reflect characteristics
consistent with the surrounding land use context and improve, not detract from,
the unique qualities of the neighbourhood and Revelstoke as a whole.

b)

Development should minimize impacts to surrounding land uses, particularly
existing single family residences. Use of shielded lighting, fencing, building
orientation, underground parking, building variation, open space and other
mechanisms is encouraged to maximize privacy and minimize adverse impacts.

c)

Tourist commercial buildings should respect the scale and height of adjacent
buildings. Consideration should be given to varying building heights, and lowering
heights adjacent to single family residences to ensure the buildings fit into the
neighbourhood context and provide a pedestrian scale along the street frontage.

d)

Numerous, small buildings are preferred to one large building. Long, continuous
facades with no variation are strongly discouraged. Visual interest should be
created by varying height, rooflines and massing throughout the site.

e)

New buildings should be orientated to maintain existing mountain views from the
site and utilize passive solar power by maximizing sunlight penetration into the
buildings.

f)

Roof forms should be suitable to the scale and form of individual buildings, be
compatible with surrounding development and respond to the range of existing
pitched roof lines by incorporating roof forms that provide texture and enable
effective snow management.

g)

Units closest to the street should be oriented towards the street to create a
relationship between the street and building and include features such as
walkways, covered entrances and building detailing to emphasize this
relationship.

h)

Materials used in finishing a building should be those traditionally found in the
surrounding region (such as wood or stone) and be a reflection of the community.

i)

Recycling and garbage bins should be screened from view.
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j)

Soft landscaping (trees, shrubs, ground covers and flowers) should be of species
compatible with Revelstoke’s climate conditions, existing City-maintained
landscaping and the character of the existing features of the streetscape in order
to reinforce continuity of character.

k)

Parking areas and service areas should be screened and landscaped.
Consideration should be given to ease of pedestrian access as well as vehicular
access when designing parking areas.

l)

All lighting shall be Dark Sky compliant to reduce impacts associated with light
pollution.

m) Subdivisions which include the construction of a public or strata roadway shall
incorporate design measures to enhance the pedestrian focus of the traveled
roadway including but not limited to provisions for street furniture, landscaping,
and street lighting installations.

15.10.2

n)

In order to further the objective of integration with the form and character of the
adjacent neighbourhood context and natural environment, natural and earthtoned colours are preferable to primary and bright colours.

o)

All signage shall comply with the Sign Bylaw, as amended from time to time.

Notwithstanding Policy 15.10.1, in accordance with Section 488(4) of the Local
Government Act, the following activities are exempt from requiring a Development
Permit:
a)

Interior renovations.

b)

Replacement of materials of the same like and kind, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

c)

Repainting in colours of the same like and kind, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

d)

Demolition of a building for which a valid Demolition Permit has been issued.

e)

Addition of rooftop equipment not visible from the street.

f)

Replacement, alteration or addition to a building such as new siding, roofing,
doors, building trim, awnings, and/or windows where it does substantially change
or negatively impact the overall form and character of the building and would not
impact the existing landscape or access provisions, to be determined by the
Development Services Department.

g)

Construction of fencing, retaining walls, or other similar structures.

h)

Construction of a temporary building that is ancillary to the principle use or
building onsite, and constructed of compatible materials and colours to the
principle building onsite, when completed in accordance with the provisions of
the Zoning Bylaw, as amended from time to time, and the Building Bylaw, as
amended from time to time.

i)

Placement of signage when done in accordance with the Sign Bylaw, as
amended from time to time, and for which a valid Sign Permit has been issued.

j)

Outdoor patios, seating areas, and display areas, when done in accordance with
applicable City policy, as amended from time to time, and for which a valid permit
has been issued.
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k)

l)

The construction of a structure accessory to an existing principle use onsite
subject to the following conditions:
i.

That structure shall be equal to or less than 10.00 sq. m (107.76 sq. ft.) in
size and shall not require a Building Permit;

ii.

The structure shall be equal to or less than 4.00 m (13.10 ft.) in height
(measured from average grade to peak of roof);

iii.

The structure shall not be located within the required front yard area of
the subject lands;

iv.

The structure shall be constructed of materials that are similar to the
existing building onsite and finished with a compatible color scheme;

v.

The structure shall only be used for storage purposes for the existing
business onsite, and at no time shall be used for residential occupancy or
be a structure that the general public visiting the business has access to;
and

vi.

The structure is in conformance with the Zoning Bylaw, as amended from
time to time.
Replacement of a building that has been destroyed by natural causes, in cases
where the replacement building is identical to the original in both form and
location.

m) Subdivision of lands, lot consolidation, or road widening for which there is no
requirement for the construction of public or strata owned roadways.
n)

Land alteration and clearing for which a Building Permit is not required, and
which does not involve excavation activities as identified through the Building
Bylaw, as amended from time to time, and does not alter any current site
drainage patterns.

o)

Any Public Works activities to accommodate municipal servicing infrastructure
(water, sanitary, storm sewer, drainage, highways) when completed in
conjunction with or under the supervision of the City’s Engineering and Public
Works department.

16.0 Land Use – Secondary/Neighbourhood Planning
A Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan delineates the existing conditions and desired future
conditions of a planning district, neighbourhood or sector of Revelstoke. They are used to guide
the area’s maintenance, development and/or redevelopment. Once adopted, these plans
provide specific schedules and policies for those areas of the City where more detailed
directions for land use, infrastructure, transportation, environment, urban design or similar
matters are required beyond the general framework provided by the OCP.
The objectives of a Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan are:
1)

To provide a process and a framework for addressing planning issues affecting or
characterizing specific areas of the City.

2)

To facilitate the application of the general planning principles expressed in the
OCP.
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3)

To strengthen existing developed areas within the City and to facilitate, where
desirable, appropriate and orderly redevelopment.

4)

To ensure the orderly, efficient and appropriate development of large tracts of
vacant or underutilized land.

5)

To be consistent with Development Permit requirements and guidelines.

6)

To ensure that desirable characteristics of the City are protected and enhanced.

7)

To require consistency of the directions contained in the approved Secondary
Plans and the Development Permit Areas in Section 15.0.

8)

To identify future infill opportunities including but not limited affordable housing and
secondary suites/carriage cottage opportunities.

As illustrated in Appendix V, Map 8, the following Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan Areas have
been identified to be developed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arrow Heights
Big Eddy
Central Revelstoke
Central Business District
Clearview Heights
Columbia Park
Farwell Mountain View
Highway Corridor
Kelly Flat/Dalles
Northeast Revelstoke
Resort Lands
Southside
Westside Road

To be effective, the Secondary/Neighbourhood Plans for each of these areas need to be
designed to proactively address:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Important natural areas.
Future land use.
The preservation of the existing social character of the residential Nighbourhoods.
Mixed use focal points in each neighbourhood.
Green neighbourhood design.
Infill opportunities.
Intensification opportunities.
Future growth areas.
Streetscape design and improvements.
Design guidelines for buildings.
Design of public spaces and gathering areas.
The preservation of natural areas and open space.
Neighbourhood connecting trails and sidewalks.
Neighbourhood parks.
Important linkages to adjacent areas.

This preliminary information is the beginning of these plans. Each Secondary/ Neighbourhood
Plan will require detailed consideration to be absolute about the specific content ensuring that
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they completely align with the Community Vision, Goals and Policies in this OCP. They will be
instrumental in assisting Revelstoke neighbourhoods to move toward achieving the Community
Vision.
The neighborhood descriptions elicit boundaries, land use characteristics, and point toward
managed change over time. Specific sub-areas are described by criteria that helps situate
special planning studies and development patterns that will require more detailed regulatory and
policy work.

16.1

Arrow Heights Neighborhood

Background
Arrow Heights is a large (approximately 270 ha, excluding the resort) low-density residential
neighbourhood situated between the Illecillewaet River to the North, the Columbia River to the
West, the airport to the South, and Revelstoke Mountain Resort to the East. The area is
predominantly single-family homes on larger lots, with some multi-family units. Landscaping on
the fringes is more natural. Internally, landscaping is more suburban, but does contain
significant treed areas, and several large parcels of undeveloped, but cleared land. There is a
steep bank on the north side that restricts movement to and across the Illecillewaet River, but
which helps maintain more natural open space.
The large lots and large treed areas give Arrow Heights a semi-rural character that transitions
from suburban to a more rural character as you exit the City to the South. There are currently no
commercial services in the neighbourhood, with the closest being located at either Revelstoke
Mountain Resort or in the Southside Neighbourhood, meaning that residents drive or walk some
distance to shop. Arrow Heights Elementary School is centrally located and provides schooling
from grades K-8.
Arrow Heights is serviced with full water but only partially serviced with sewer located along
Nichol Road and Airport Way; Newlands and Hay roads. Otherwise, most properties are
serviced with septic systems. Streets are well connected within the neighbourhood, though
several dead-end streets and cul-de-sacs restrict transportation mobility. There are few public
parks in the area with minimal active components, and those that exist are small in size. There
is restricted access to and from other neighbourhoods because of significant natural features rivers and mountains. The Illecillewaet Bridge, Airport Way, Nichol, and Camozzi Roads are the
major arterials within the neighbourhood. There are a lack of sidewalks, and hiking and biking
trails, with the majority of pedestrian mobility occurring on existing streets. This neighbourhood
enjoys good access to emergency medical services, especially to the hospital located on the
western side of the neighbourhood.
General Policies
16.1.1

The following general policies shall be used to guide the Development of a
Secondary/ Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is
submitted in advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be
used to guide that development, where applicable:
a)

Provide a diversity of adaptable mixed use/commercial/residential uses
strategically located in the neighbourhood.

b)

Maintain and enhance all forms of transportation access to Arrow Heights school.

c)

Preserve mountain views in public areas.
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d)

Encourage the preservation of existing mature trees and urban forests and
develop an urban forest management plan to address fire, succession, and safety
(blowdowns etc.).

e)

Maintain and enhance transit services, roads, and trails within the community and
to the rest of the City of Revelstoke

f)

Improve streetscaping and the street grid to establish an open circulation pattern,
aligned with the land use.

g)

Manage land use development patterns to encourage permanent residency that
minimizes the potential negative impact of significant numbers of vacation homes
and residential units.

h)

Protect and conserve valuable wetland, and important ecological habitat,
specifically from future development of the golf course and trails.

i)

Maintain the sense of place and built form that preserves the semi-rural
character.

j)

Increase and improve access, quality and quantity of parks and public spaces.

k)

Promote infill development that locates density in developed areas and enhances
public amenities.

l)

Identify the second crossing of the Illecillewaet River as a long-term
transportation component.

m) Provide sewer services that can accommodate growth through local improvement
districts, development funding and specific projects.
n)

Ensure the integration of Arrow Heights with the resort lands through the
formation of street and building design standards that mesh with long range plans
and the comprehensive development zone of the resort.

o)

Improve both vehicular and pedestrian connectivity through the neighbourhood
by using infill development to connect to existing roads.

p)

Encourage the development of small-scale, and quality neighbourhood mixed use
adjacent arterial roads within the neighbourhood; and focus suburban
development along local access roads.

Sub-Areas
The following provisions under the sub-area policies shall be used to guide the Development of
a Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is submitted in
advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be used to guide that
development, where applicable.
Lower Arrow Heights Study Area
16.1.2

The Lower Arrow Heights study area is bounded by Airport Way to the West, the
steep embankment to the North and East, and Sheill Road to the South. The area
includes the heavy traffic areas on Airport Way and Nichol Road, and the school. The
area is primarily low-density residential, with a large vacant parcel on the old drive-in
theatre site. The sub-area study should examine the potential for:
a)

Development of a mixed-use node around Airport Way and Nichol Road;
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b)

Improving pedestrian safety along arterials, especially as the resort expands and
traffic volume along arterials increases;

c)

Redevelopment options of the old drive-in theatre site that includes a diversity of
housing types with more compact development along collector roads and
sustainable buffering between land uses;

d)

The expansion and improvement of public transit service including multi-modal
throughout the neighbourhood to downtown;

e)

Streetscape enhancements that increase and encourage safe pedestrian
movement, and

f)

Establish a cost analysis for the development of an integrated sanitary and storm
water sewer system that leads to environmental protection and quality
subdivisions.

Victoria Heights Study Area
16.1.3

The Victoria Heights study area is bounded by steep banks to the North, South and
West and Airport Way to the East. The steep banks to the North, South, and West
provide some flood protection for the area. The area includes the hospital on
Newlands Road. The sub-area is primarily single-family residential. The sub-area
study should examine the potential for:
a)

Maintaining slope stability;

b)

Considering environmental impacts along the brow of the escarpment, but
provide managed public access to the river;

c)

Development of a village mixed use node and public park amenity around Airport
Way and Nichol Road (Overlaps with Lower Arrow Heights Sub-Area);

d)

Development of a mixed use and compact node near the hospital; and

e)

Establish a cost analysis for the development of an integrated sanitary and storm
water sewer system that leads to environmental protection and quality
subdivisions.

Upper Arrow Heights Study Area
16.1.4

The Upper Arrow Heights study area is bounded by the resort lands to the South and
East, a steep slope to the North, and the steep embankment to the West. This area
includes several vacant parcels of land, several parcels of land currently under
development along Camozzi Road, and the high-traffic intersection at Camozzi and
Nichol Roads, leading to the resort. The sub-area study should examine the potential
for:
a)

Development pattern integration with resort lands;

b)

The development of parks and open space, especially around the golf course;

c)

Development and infrastructure options for greenfield areas;

d)

Urban growth restrictions and buffering from semi-rural areas;

e)

The realignment of Camozzi and Nichol Road intersection and the building
interface along this road, and
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f)

Establish a cost analysis for the development of an integrated sanitary and storm
water sewer system that leads to environmental protection and quality
subdivisions.

Williamson Lake Study Area
16.1.5

The Williamson Lake study area includes the lake and lands within the City of
Revelstoke City boundaries and lands adjacent to the lake. The area extends to Turtle
Lake to the south, Resort Lands to the East, Upper Arrow Heights to the North, and
extends West to include several rural properties along Airport Way. The sub-area
study should examine the potential for:
a)

Continued recreational enjoyment of Williamson Lake;

b)

Protecting water resources from adverse water quality as a result of resort
development and golf course runoff;

c)

A logical transition from more natural, rural properties along Airport Way to more
dense, urban neighbourhoods of the Resort Lands, and/or buffering between
these two distinct zones;

d)

Regional growth and servicing strategies that are compatible with the Columbia
Shuswap Regional District Official Community Plan and development scenarios;
and

e)

Integration between recreational uses between Williamson Lake with Upper
Arrow Heights.

Illecillewaet Study Area
16.1.6

The Illecillewaet study area includes the low flat area between the Illecillewaet River,
the Illecillewaet Bridge, and the steep slopes that separate this area from the main
Arrow Heights Area. This area has a single road access off Airport Way, along
Illecillewaet Road. The area is primarily single-family residential with varying zoning
designations (RR04, R1, R2A), and a single commercial lot. The area has a Future
Growth Land Use Designation (Appendix V, Map 5) and contains several designated
Floodplain Areas. The sub-area study should examine the potential for:
a)

Balancing future development with appropriate floodplain management;

b)

Gauging environmental performance (e.g. lack of sunlight but waterfront access)
with housing needs; and

c)

Increasing and improving public access along the Illecillewaet River

Livestock District Study Area
16.1.7

The Livestock District study area is bounded by the Illecillewaet River to the North,
the Columbia River and wetlands to the West, and a steep slope to the South and
East, separating it from the main Arrow Heights Neighbourhood. The district is used
for the housing and care of horses and bovine. It consists of City-owned land that is
rented to the Equestrian Club. It is zoned Parks and Public Use District and Rural
Residential 8 Hectare District. The area has stables and other small structures, and a
fenced equestrian track. The sub-area study should examine the potential for:
a)

Long-term future growth and balancing OCP goals of land use resilience and
encouraging local food production with opportunities for livestock use in the City;
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16.2

b)

Other possible compatible public uses for City-owned land, that is more inclusive
to a wider range of citizens; and

c)

Potential environmental effects of large scale livestock housing in the riparian
areas along the Illecillewaet and Columbia Rivers.

Big Eddy Neighbourhood

Background
The Big Eddy is a distinct neighbourhood situated across the Columbia River from the rest of
the City. Named after the large hydrological feature that defines its northern boundary, the Big
Eddy has a strong connection to the river, which borders the neighbourhood on three sides. To
the South and West, the area is bordered by natural, and semi-natural landscapes like rural
housing, and forestry operations. Access to the Big Eddy is achieved from the City by Highway
1 and the Big Eddy Bridges. Access from the South is by Highway 23, which connects with the
Shelter Bay Ferry, and access from the West is by Highway 1, which connects the City to the
Shuswap Area. The area has many long time residents.
The Big Eddy Bridge was refurbished in 2010 with modified load restrictions. It will be
important, in the next 10 years to consider preserving the crossing as a converted
pedestrian/bicycle corridor.
The neighbourhood has a semi-rural character with a diverse mix of single-family housing; and
light and heavy industrial uses. Incompatible zoning, with some residential properties located
adjacent to heavy industrial areas, presents special study area challenges, and indicates that
significant land use shifts need to occur.
Lots are typically larger in the Big Eddy, than in other areas of the City, and some residents still
have livestock, small farming practices, and industrial activities occurring on their properties,
indicative of its organic but evolving nature. Commercial services are centrally located, but
limited. Most shopping involves a drive to the Central Business District.
The area has full water servicing, and septic systems, and a managed flood plain. A storm water
management plan will be important to develop in order to help manage the floodplain and water
quality of the Columbia River. Residents are well-served by roads and trails, although Highway
23 South cuts through the western edge of the neighbourhood, bringing higher vehicular
speeds, and neighborhood separation between Eastern Big Eddy and the Tum Tum.
Pedestrian mobility is restricted to the sides of roads as there is a lack of sidewalks. Pedestrian
mobility is further challenged in winter and especially at night by few places that provide
adequate snow storage, and a lack of street lighting. No formal parks exist within the
neighbourhood, although green space surrounds the area and there is good informal access to
the River.
The closure of the Big Eddy School presents an opportunity for redevelopment or adaptive reuse, and potentially adding public space.
General Policies
16.2.1

The following general policies shall be used to guide the Development of a
Secondary/ Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is
submitted in advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be
used to guide that development, where applicable.
a)

Increase traffic safety through traffic calming, and speed controls that encourage
safe pedestrian access on roads through the community.
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b)

Develop a streetscape plan that beautifies streets and encourages walkability by
making streets safer for pedestrians through defined walkways, strategic lighting,
improved sightlines, and landscaping.

c)

Develop a more mixed use community that provides a variety of housing options
and infill opportunities.

d)

Develop alternatives for motorized vehicle access across the Columbia River
before the Big Eddy Bridge closes (~10 years.).

e)

Examine the potential future uses for the Big Eddy Bridge through access and
alternative mobility strategies.

f)

Improve the water and sewer system to accommodate future growth and infill,
and manage environmental and public safety (e.g. fire hydrant protection)
impacts.

g)

Maintain the semi-rural character while providing opportunities for growth of more
compact, adaptable, and mixed-use development.

h)

Develop more open space that will support different users, from young families to
the elderly.

i)

Make the preservation of the greenbelt a priority.

j)

Create a development plan for the former school site.

k)

Explore community sewer options.

l)

Increase emergency and bylaw services in the area especially for unsightly
premises.

m) Explore the development of a Community Hall.
n)

Develop a plan for waste management and recycling that incorporates Bear
Aware principles and reduces wildlife/human conflicts.

o)

Develop a long-range plan that separates incompatible uses and ensures a safe
and healthy environment between industrial and residential uses.

p)

Develop a fire risk assessment that works with land owners to implement
Firesmart design principles

Sub-Areas
The following provisions under the sub-area policies shall be used to guide the Development of
a Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is submitted in
advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be used to guide that
development, where applicable.
West Big Eddy (Tum Tum) District Study Area
16.2.2

The West Big Eddy (Tum Tum) study area is bounded by Highway 1 to the North and
West, the City boundaries to the South, and Highway 23 South to the East. The
neighbourhood is primarily single-family residential. There are incompatible uses with
gravel extraction occurring alongside residential uses, and several large industrial
storage facilities that diminish the aesthetic quality of the area. The sub-area study
should examine the potential for:
a)

Increasing pedestrian safety from West Big Eddy to East Big Eddy across
Highway 23 South;
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b)

Reducing interface fire risk; and

c)

Separating and buffering residential from heavy industrial uses.

East Big Eddy Study Area
16.2.3

16.3

The East Big Eddy study area is bounded by the greenbelt and Columbia River to the
East, the Tonkawatla River and City boundaries to the South, Highway 23 South to
the West, and Highway 1 to the North. The sub-area is primarily low-density
residential, with a mix of industrial and commercial land uses. The area has very good
access to the greenbelt and has access to the rest of the City via the Big Eddy Bridge,
and the Highway 1 Bridge. This area has a diverse number of land uses. Some light
and heavy industrial uses within residential areas create incompatible use issues. The
sub-area study should examine the potential for:
a)

The development of a commercial node around the Big Eddy Market/corner
store;

b)

The development of an additional multi-modal transportation crossing of the
Columbia River and the potential to transition the Big Eddy Bridge into a
pedestrian/bicycle only crossing;

c)

Reducing interface fire risk; and

d)

Separating and buffering residential from heavy industrial uses.

Central Business District Area

Background
The Central Business District (CBD) is a mixed-use commercial neighbourhood located in
Central Revelstoke. The area is characterized by a mix of one-, two-, and three-storey buildings
that integrate and transition into the surrounding residential area. The commercial district is
focused along Mackenzie Avenue from Victoria Road and Grizzly Plaza to Third Street.
Commercial services extend for several blocks along First and Second Streets. Victoria Road
defines the Northeastern edge of the CBD, while the other edges transition into the Central
Residential Revelstoke, and Farwell-Mountain View Neighbourhoods. To the North there is
another concentrated commercial area along Campbell Avenue extending West to the
Community Centre and the Columbia River. North of Campbell Ave., commercial services are
more sparse.
The CBD is primarily a commercial district, though recent construction has included residential
apartments with ground floor commercial achieving some mixed use. Commercial businesses
are primarily local and small scale, with a lack of large volume stores thus preserving a distinct
commercial vitality. In addition to commercial and residential uses, the CBD has several civic
amenities including City Hall, Grizzly Plaza, the Police Station, the Community Centre, and
Memorial Park. A grocery store west of Mackenzie Ave serves local residents and allows many
residents in the CBD and surrounding neighbourhood to walk to their shopping destinations.
There are several parcels of undeveloped land in the CBD that provide significant infill
opportunities.
The area is well serviced with a well-connected grid network of streets and alleys, and full water
and sewer. Several civic buildings in the CBD also receive heat from the Revelstoke Community
District Energy Corp., which burns wood waste from Downie mill to provide heat in local
buildings. Streetscaping in the area has improved with the redevelopment of Mackenzie Ave.
from First Street to Third Street. Mackenzie Ave. is a tree-lined street with pedestrian-oriented
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lighting, wide sidewalks, benches, landscaping, and sculptural art that helps develop a more
pedestrian-friendly main commercial street. Landscaping and streetscaping continues along
sections of First St. (E and W), Second St. (E and W) and Third Street West.
On-street and surface parking in City lots and along Campbell provide sufficient, free off-site
parking within a block or two to Mackenzie Ave, and throughout the CBD. Deliveries for
businesses are typically done through the alleys, though streets are wide enough to allow for
short term loading and unloading. Connections to the CBD are strong with many opportunities
for pedestrians and cyclists to access commercial amenities. Biking and vehicular traffic is
typically slower as on-street parking and narrower streets reduce speeds.
General Policies
16.3.1

The following general policies shall be used to guide the Development of a
Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is
submitted in advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be
used to guide that development, where applicable:
a)

Encourage mixed-use, adaptable infill that provides both commercial and
residential space to diversify the building stock, and increase the number of
people living in the CBD.

b)

Enhance the CBD through signage, aesthetic and pedestrian mobility criteria, to
attract visitors to the downtown area.

c)

Maintain the local, small-scale businesses and restrict large volume stores or
chains.

d)

Continue to use Grizzly Plaza for important cultural activities so it can remain as
the heart and public space of the community.

e)

Maintain important views along public corridors.

f)

Increase the number and accessibility of existing public spaces through parking
lot conversions to small scale parks, benches, walkable and business oriented
alleys, and interpretive panels.

g)

Encourage the expansion in capacity and service of the Revelstoke Community
District Energy Corporation throughout the CBD.

h)

Encourage walking and cycling by increasing and enhancing pedestrian and
cycling infrastructure (e.g. pedestrian oriented lighting, wide sidewalks, bicycle
parking, and lock-ups).

i)

Develop a Parking Management Strategy that minimizes on-site parking and
maximizes street or public parking.

j)

Develop test sites for the transition of parking spaces in the downtown area to
“parklets” that increases the amount of high quality public spaces while focusing
on public parking spaces.

k)

Increase opportunities for public art in the downtown area.

l)

Explore the redevelopment of large block buildings into smaller frontages that
promote a pedestrian-friendly, walkable neighbourhood.

m) Encourage the development of empty blocks, and the redevelopment of
dilapidated streets or buildings within the downtown.
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n)

Initiate a design study for Campbell Ave. to heighten its street character, with
more positive building and lot interfaces and linkages to the river.

o)

Develop an enhancement strategy for alleys through both a City-initiated study,
and public-private partnerships

p)

Maintain a form and provide criteria for Heritage Conservation by expanding the
area and protecting buildings.

Sub-Areas
The following provisions under the sub-area policies shall be used to guide the Development of
a Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is submitted in
advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be used to guide that
development, where applicable.
Central Business District Study Area
16.3.2

16.4

The study area should examine the potential for:
a)

The enhancement of streetscapes and built-form that respects the surrounding
area and blends in with the surrounding residential neighbourhoods;

b)

The design and construction of several “parklets” that increase public
greenspace, both on City-owned lands and with public-private partnerships
compatible with a parking strategy;

c)

The evolution of Grizzly Plaza and the possible development scenarios that can
enhance the aesthetic, and strengthen the Plaza;

d)

The enhancement of the cenotaph through changes to streetscape and
surrounding buildings aesthetics; and

e)

The development of Campbell Avenue as a higher density street, with the
potential for public space or a linear park that increases ecological infrastructure,
and maintains important views of the mountains.

Central Revelstoke Neighbourhood

Background
The Central Residential Revelstoke Neighbourhood (CRRN) is a moderate-density residential
area bordered on the East by Victoria Road and the CPR Tracks, to the South by Victoria Road,
to the West by the Columbia River, and to the North by the Central Business District. The
majority of housing types in the CRRN are single-family housing with some multi-family
residential. The CRRN has a large number of heritage properties, many of which fall within the
City of Revelstoke Station Heritage Conservation Area. Limited commercial services are
scattered throughout the neighbourhood and include home businesses and small shops.
Downie Timber and the CPR Rail yard are heavy industrial areas occupying large parcels of
land. Residents of the area enjoy easy walking to the Central Business District for shopping,
dining, entertainment, and recreation.
The area is well-serviced with water and sewer, and has a well-connected system of streets and
alleys. Parking in the winter is a challenge as most alleys are not plowed. Victoria Road is the
major arterial through the City that helps define the eastern edge of the neighbourhood, with
Third and Fourth Streets being the predominant collector roads through the community. Most
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roads are serviced by sidewalks, and some have beautiful streetscapes with tree-lined streets
and sidewalks.
The area has several small neighbourhood and some community parks, as well as several
larger public green spaces. Beruschi Park is located close to downtown, and has a playground
and established trees, that serves children from the north end of the neighbourhood. Recreation
fields are located at the high school, and close to the Columbia River in Centennial Park.
Centennial Park has several baseball, track, and soccer fields, a boat launch, and marks the
beginning of the Revelstoke Greenbelt Trail.
The Revelstoke Greenbelt Trail provides walking, biking, rollerblading, and dog walking
opportunities for Revelstoke residents and is well used. The trail connects residents of the
CRRN to the Southside Neighbourhood, and provides access to the Illecillewaet and Columbia
Rivers.
Queen Elizabeth Park is a community park, located next to the high school, and provides a
variety of outdoor recreation for both young and old. A new Revelstoke High School is being
built adjacent to the Revelstoke Forum (Arena). The current high school campus will be
expanded to include an elementary school which will draw children from the catchment areas
formerly served by Mountain View and Mount Begbie Elementary Schools.
General Policies
16.4.1

The following general policies shall be used to guide the Development of a
Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is
submitted in advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be
used to guide that development, where applicable:
a)

Maintain and encourage the enhancement of heritage properties and the
character of the Heritage Conservation Area.

b)

Maintain and enhance existing public space, including trails, links to the
greenbelt, recreation fields, playgrounds, parks, “parklets”, the wetlands, and
other areas of high ecological value.

c)

Provide a greater diversity of housing types that integrates into the existing urban
fabric, to attract a diversity of home-buyers and renters, and maintain the vitality
of the neighbourhood.

d)

Maintain and enhance community amenities and safety within the
neighbourhood.

e)

Promote context-sensitive infill.

f)

Maintain the ecological integrity of the Columbia River and wetlands.

g)

Manage and monitor vehicular traffic and pedestrian safety on arterial routes
through the community (Third and Fourth Street, and Victoria Road) and
encourage traffic-calming measures where and when needed. This can include
studies that:
i.

reduce the width of streets to calm traffic, and increase pedestrian space
and area for landscaping and streetscaping; and

ii.

examine parking restrictions and demands, especially in winter.
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Sub-Areas
The following provisions under the sub-area policies shall be used to guide the Development of
a Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is submitted in
advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be used to guide that
development, where applicable.
Central Revelstoke District Study Area
16.4.2

The Central Revelstoke study area is bounded by Victoria Road to the east, Downie
Mill to the South, a steep slope to the West, and the Central Business District to the
North, with the designated boundary running along Connaught Avenue. This area
includes the new high school and elementary school, Queen Elizabeth Park, the
Community Centre, and the Heritage Conservation Area. The sub-area study should
examine the potential for:
a)

Infill opportunities that complement and fit in with the unique heritage character of
the neighbourhood;

b)

Developing safe walking and biking routes for children throughout the
neighbourhood, especially for seniors. These measures should include initiatives
that reduce automobile speeds and accident potential;

c)

Commercial and residential infill along Victoria Road that complements the
neighbourhood and surrounding CBD;

d)

Buffering the impact of industry surrounding the community;

e)

The expansion of the Community Centre as a multi-use centre that helps activate
the waterfront;

f)

Reviewing parking restrictions in conjunction with the development of a Snow
Management Master Plan;

g)

Increasing streetscaping from the CBD into the Central Residential Revelstoke
Area; and

h)

The preservation and protection of the waterfront area.

Centennial Park District Study Area
16.4.3

Centennial Park is bounded by Downie Mill to the South, the Columbia River to the
West, the steep embankment to the East and the Community Centre to the North.
The park has several baseball diamonds and soccer fields, and a running track. The
park has a boat launch that provides access to the Columbia River, and is the
northern anchor point for the Greenbelt Trail. Centennial Park is an important venue
for cultural and recreational events. It hosts a variety of events throughout the
summer that contribute to the local economy, such as the Glacier Challenge, Timber
Days, and the Revelstoke Music Festival. The sub-area study should examine the
potential for:
a)

The expansion of use through the winter months (e.g. cross country skiing,
outdoor skating rink);

b)

Safe public access to the river and connections to the City;

c)

Improved aesthetic and environmental protection between the natural area of the
river, Downie Mill, and the recreation fields;
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d)

Management of festivals that reduces environmental impacts (e.g. energy, waste,
and water); and

e)

Design options that put eyes on the park, to provide increased security and
greater comfort to a broader range of residents during all times of the day.

Downie Mill District Study Area
16.4.4

The Downie Mill lands are bounded by the greenbelt to the West and South, the old
Arrowhead Railway Spur line to the East, and Centennial Park, the arena, and an
embankment to the North. The Downie Mill lands include milling operations, storage
of finished products, waste, and machinery. The area sees heavy traffic with trucks
dropping off and hauling raw materials along Victoria Road and Townley. Downie Mill
is a vital industry for the City. The sub-area study should examine the potential for:
a)

Protection and buffering of mill activities to protect adjacent residential and
natural uses, including the waterfront;

b)

Reducing traffic, noise, and pollution concerns, and provide easier access to
major transportation routes;

c)

The effect of noise, dust, and pollution on the surrounding neighbourhoods and
surrounding water resources; and

d)

Traffic mitigation strategies that alleviates traffic concerns along Victoria and
Townley roads.

CP Rail District Study Area
16.4.5

16.5

The CP Rail Lands are a triangular parcel of land bounded by the CP Rail lines to the
North, and Victoria Road and Townley Street to the South and East. This area is
where industrial activities associated with CPR take place. Most of the area is
undeveloped, used for storage, with service sector buildings located adjacent the
mainline. Some of the lands are brownfields with known remediation requirements.
The sub-area study should examine the potential for:
a)

The enhancement of streetscapes along Victoria Road and Townley Road that
compliment scenic corridors and enhance the gateway/entrance to the
community;

b)

The long-term minimization of some industrial activities on this site, that allow for
remediation and future development of housing and public spaces;

c)

In the long term, the creation of a direct road access along the north side of the
site from Townley to Victoria Road; and

d)

The installation of a passenger rail stop and station.

Clearview Heights Neighborhood

Background
The Clearview Heights neighbourhood is situated east of the CPR tracks and is unique as a
"downtown accessible" community. Built on top of and into the side of the base of Mount
Revelstoke, curvilinear roads wind their way up the slope, providing almost every home with
views over the City, and across the river to the Monashee mountains on the west side of the
Columbia Valley. The area is primarily large lot residential, with some heavy industrial (CPR)
and civic uses (Railway Museum). This area has a rural feel with houses situated on benches,
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and nestled into the existing forests. Landscaping is primarily natural, and residents often see
wildlife in their yards.
This neighbourhood has restricted access, being bordered on one side by the CPR tracks that
limit motorized vehicle access to downtown and by Highway 1 on the other side with no access
to the highway from Clearview Heights. Clearview Heights has good access to the Central
Business District at the Mackenzie Street crossing over Victoria Road, but the rail lines restrict
the number of access points into downtown. A restricted crossing provides access from Track
Street West to the Mountain View neighbourhood near the Railway Museum. The rail lines can
be bypassed through access along Track Street East to the Townley Road bridge over the
tracks on the southeast side of the neighbourhood. A future road construction to the highway
along the Farrell Road alignment is planned.
The topography presents significant challenges for vehicular access and construction, but is an
amenity for dog walkers, hikers and mountain bikers that use the informal, but well-established
forest trails behind the Railway Museum. These trails provide pedestrian/cycling access to
Mount Revelstoke National Park along the old highway right-of-way, ducking under Highway 1
and connecting with the Meadows in the Sky Parkway. This park access presents an
opportunity for enhancement, and the development of a formal pedestrian gateway entrance
feature for Mount Revelstoke National Park.
This neighbourhood has limited servicing, with no formal parks, lighting, or streetscaping. Noise
associated with the railway, signaled crossings, and the rail yards are concerns for residents.
General Policies
16.5.1

The following general policies shall be used to guide the Development of a
Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is
submitted in advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be
used to guide that development, where applicable:
a)

Provide full sewer and water servicing to all residents of Clearview Heights.

b)

Enhance Downtown Revelstoke through stronger pedestrian connections across
Mackenzie Crossing.

c)

Maintain the semi-rural character that is defined by the built form, streets, and
topography.

d)

Mitigate the impacts of the CPR operations.

e)

Improve connections to and from Mount Revelstoke National Park.

f)

Develop a streetscaping plan that is less formal, but one that enhances the
walkability, while maintaining the semi-rural character.

g)

Develop a slope and soils stability study, that considers storm matter drainage
and management.

h)

Implement Bear Aware policies to reduce human/wildlife conflicts.

i)

Develop policies and plans to protect water quality for residents.

j)

Develop a long-term liquid waste plan and funding strategy.

Sub-Areas
The following provisions under the sub-area policies shall be used to guide the Development of
a Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is submitted in
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advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be used to guide that
development, where applicable.
Clearview Heights District Study Area
16.5.2

Clearview Heights is bounded by the railway tracks and Townley Street to the South
and West, and Highway 1 to the North and East. Clearview Heights is sparsely
developed with a semi-rural character, set on gentle slopes and benches at the base
of Mount Revelstoke National Park. Clearview Heights is located close to Downtown
Revelstoke, though has limited access across the CPR Tracks. The sub-area study
should examine the potential for:
a)

Changes in pedestrian and vehicular access at Mackenzie Crossing, and the
development of a pedestrian crossing over Victoria Road;

b)

A cost-analysis study for providing full sewer, water and storm water
management;

c)

The development of a trail and open space system that provides improved
connections throughout the sub-area, and recreation opportunities within the
community;

d)

The reduction of noise associated with Highway 1, and with the CPR crossings;

e)

The impact of increasing highway commercial development on traffic and access;

f)

Slope and soil suitability to ensure safe development of slopes; and

g)

Groundwater monitoring and runoff from CPR Rail yards.

Mount Revelstoke National Park Entrance District Study Area
16.5.3

16.6

Mount Revelstoke National Park defines the eastern edge of the City of Revelstoke. It
bounds the Northeastern edge of the City. Access to the Park is off Highway 1, with
no access from the City directly. There is an informal pedestrian connection along the
old highway right-of-way that connects under Highway 1 at the Meadows in the Sky
interchange. Other access to trails within the park are restricted by Highway 1, though
a direct connection from Columbia Park is possible if designed and integrated. The
sub-area study should examine the potential for:
a)

Better vehicular access from the City to the Park without having to use the
highway;

b)

Increasing the number and quality of pedestrian and bike connections to the
Park;

c)

Developing a marketing strategy between the City and Park to promote both the
City and Park to visitors;

d)

Work with the Park to provide recreation opportunities (e.g. picnic, and scenic
views);

e)

Improved waste management, landscaping, and other (e.g. bird feeders) policies
within the City that ensure compatible urban/ecological policies (e.g. Bear Aware
to prevent wildlife/human conflicts to preserve wildlife within the Park).

Columbia Park District Neighborhood

Background
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Columbia Park is a quiet, primarily residential neighbourhood located North of the Highway 1
Commercial Area, South of the Kelly Flat/Dalles Area, and in between the Columbia River on
the West side, and Mount Revelstoke National Park to the East. The neighbourhood is primarily
moderate-density residential, including single-family homes, apartments, and multi-family
housing, with some small commercial and industrial services located along the east side of
Highway 23.
In general, buffering between the Highway Commercial Area and Columbia Park is effective in
separating the quiet residential area from the bustling commercial activities along Highway 1,
though some residential parcels do abut existing highway commercial services. Most of the
shopping requires driving into downtown, however there are convenience store services located
along Highway 1. Though primarily established in conjunction with the construction of
Revelstoke Dam, the neighbourhood does have some important cultural and historical
resources like the Revelstoke Golf Course and the Revelstoke City Cemetery. The area is
naturally landscaped and receives frequent visits from wildlife, both from across the Columbia
River, and from adjacent Mount Revelstoke National Park.
Columbia Park is well-serviced with most properties having access to City water and sewer.
Roads and sidewalks are well maintained, and Columbia Park enjoys year-round access to
trails both within the neighbourhood and to the Columbia River. Some residents rely on the
transit system to take them into downtown for work and shopping. There is a distinct separation
from the City created by Highway 1. Highway 23 defines the edge of the residential area with
industrial uses occupying the East side of the highway. Industrial uses next to residential areas
presents an issue of incompatible uses.
Columbia Park has an elementary school, which is centrally located, and fairly safe for children
to access. The neighbourhood has relatively low traffic volumes, and is relatively quiet, though
noise from Highway 1, and industrial uses across the Columbia River on Westside road, are
concerns.
General Policies
16.6.1

The following general policies shall be used to guide the Development of a
Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is
submitted in advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be
used to guide that development, where applicable:
a)

Maintain and enhance public access to the Columbia River.

b)

Maintain the quiet, family-oriented neighbourhood, through industrial and
commercial buffering strategies.

c)

Maintain and enhance the transportation systems and multi-modal access to
downtown.

d)

Maintain local school service, along with low-traffic streets for safe routes for
children especially the Laforme and Pearkes and Hwy 23 corridors.

e)

Maintain and enhance the Bear Aware program to increase public safety, and
reduce human/wildlife conflicts.

f)

Increase the amount of commercial services to achieve walkability, and provide a
more adaptable, and compact built form.

g)

Reduce noise pollution from helicopters, highway traffic, and recreational and
mining activities across the river along Westside Road.

h)

Maintain and enhance the quality of trails.
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i)

Develop opportunities to increase density and the variety of housing types.

Sub-Areas
The following provisions under the sub-area policies shall be used to guide the Development of
a Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is submitted in
advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be used to guide that
development, where applicable.
Columbia Park District Study Area
16.6.2

16.7

Columbia Park is bounded by City boundaries to the East, Highway 1 to the
Southeast, and the Columbia River to the North and West. The neighbourhood is
composed primarily of single-family homes with some light industrial and tourist
commercial services. There is an elementary school that serves the neighbourhood.
Minor incompatible uses exist between Highway 23 North industrial lands and
residential uses. Columbia Park has defined edges with highways bordering two
sides of the community, and the Columbia River defining the other two. The sub-area
study should examine the potential for:
a)

Implementation of FireSmart design throughout the community to reduce fire risk,
open up sightlines, and enhance public safety;

b)

Enhancing a pedestrian crossing over (or under) Highway 1;

c)

Increasing signage for tourists;

d)

Increase plowing of pedestrian pathways (especially under the bridge) to promote
walking and cycling in winter months;

e)

Increasing the amount of parks and public space through the development of
City-owned land;

f)

Mitigating incompatible zoning along the Highway 23 corridor;

g)

Potential impacts of Highway 1 twinning;

h)

Negative impact from the increased development of the Highway Commercial
Area; and

i)

Engage the neighbourhood group and local residents in the design of a Village
Concept that encourages a greater diversity of businesses to locate themselves
in the neighbourhood, providing greater servicing to local residents, but not
detracting from the downtown business vitality.

Farwell-Mountain View Neighborhood

Background
The Farwell-Mountain View (FMV) neighbourhood is one of the oldest neighbourhoods in
Revelstoke, having been established during the construction of the CPR crossing over the
Columbia River. A small escarpment bisects the community into two distinct areas, and access
through the FMV area is limited to Victoria Road, First Street, and Douglas Street.
The moderate-density neighbourhood has a single-family residential character, with varied
development - from lot to lot – that reflects every historical period, including many important
heritage structures. Though predominantly single-family residential, the built form includes town
homes, multi-unit apartments, motels, guest houses, and some commercial development along
Victoria Road. The FMV neighbourhood has Revelstoke’s only higher learning centre - a
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branch of Okanagan College. Mountain View Elementary school is scheduled to close in 2011
and presents an opportunity to develop a neighbourhood node, and community amenity, while
preserving an important heritage building.
The neighbourhood is serviced by roads and sewer, though it lacks any formal landscaping,
trails, or streetscaping. Pedestrian access to the greenbelt and downtown are good, as is
vehicular access to major arterials, including Highway 1. Victoria Road provides good
automobile access, poor cycling due to safety, and a poor pedestrian environment. As a result
most of the cycling and pedestrian movement happens through the interior of the community,
rather than on the outskirts.
There are three public green spaces in the area, two of which are large open areas for playing
fields associated with both schools. Concern exists over access to green space with the closure
of Mountain View Elementary School in 2011. Farwell Park is located on First Street across
from Okanagan College, and provides a wading pool and playground with well-established trees
providing shade in the summer. Access to the Columbia River is limited by its high, steep
banks. This area has some of the best views in the City, overlooking the river with Mount Begbie
and Mount MacPherson as a scenic backdrop.
General Policies
16.7.1

The following general policies shall be used to guide the Development of a
Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is
submitted in advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be
used to guide that development, where applicable:
a)

Explore mixed use and adaptability of motels/hotels within the residential areas.

b)

Consider the impacts of the college and school to the community and adaptive
reuse potential.

c)

Examine mobility through the area especially the impacts of diverted traffic from
Victoria and the conversion of the Big Eddy Bridge.

d)

Examine buffering of land uses along the Victoria road corridor

e)

Develop water front access and view corridors that enhance the land uses and
beauty of the Columbia river.

f)

Explore the development potential of green streets and streetscape
enhancements in the neighbourood.

Sub-Areas
The following provisions under the sub-area policies shall be used to guide the Development of
a Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is submitted in
advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be used to guide that
development, where applicable.
Farwell District Study Area
16.7.2

Farwell is bounded by Victoria Road to the East, Highway 1 and the Highway
Commercial Area to the North, the Columbia River to the Southwest and the
embankment to the Southeast. Farwell is one of the oldest communities in the City
and provides the only access across the Columbia River, via the Big Eddy, and
Highway 1 Bridges. Farwell is somewhat isolated, with defined edges along three
sides of the neighbourhood, and the embankment restricting access to three roads
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(Victoria Road, First Street, and Douglas Street). The sub-area study should examine
the potential for:
a)

The expansion and adaptability of Okanagan College;

b)

The protection of existing heritage inventory, including sites and buildings,
especially those that are run down;

c)

The Highway 1 and Victoria Road/Tim Horton’s intersection improvement;

d)

Implications of the traffic roundabout at Wright and Victoria;

e)

The development of a village commercial component around the Victoria/Wright
intersection;

f)

Street enhancements along major routes;

g)

Increasing pedestrian/cyclist safety under the tracks and across Highway 1;

h)

The development of the Big Eddy Bridge as a pedestrian bridge over the river,
closed to vehicular traffic;

i)

Expansion of or mobility options and connectivity for the greenbelt trail;

j)

Crosswalks on Douglas and Wilson Street; and

k)

The development of a heritage interpretation program.

Mountain View District Study Area
16.7.3

The Mountain View neighbourhood is bounded by Victoria Road to the Northeast, the
Central Business District to the Southeast, the Columbia River to the Southwest, and
where the steep embankment drops down to Farwell to the North. Mountain View is
located above the embankment and transitions seamlessly into the CBD. The
neighbourhood is primarily single-family residential with some larger apartment
buildings, and tourist commercial services, such as motels and bed and breakfasts.
The neighbourhood has many important heritage resources with the courthouse, and
Mountain View School, being the most identifiable. Mountain View school is
scheduled to close in 2011, leaving the school site as an opportunity to redevelop a
large parcel within the neighbourhood. The sub-area study should examine the
potential for:
a)

The redevelopment of the Mountain View school site that sensitively encourages
density, while creating a more pedestrian-oriented node, anchored by an active
public space that takes full advantage of views across the river, and proximity to
downtown along a major transportation route;

b)

Concurrent with the redevelopment of the Mountain View site, the daylighting of
both streams running beneath the property and emptying into the Columbia
River, and the stabilization of river banks to protect Third Street W. In addition,
Third Street W presents an opportunity to develop a green street, with multimodal transportation and safe walking and cycling routes around a community
node.

c)

The management of commercial services that mitigate automobile-related issues
(e.g. snowmobile trailers, and heavy industrial vehicular parking);

d)

The enhancement of commercial built environments to improve the streetscape
and encourage public space opportunities;
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16.8

e)

Test development of small “parklets” that transition from surface parking to public
spaces;

f)

Pedestrian scale development of Victoria Road by modifying on-site parking
through parking transfers to public spaces and placing parking behind buildings
or underground; and

g)

Continuing streetscaping (e.g. street trees, lighting) from the CBD along major
routes in Mountain View (along Third and First, and Victoria Road); and
improving pedestrian and cyclist comfort along Victoria Road and connections.

Highway Corridor Area

Background
The Highway Corridor is a primarily vehicular-oriented commercial node located along the
Highway 1 corridor oriented towards visitors traveling through Revelstoke. The area is bounded
on the South by the CPR Line and Clearview Heights, on the East by Mount Revelstoke
National Park, and on the North and West by the Columbia Park Neighbourhood.
This area provides access to Highway 1 and Highway 23 North for residents. The area is
predominantly made up of fast food chain restaurants, gas stations, vehicular storage, and
hotels that serve both short-stay visitors and those passing through. The Greyhound bus station
is located along the highway corridor and brings a regional public transit link to the City.
However pedestrian access to and from the bus station is limited. On the southern part of the
highway corridor are several large parcels of undeveloped land that present an opportunity to
enhance the streetscape and provide further amenity to both visitors and residents.
The Highway Corridor is fully serviced with both water and sewer. There are few streets within
the area, and they are often long and curvilinear, and do not provide good vehicular or
pedestrian connectivity often ending at a dead end. Connectivity to the surrounding
neighbourhoods is poor, though the area integrates better with the Columbia Park
Neighbourhood, than with the Farwell Neighbourhood.
The Highway Corridor area is automobile-oriented with very few sidewalks, little streetscaping,
and a poor pedestrian environment. Traffic at the intersection of Highway 1/Pearkes/Victoria
Road involves both large volumes of traffic in the summer, and large snow banks, that reduce
visibility, in the winter. The Mutas Road intersection with Victoria is congested in the summer
time, and sees a high volume of traffic accidents. Dust, noise, and heavy vehicular traffic make
crossing Highway 1 an unpleasant experience, although the traffic lights do improve pedestrian
safety. The area does have a well-maintained, well-designed, and well-used park located
beside the Columbia River. This park ties into the River Pathway that connects the Highway
Corridor to both Columbia Park and Farwell.
General Policies
16.8.1

The following general policies shall be used to guide the Development of a
Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is
submitted in advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be
used to guide that development, where applicable:
a)

Improve traffic flow and safety from the CPR underpass across Highway 1 to
Laforme Blvd.
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b)

Improve the streetscape, built form and connectivity to surrounding
neighbourhoods that encourages residents to walk to these areas rather than
drive.

c)

Improve signage directing visitors to downtown.

d)

Work with the Ministry of Transportation, and CPR to develop opportunities to
improve the aesthetic of the Highway Commercial Area, and develop a welldesigned gateway into the community at the western access.

e)

Work with the area businesses to develop opportunities to enhance the
streetscape and built form, with the potential of developing a mixed use service
commercial area, rather than a single use commercial area.

Sub-Areas
The following provisions under the sub-area policies shall be used to guide the Development of
a Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is submitted in
advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be used to guide that
development, where applicable.
Highway Corridor District Study Area
16.8.2

16.9

The sub-area study should examine the potential for:
a)

Highway closure rest stop area enhancement;

b)

Mutas Road intersection traffic alleviation; and

c)

Streetscaping to screen single use commercial from the highway and develop a
more pedestrian-friendly, walkable environment around the commercial services.

Kelly Flat/Dalles Area

Background
The Kelly Flat/Dalles Area is a large Urban Reserve area around Highway 23 North. The area
extends from the northern City limits, to the pinch point between the Columbia River and Mount
Revelstoke National Park which borders its Western and Eastern edges respectively. The area
includes the Revelstoke Dam, and Lake Revelstoke areas within the City limits. While primarily
undeveloped, there are some light industrial, and gravel extraction activities occurring within the
area. This area is not within an Urban Growth or Future Growth Area.
Steep slopes and unstable soil restrict development on the majority of the east side of Highway
23 North. The more stable, flatter area is where the industrial and gravel activities take place.
The Highway 23 corridor is identified as a possible wildlife corridor as steep slopes limit easy
travel for not only vehicles, but for wildlife.
The area is serviced by a single road, Highway 23 North, though road accesses associated with
industry do connect with the highway. The area has no sewer or water services. Travel through
this area is predominantly vehicular, as the highway is not a pleasant walking environment for
pedestrians, and does not connect to any destinations. Cyclists do use the highway for
recreation in the summer months. There is one park located in the area, Columbia View Park,
which is where the BC Interior Forestry Museum is located. This park provides a good view of
the Revelstoke Dam.
General Policies
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16.9.1

The following general policies shall be used to guide the Development of a
Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is
submitted in advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be
used to guide that development, where applicable:
a)

Develop a vision for the area to determine future use and appropriate land uses.

b)

Increase recreation opportunities in the park, while enhancing pedestrian safety
along Highway 23.

c)

Monitor current use within the area to protect the watershed and steep
slopes/unstable soil.

d)

Protect all lands unsuitable for development.

e)

Provide pedestrian access to the River.

f)

Consider gateway, and tourism uses as entrances to Lake Revelstoke.

g)

Develop long term infrastructure servicing strategies.

Sub-Areas
The following provisions under the sub-area policies shall be used to guide the Development of
a Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is submitted in
advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be used to guide that
development, where applicable.
Kelly Flat/Dalles Study area
16.9.2

The sub-area study should examine the potential for:
a)

Development on the bench/flat area;

b)

Examining slope and determining buildable lands, or appropriate uses for these
lands,

c)

Tourism gateway and compatible economic drivers especially near the dam and
the entrance to Lake Revelstoke.

d)

The appropriateness and mitigation of further industrial activities in the area;

e)

Economic assessment of industrial potential; and

f)

A regional gravel management plan and soil removal bylaw

16.10 Northeast Revelstoke Area
Background
Northeast Revelstoke covers a large area around Highway 1. The area is bounded on the North
and East sides by Mount Revelstoke National Park, on the South by the Illecilewaet River and
CPR rail line, and is divided from the rest of the City by steep slopes on the South and West
sides. This area has a small amount of residential lands - primarily mobile or modular home
development. The residential areas include Alpine Lane and Johnson Heights. Commercial
services associated with the Hillcrest Hotel, and the KOA are also located beside Johnson
Heights, and the CPR rail line is the only other use in the area.
Steep slopes surround the area and the majority of development occurs on the relatively flat
bench located in the Southeast side of the area, sandwiched in between Highway 1, the CPR
Rail and the Illecillewaet River. The area North of Highway 1, at the base of Mount Revelstoke
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is a High Value Designated Environmentally Sensitive Area. Bridge Creek also runs through this
area and is important salmon spawning habitat. The relatively low-density development provides
many potential wildlife corridors along the Illecillewaet River and at the base of Mount
Revelstoke.
Landscaping is primarily natural, and residents often see wildlife in their yards.
This neighbourhood has limited access off Highway 1. Johnson Heights is accessed by Oak
Drive, Alpine Lane is accessed by Alpine Lane, which runs parallel to Highway 1. The area
lacks any formal vehicular or pedestrian connection, and access to the City is limited to the two
Highway 1 interchanges. The lack of connections requires that the residents drive into the City
to do all their shopping. The area has full water service. Johnson Heights is fully served by
sewer, but Alpine Lane is not connected. Noise and access safety associated with the Highway
is a concern for residents.
General Policies
16.10.1

The following general policies shall be used to guide the Development of a
Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is
submitted in advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be
used to guide that development, where applicable:
a)

Plan for the evolution of the residential area and conservancy for untouched
natural areas.

b)

Explore safer alternative transportation routes into the City.

c)

Preserve views across the City and across the River from the area.

d)

Maintain the existing natural landscape, and semi-rural character.

e)

Provide public transit service to Johnson Heights.

f)

Discourage further residential development, and direct it towards the centre of the
City.

g)

Encourage the preservation of existing forest/landscape in future development.

h)

Implement Bear Aware design and management that reduces human/wildlife
conflicts.

i)

Implement Fire Smart design that reduces the risk of wildfire for residents and
businesses.

Sub-Areas
The following provisions under the sub-area policies shall be used to guide the Development of
a Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is submitted in
advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be used to guide that
development, where applicable.
Johnston Heights District Study Area
16.10.2

Johnson Heights is bounded by the railway tracks to the South and West, the
Illecillewaet River to the South and East and Highway 1 to the North. The area
currently has very little development, other than the mobile home park, the KOA, and
the Hillcrest Inn. The other vacant lots are in a semi-natural state with naturally
occurring forests and landscape. The area is cut off from the rest of the City by the
CPR railway, which travels through the significant embankment, and separates the
neighbourhood from the rest of the City. Most of the development is strata
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development with small individual mobile/modular homes as the dominant form of
housing. The sub-area study should examine the potential for:
a)

The management of future strata development in the area;

b)

The development of a small commercial node;

c)

The evolution of permanent housing in the area, and uses directed more towards
the highway commercial;

d)

The expansion of residential properties, if a commercial node can serve both the
highway, and local residents;

e)

Sensitive development that maintains the semi-rural character of the area, and
preserves the existing landscape;

f)

Alternatives for both pedestrian and vehicular connections to the rest of the City;

g)

Improved traffic access to Highway 1, by either combining or modifying access
points;

h)

Developable lands that ensure slope and soil stability; and

i)

Habitat and natural lands conservancy through trusts, or development rights.

16.11 Resort Lands
Background
For policies and guidelines that are applicable to the Resort Lands Neighbourhood, refer to
Development Permit Area G and Appendix II of the Official Community Plan”
Sub-Areas
The following provisions under the sub-area policies shall be used to guide the Development of
a Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is submitted in
advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be used to guide that
development, where applicable.
Resort Lands Study Area
16.11.1

The sub-area study should examine the potential for:
a)

integration, both functionally and aesthetically with Arrow Heights; and

b)

The development of commercial corridors and nodes around major routes
through Arrow Heights.

Airport District Study Area
16.11.2

The sub-area study should examine the potential for:
a)

Airport expansion and protection, considering public commercial flights;

b)

An airport overlay plan to manage current and future land use actions, between
all jurisdictions and protect the airport;

c)

Wetland protection and enhancement; and

d)

Noise mitigation for existing neighbouring residents
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16.12 Southside Neighbourhood
Background
The Southside Neighbourhood is a potentially moderate-density residential area, with existing
primarily low-density single-family housing, mobile homes, subsidized housing complexes, and
some commercial and industrial services.
The neighbourhood is located within the boundaries of Powerhouse Road, the Illecillewaet
River, the Arrowhead Spur Line and Townley Street. There are several large residential lots
giving the neighbourhood a semi-rural feeling. Southside has a heterogeneous population mix,
with young families, middle age families, and elderly all contributing to a well-rounded
community.
A grocery store anchors the commercial services along Fourth Street in the centre of the
community, and some light and heavy industrial operations occupy the fringes of the
neighbourhood. This area is home to many long-time residents including a significant Italian
population.
Southside is fully serviced with streets, sewer and water. The connected street grid network in
Southside makes mobility within the neighbourhood easy, and it encourages open development
that restricts cul-de-sacs. Southside is easily within walking distance of downtown, though
access is restricted by the rail lands intersecting Fourth Street. The interface with arterial
connections at Fourth Street/Townley/Victoria Road is an important node within the City. This
intersection currently makes both pedestrian and vehicular access a challenge, but presents an
opportunity for future development linking to the rest of Revelstoke.
Floodplain management will be an ongoing issue as the neighbourhood slopes towards the
Illecillewaet River, but is behind a levy dyke system. Access to greenspace is good with Kovach
Park, the Illecillewaet Trail, Greenbelt, and Columbia River on the periphery, although there are
no strong well-defined pedestrian connections within the community. Trails and greenspaces in
the area are well maintained and well used.
Traffic is a major concern for residents with both a high volume and speed along Fourth Street
and Townley Road, and access issues both to downtown via Fourth Street, and with the
Illecillewaet Bridge as the only access to Arrow Heights, the hospital and Revelstoke Mountain
Resort. Townley Road brings residents and visitors into the heart of the City from the Eastern
Highway 1 access. Creating partnerships for future development includes the integration of
CPR land may help establish Townley as a scenic corridor and a strong gateway feature for the
City. Mount Begbie Elementary School is located in the centre of the community and is slated
to close in 2012.
General Policies
16.12.1

The following general policies shall be used to guide the Development of a
Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is
submitted in advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be
used to guide that development, where applicable:
a)

Increase pedestrian, cyclist, and vehicular safety.

b)

Enhance Townley, Victoria, and Fourth Street to begin to develop a scenic
corridor and a formal gateway entrance to the City.

c)

Increase the diversity of mixed-use commercial services in the area to provide a
greater number of local services to residents and visitors.
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d)

Engage the neighbourhood group and local residents in the design of a Village
Concept that encourages a greater diversity of businesses to locate themselves
in the neighbourhood, providing greater servicing to local residents, but not
detracting from the downtown business vitality. This concept plan should include
a plan for the future of Mount Begbie Elementary School after its closure in 2011.

e)

Support industrial activities that encourage local employment in designated
industrial lands.

f)

Protect the unique and valuable ecological resources.

g)

Celebrate Southside’s history by engaging long-time and new residents,
especially the historical Italian community.

h)

Implement streetscape improvements along Fourth Street and Townley Road to
begin the first phase of development of a scenic corridor.

i)

Protect the Illecillewaet River and Greenbelt trail.

Sub-Areas
The following provisions under the sub-area policies shall be used to guide the Development of
a Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is submitted in
advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be used to guide that
development, where applicable.
Southside District Study Area
16.12.2

The Southside study area is bounded by the CPR spur line, and CPR lands to the
North, by the Illecillewaet River to the West and South, and by the Industrial area to
the East. The sub-area is made up predominantly of single-family residential, with
some commercial and multi-family residential scattered throughout the area. The
commercial properties are located on Fourth Street East and make up a small
neighbourhood node, anchored around the Southside Market (grocery) and Mount
Begbie School. Mount Begbie Elementary School is scheduled to close in 2012,
leaving a large parcel of developable land in the centre of the community. The subarea study should examine the potential for:
a)

The further development of a village concept as a cultural and commercial node
around existing commercial services on Fourth Street;

b)

Streetscape enhancements, beginning with Fourth Street and spreading to other
areas;

c)

Infill and affordable housing opportunities at Mount Begbie School;

d)

Improving Kovach Park to align with the Parks, Recreation and Culture Master
plan;

e)

Improved access/trails along the Illecillewaet River;

f)

The development of the CP R.O.W. for public space/trails;

g)

The enhancement of the unique residential character, featuring spacious lots,
current agricultural uses, and cultural influences (little Italy);

h)

The development of Townley as a scenic corridor;

i)

Future development of large parcels of land sensitive to existing built form and
community character;
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j)

The development of community gardens;

k)

The relocation of affordable housing in the form of mobile homes, from smaller
isolated parcels to managed parks, that are integrated into the community;

l)

The development of educational opportunities along the greenbelt;

m) The development of safe routes/trails for pedestrians and cyclists into downtown;
n)

Studying the Downie sawmill and its impacts;

o)

A flood mitigation and soils study; and

p)

The change in access to the City and ski hill along Edward Street.

Industrial Area District Study Area
16.12.3

The Industrial Area is bounded by the railway tracks to the North and East, the
Illecillewaet River to the East, and Southside neighbourhood to the South. The area is
zoned predominantly industrial and is the main area of concentrated industrial activity
in the City. The area is isolated with access restricted to a single road (Powerhouse
Road). The sub-area study should examine the potential for:
a)

The evolution of the industrial area with vital economic components protected;

b)

The change in access to the City and ski hill along Edward Street;

c)

Protection of the Bridge Creek spawning channel;

d)

Increasing trail connections from the industrial area to the rest of the Southside
neighbourhood;

e)

Reducing noise issues from industrial activities; and

f)

The integration of residential uses in and/or around the industrial area

16.13 Westside Road Area
Background
Westside Road is the largest Secondary Planning Area in the City, covering the area north of
Highway 1 on the West side of the Columbia River to the City’s Northern boundary. Westside
road is predominantly Urban Reserve, typically with adjoining 60 hectare lots.
Uses include gravel extraction, waste facilities, some light and heavy industrial, and tourist
commercial services. Large parcels of land are used for gravel extraction, and milling services.
The City of Revelstoke Waste Facility is located in this area, as is the Revelstoke Dam.
Floodplain management is an important issue as several lands designated as Future Growth
Areas are located within floodplains. The area has several parcels designated as Public and
Institutional lands, primarily associated with the Revelstoke Dam. Two other isolated parcels of
Public and Institutional Lands fall within the Future Growth Areas. The area is relatively flat, with
some steep slopes occupying the northern and western sections of the area. The lack of
development provides many Potential Wildlife Corridors.
This area has a large connected Designated Environmentally Sensitive Area of Very High Value
around the mouth of the Jordan River, with surrounding lands being of a moderate
environmental value. These Environmentally Sensitive Areas are bordered in many cases by
mining activities. Several tributaries feed into the Columbia River, below the Revelstoke Dam.
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The area is serviced by Westside Road, which connects users of the area to the City via the
Highway 1/Highway 23 South Junction. There is little infrastructure for multi-modal
transportation, and the area is accessed primarily by automobile, though some cyclists use this
road for recreation. There is a thin parcel of park space that stretches much of the way from the
mouth of the Jordan River to lands associated with the Revelstoke Dam. An electrical power
line right-of-way cuts through the north and west side of this area, running from Revelstoke
Dam, outside of City boundaries, before re-entering the City and connecting with electricity
infrastructure on Highway 1 on the west side of the Big Eddy Neighbourhood. This area has no
water or sewer.
General Policies
16.13.1

The following general policies shall be used to guide the Development of a
Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is
submitted in advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be
used to guide that development, where applicable:
a)

Minimize the impact of industrial activities in the area on surrounding residential
areas.

b)

Preserve the natural aesthetic in balance with economic interests, as viewed from
other areas of the City.

c)

Develop a wildlife monitoring program to assess the value of undeveloped lands
in the area to plan for continued preservation and future development

d)

Screen industrial and mining activities with natural landscape to reduce noise and
dust issues, and to preserve the view of semi-natural forest areas from other
areas in the City.

e)

Develop a gravel management plan that considers regional resource needs.

f)

Identify economic opportunities through strategic land acquisition of Crown Land
and then focus development away from environmentally sensitive lands.

Sub-Areas
The following provisions under the sub-area policies shall be used to guide the Development of
a Secondary/Neighbourhood Plan. If a comprehensive development proposal is submitted in
advance of a secondary/neighbourhood plan, then these policies shall be used to guide that
development, where applicable.
Westside Road District Study Area
16.13.2

The Westside Road sub-area is bounded by the Columbia River to the East, Highway
1 to the South, and the City boundaries to the West and North. The area is
predominantly 60 hectare lots, zoned RR60 that permits small scale industrial
activities such as gravel extraction, waste disposal facilities, single-family housing
(though none currently exist), and other low-impact uses. Glacier House Resort is the
significant commercial/recreational use, and is not serviced by sewer or water.
Westside road has the least development of any area in the City, and is isolated, on
both sides by the Columbia River and Highway 1. The sub-area study should examine
the potential for:
a)

The appropriateness and mitigation of further industrial activities in the area;

b)

The preservation of Ecologically Significant Lands of both high and moderate
value;
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c)

Future development and servicing;

d)

Economic assessment of industrial potential;

e)

A regional gravel management plan and soil removal bylaw; and

f)

The impact of the expansion of the Glacier House Resort.
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PART IV – IMPLEMENTATION
Revelstoke’s Official Community Plan sets out statements of Goals and Policies for Revelstoke.
It generally does not provide the tools for implementing the OCP. The purpose of this section is
to outline steps which the City of Revelstoke, other organizations and residents can take to
implement this plan. An implementation plan within the current Community Development Action
Plan, that registers important community and performance indicators, should be adopted within
the first year of OCP adoption.

17.0 Implementation Roles
While this OCP has been prepared and approved by the City of Revelstoke, and the City has
the primary responsibility for implementing actions to achieve the Community Vision, many
other government agencies, community organizations and residents have roles in implementing
this plan, as described below.
1)

City of Revelstoke – City Council and City staff will seek guidance for all future
community decisions from this OCP. City departments will be responsible for
taking actions consistent with the goals and policies in this OCP. All bylaws and
City works must comply with the OCP.

2)

Columbia Shuswap Regional District (CSRD)– This OCP has been prepared with
the neighbouring Regional District lands and the designated land uses there in
mind. Both the City and the Regional District are committed to ongoing
communication and cooperation in the review and approval of developments and
activities along their common border. The Regional District provides solid waste
management services for the City and Regional District, prompting collaborative
actions through Solid Waste Management Plans.

3)

Parks Canada – The northeast boundary of the City abuts Mount Revelstoke
National Park. The City and Parks Canada recognize the need for communication
and collaboration regarding activities along this border for mutual benefit.

4)

Provincial government agencies – Several provincial government agencies have
jurisdiction over lands that influence the achievement of the Community Vision.
a)

The Ministry of Transportation is responsible for the highway network which
bisects the City both north-south and east-west.

b)

The Ministry of Forest and Range manage the Provincial Forest surrounding
the City, including the City’s community watershed in Greeley Creek. They
authorize harvesting, trail construction and other activities and take action on
wildfires. The Ministry of Environment monitors compliance with
environmental regulations, particularly with regards to riparian areas,
waterways and air quality.

c)

Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Arts (MTCA) is a provincial partnering agency
in the Revelstoke Mountain Resort Master development and planning areas.

d)

The Interior Health Authority, provides health and some social services in the
community.

e)

The Ministry of Education works closely with School District #19 in capital and
program planning.
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The City maintains close working relationships with these agencies to ensure decisions
by the City are consistent with provincial regulations, and to seek agency support for
actions to achieve the Community Vision.
5)

Community organizations – Many community organizations work closely with the
City to achieve the Community Vision. Some organizations have taken leadership
to create strategic plans, while others take responsibility for specific activities.

6)

City residents – Every City resident can take actions to achieve the Community
Goals. By choosing to be mindful of community water conservation, waste
reduction, lifelong learning or active lifestyle goals, for example, residents can
contribute to achieving our Community Vision.

18.0 Community Vision Refinements
1)

During the community consultation process for this OCP, Revelstoke residents
suggested refinements to the Community Vision that had been created in 1994.
As an extensive grassroots process was the foundation for this vision, a similar
approach is supported for refinements to this Vision.

2)

The City or a community organization should host a grassroots process with broad
community involvement to refine the current Vision and develop a City strategic
plan.

3)

Sustainability and climate change should form the backbone of strategic vision.

4)

In 2019 and 2020, the City had undertaken a vision check-in to help guide a
comprehensive review of the OCP. In 2021, as part of comprehensive
housekeeping amendments to the document, the updated vision was incorporated
into the OCP to set the stage for the future OCP comprehensive review.

19.0 City Implementation Responsibilities
1)

19.1

The City had primary responsibility for implementing the land use, community
infrastructure and municipal finance elements of the Community Vision. In some
cases government agencies and community organizations are involved or take
leadership, for example, the Columbia Shuswap Regional District (CSRD) role in
solid waste management and the Arts Council role with cultural infrastructure
projects. This section outlines the main tools the City uses to take action on these
responsibilities.

Land Use

Zoning Bylaws
19.1.1

The City's Zoning Bylaws specify what uses are permitted on lands within the City
and provides for different densities of development. It also contains regulations that
control the size, siting and other details of development on specific parcels of land.
The City's Zoning Bylaws will need to be amended to ensure consistency with this
OCP. Furthermore, Council will consider all future development proposals and zoning
amendments in light of the Vision, Goals, Strategies and Policies set out in this Plan.
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Subdivision Control Bylaw
19.1.2

The City's Subdivision Control Bylaw provides minimum standards for roads, water
and sewer systems, storm drainage, sidewalks, curb and gutter and other
infrastructure and services. Subdivisions must meet these standards before they are
approved. The Subdivision Control Bylaw will need to be reviewed to ensure that it
works to implement the various policies in this Plan.

Urban Growth Area Boundary Amendments
19.1.3

Support minor amendments to the Urban Growth Area boundary provided the
following criteria are met:
a)

Determination by a qualified environmental professional paid for by the
proponent that the development will not negatively impact the natural
environment.

b)

Determination by a qualified professional on behalf of the City, paid for by the
proponent that development in the proposed area will have a positive fiscal
impact that is equivalent to or better than development in existing areas, (i.e.,
that it will contribute to reduction of taxes over time).

c)

Payment by the proponent for the total cost of extending and upgrading the City's
infrastructure required to accommodate the new development.

d)

Amendment moves towards achieving the Community Vision, Goals and
Policies.

19.1.4

Support major amendments to the Urban Growth Area boundary provided specific
criteria that evaluates City infrastructure, secondary/neighbourhood area visioning
and appropriate land use planning is completed.

19.1.5

Boundary amendments will be facilitated through a Regional Urban Growth Plan
developed cooperatively with the Columbia Shuswap Regional District, Parks Canada
and Forest Service. Changes to City boundaries may not affect urban growth
boundaries.

Housing and Tourism Accommodation Needs Forecasts
19.1.6

19.2

Further analysis is needed to clarify the housing and tourism accommodation needs
in the community over time. The Revelstoke Mountain Resort Master Plan and the
Revelstoke Backgrounder: A Status Report for the Comprehensive Review of the
OCP (2008) provide initial analysis. More detailed analysis, based on the most
current information is needed to better define the types of housing and tourism
accommodation that are likely to be needed overtime, and what City lands are
available to meet these needs. This type of analysis is necessarily speculative and
should be updated regularly to reflect changes in conditions and new information.

Community Infrastructure

Development Cost Recovery
19.2.1

Revelstoke will utilize a complete range of tools provided by the Local Government
Act to assist in recovering the costs of servicing new development. This includes the
imposition of Development Cost Charges (DCCs), where applicable, for water, sewer,
roads, stormwater, parks and, in resorts, employee housing. The City revised their
DCC Bylaw in 2008 to ensure that it properly reflects both the cost of providing
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services to new development and the charges to be levied on such development.
Other funding streams will need to be directed towards parks and recreation, public
safety services, and affordable housing.
Provincial and Federal Funds
19.2.2

19.3

The City will continue to aggressively apply for available provincial and federal funds
for infrastructure and other community development priorities. A grants administration
program should be developed to assist in financial planning.

Environmental Stewardship

Municipal Bylaws, Regulations and Guidelines
19.3.1

All City bylaws, regulations and guidelines should be reviewed to identify unintended
environmental implications, with appropriate revisions suggested and implemented.

Environmentally Sensitive Area Mapping
19.3.2

Refine the criteria, mapping and designation of environmentally sensitive areas with
terrestrial ecosystem mapping, a wildlife sighting record system and wildlife corridor
location through partnerships with BC Environment, Parks Canada, BC Hydro and
community organizations. Using best available science, develop a database for all
key environmental indicators.

Environmental Review and Assessment Procedures
19.3.3

19.4

The City will consider developing municipal environmental review and assessment
procedures for all new development that includes or may impact Environmentally
Sensitive Areas.

Revelstoke Mountain Resort

19.4.1

The implementation of the Master Plan for the Revelstoke Mountain Resort Area by
Revelstoke Mountain Resorts, and overseen by the provincial Ministry of Tourism,
Sports, Culture and Arts (MTCA), should be monitored by the City to understand the
status of implementation, and report this to the community.

20.0 Community Development Implementation
1)

The People, Environment and Economy elements of the Community Vision include
Goals and Policies that are implemented primarily through partnerships involving
the City, government agencies, community organizations and citizens. More
detailed Master Plans or strategic plans have been or will be prepared for specific
elements and goals - for example for social development, economic development
and early childhood development.

2)

In the past the actions from these plans have been combined in our Community
Development Action Plan. This plan prioritizes actions the City, Regional District,
provincial government agencies and community organizations should take over the
next 3-5 years to achieve Community Goals. The priority actions are defined
through a community process that involves City staff, government agencies,
community organizations and citizens.
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3)

Annually the City hosts a public review where the status of high priority actions are
discussed then community members are invited to add new ideas, and prioritize
the updated list of actions.

21.0 Paths to Our Vision
1)

The Goals and Policies in Part III of this OCP provide general directions to achieve
our Community Vision. The earlier parts of this section describe the relative roles
of governments, community organizations and residents and the substantial tools
for implementing our OCP. However, for each of the elements of the Community
Vision there are other paths to our Community Vision including City and community
committees and commissions and more detailed planning that is in place or will be
carried out to support full implementation of this OCP. The figure below describes
these paths to achieving our Community Vision.

Table 3: Paths to Our Vision – People; Environment; Economy

The People
Goals
Policies

The Environment
Goals
Policies

Implementation
• Public and advisory group
participation plan
• Housing market analysis
• City communication plan
• City Strategic Plan
• Aging in place plan
• Emergency response plan
• Public safety plan
• Community wildfire protection
plan
• Strategic community housing
plan
• Social development plan
• Downtown heritage strategic
plan
• Heritage strategy
• Zoning bylaw
• Design guidelines
• Financial plan
• Community development action
plan
• Community indicators

Implementation
• Environmental plan
• GHG emissions reduction plan
• Urban tree/forest preservation
plan
• Distressed lands inventory
• Buildable lands/Geotechnical
analysis
• Zoning bylaw
• Environmental review
• Development guidelines
• Building bylaws
• Financial plan
• Community development action
plan
• Community indicators

City advisory groups
• Community Housing Society
• Emergency Planning
Committee
• Community Heritage
Commission
• Social Development Committee
• Mayor’s Advisory Committee
on Health Services
• Community Wildland Fire
Protection Committee
• Public Art Committee

Agency plans
• Upper Arrow reservoir
drawdown zone management
plan (BC Hydro)
• Columbia River water use plan
(BC Hydro)
• Revelstoke and area land use
plan

City advisory groups
• Environment Advisory
Committee
• Air Quality Committee
• Mountain Caribou Task Force

The Economy
Goals
Policies
Implementation
• Economic plan
• Commercial plan
• Tourism infrastructure plan
• Retail strategic plan
• Zoning bylaw
• Financial plan
• Community development action
plan
• Community indicators
City advisory groups
• Economic Development
Commission
• Tourism Infrastructure Advisory
Committee
• Tourism Advisory Committee
Community plans
• Snowmobile strategy
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Community plans
• Early childhood development
strategic plan
• Community literacy plan
• Cultural strategy
• Emergency Response and
Recovery plan

*Items in italics are not yet in place

Table 4: Paths to Our Vision - Land Use; Infrastructure; Finance

Land Use
Goals
Policies
Implementation
• Secondary/neighborhood area
plans
• Regional urban growth plan
• View Corridor Study
• Zoning bylaw
• Subdivision, development &
servicing bylaw
• Building bylaw
• Minimum maintenance bylaw
• Noise bylaw
• Unsightly premise bylaw
• Development permit areas &
guidelines
• Financial plan
• Community development action
plan
• Community indicators
City advisory groups
• Advisory Planning Commission
• Planning and Building Advisory
Committee
• Community Heritage
Commission
• Community Enhancement
Committee
Agency plans
• Regional District Area B OCP
• Revelstoke land use plan
• Mt. Revelstoke National Park
management plan
• Lake Revelstoke Reservoir
Integrated Recreation Plan
(CSRD

*Items in italics are not yet in place

Community Infrastructure
and Services
Goals
Policies
Implementation
• Transportation master plan
• Parks and recreation master
plan
• Master infrastructure
development and rehabilitation
plan
• Community water supply
master plan
• Watershed management plan
• Liquid waste management plan
• Storm water master plan
• Solid waste management plan
• Information technology
strategic plan
• Subdivision and Control bylaw
• Development cost charge
bylaw
• Building bylaw
• Subdivision, development &
servicing bylaw
• Development Permit Guidelines
• Financial plan
• Community development action
plan
• Community indicators

Municipal Finances
Goals
Policies
Implementation
• Land acquisition strategy
• Financial plan
• Community indicators

City advisory groups
• Transit Committee
• Road Safety Committee
• Bicycle Advisory Group
• Liquid Waste Management
Advisory Committee
• Solid Waste Management
Advisory Committee (CSRD)
• Waste Collection Strategy
Committee
Agency plans
• Airport business plans (CSRD)
• Solid waste management plan
(CSRD)
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22.0 Community Indicators and Monitoring Program
1)

2)

Understanding and reporting to the community on the progress towards achieving
the Vision is an important step in an Official Community Planning process. The
City will develop a Monitoring Program using community indicators to determine
the status of the goals and policies defined within this OCP and the priority action
steps in the CDAP. Specifically, the purpose is to enable Council, staff, residents,
stakeholders and others to tangibly gain an understanding of the progress being
made in reaching the goals prescribed within each of the elements of the OCP.
This information will then:
a)

Track progress toward realizing the Vision.

b)

Identify trends relevant to decision making.

c)

Inform members of planning task forces/committees/commissions.

d)

Support broad base decision making.

e)

Ensure transparency and accountability to the community.

f)

Educate and engage all members of the community.

g)

Benchmark indicators against another reliable source.

h)

Foster focused community decision making and indicator prioritization
through a Community Report Card.

i)

Sustain Community Focus groups over time.

To initiate the process, a Community Indicators/Monitoring Task Force should be
struck to oversee the creation of the Monitoring Program. Their first task will be to
identify the following structures for the Program:
a)

Baseline context – Background data available from current community
inventory programs, Revelstoke Backgrounder: A Status Report for the
Comprehensive Review of the OCP (2008) and the Revelstoke and Area
Community Portrait (2007) will need to be compiled into datasets for
analysis and reporting.

b)

Core indicators – Core Indicators will provide high level measurements
relevant to each Community Goal. They will be designed to illustrate the
progress being made towards achieving these goals. Information for
these indicators will be analyzed in terms of existing condition baseline
data, compared to data from the past. Cumulatively, the results from the
Core Indicators will show the movement toward achieving the Goal.

c)

Action Indicators – These indicators track progress on specific Actions
that are identified in the Community Development Action Plan or other
community plans.

3)

Indicator criteria should include: Reliability, validity, resource intensity, information
availability and comparability.

4)

The second task will be to assemble the data base, identifying any gaps and
proceeding to collect additional information creating the baseline indicator data.

5)

The third task will be to analyze the data and prepare preliminary findings. These
then will need to be reviewed by task forces and other interested stakeholders.
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Subsequently, the Revelstoke Monitoring Report will need to be prepared and
communicated broadly.
6)

Once initiated, to be successful and to provide the greatest value, the Monitoring
Program will need to be very accessible for any interested party. The Context
Baseline data base, the Core and Action Indicators, and the analyses as they
relate to trends and the realization of Goals, Actions and the Vision, needs to be
readily available. The best vehicle to do this is via the City of Revelstoke’s
website.

7)

The Monitoring Program needs to be formalized and diligently adhered to in an
ongoing annual basis. This will require the establishment of a structure and the
appointment of personnel (staff and members of the community) to organize,
facilitate and manage the program. They need to be intimately familiar with the
content of the OCP (especially Part III) and the CDAP. They need to guide the
program, direct the implementation and communicate the results. They effectively
become the “Vision Keepers” of Revelstoke.

8)

Monitoring and reporting on Community Indicators will allow Revelstoke to identify
areas where change and improvement must be made. More importantly, it
enables the community to see and celebrate their successes as they work toward
ensuring that Revelstoke achieves its Vision for the future. This reporting should
be done in conjunction with the annual review and reprioritization of actions within
the Community Development Action Plan.
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PART V – APPENDICES
Appendix I – Glossary
Appendix II – Mount Mackenzie Resort Area / Revelstoke Mountain Resort
Appendix III – Revelstoke Station Heritage Conservation Area
Appendix IV – List of Community Plans
Appendix V – Mapping
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Appendix I – Glossary
The following terms and acronyms are intended as definitions and clarifications as used within
the City of Revelstoke OCP.
ACRONYMS
ADSL means Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line.
ALR means agricultural land reserve.
BC means British Columbia.
CBT means Columbia Basin Trust.
CDAP means the Community Development Action Plan.
CPR means Canadian Pacific Railroad.
CPTED means Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design.
CSRD means Columbia Shuswap Regional District.
HCA means Heritage Conservation Area.
LEED means the Canadian Green Building Council's building certification Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design.
LGA means Local Government Act as amended from time to time.
MDA means the Master Development Agreement.
MP means master plan.
MTCA means Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Arts.
NCES means North Columbia Environmental Society.
OCP means Official Community Plan.
PEP means Provincial Emergency Program.
QEP means a Qualified Environmental Professional.
RAPR means Riparian Areas Protection Regulation, as amended from time to time.
RCEC means Revelstoke Community Energy Corporation.
RCMP means Royal Canadian Mounted Police.
RMR means Revelstoke Mountain Resort.
UGA means Urban Growth Area.
WiFi means Wireless High Speed Internet Network.
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DEFINITIONS
Actions mean things a community is willing to do to increase its chances of achieving what it
wants to achieve. The actions that the public sector (a municipal, regional, or provincial
government) can do are its policies.
Affordable Housing means safe, appropriate housing that is affordable for the income levels of
all community residents and includes non-market housing
Agricultural Land Reserve means the provincial zone in which agriculture is recognized as the
priority use. Farming is encouraged and non-agricultural uses are controlled. The Agricultural
Land Reserve (ALR) takes precedence over, but does not replace other legislation and bylaws
that may apply to the land. Local and regional governments, as well as other provincial
agencies, are expected to plan in accordance with the provincial policy of preserving agricultural
land.
Alternative Transportation means modes of transportation other than the single-passenger
motor vehicle including, but not limited to, carpools/share, public transit, walking, bicycling and
ski lifts.
Bed Units means the number of persons likely to be accommodated in a particular area or
development.
Blue Listed Species means any ecological community, and indigenous species and
subspecies considered to be of special concern (formerly vulnerable) in British Columbia.
Elements are of special concern because of characteristics that make them particularly sensitive
to human activities or natural events. Blue-listed elements are at risk, but are not extirpated,
endangered or threatened.
Carriage Cottages means garage or carport conversions into small self contained
accommodation units.
Central Business District (CBD) means core of the community; centred on Mackenzie Avenue
and extends from Victoria Road to Fourth and from Garden Avenue to Orton Avenue.
Citizen means an individual who has responsibilities and rights within a community.
Community Development Action Plan means the all-encompassing strategy that spans the
economic, environmental, social and cultural dimensions of Revelstoke and identifies priority
actions to achieve the community Vision.
Complete Streets means streets that are designed and operated to enable safe access for all
users. Pedestrians, cyclists, motorists and bus riders of all ages and abilities are able to safely
move along and across a complete street.
Community Charter means the Community Charter [SBC 2002], Chapter 26, as amended from
time to time.
Construction Activities means any activities that involve the construction of, addition to, or
alteration of buildings and structures.
Development Cost Charges means charges imposed for development for the purposes
providing funds to assist in the capital costs of providing infrastructure, parks and resort region
direct and indirect employee housing.
Development means any of the following associated with or resulting from the local
government regulation or approval of residential, commercial or industrial activities or ancillary
activities to the extent that they are subject to local government powers under Part 14 of the
Local Government Act:
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a) removal, alteration, disruption or destruction of vegetation;
b) disturbance of soils;
c) construction or erection of buildings and structures;
d) creation of nonstructural impervious or semi-impervious surfaces;
e) flood protection works;
f)

construction of roads, trails, docks, wharves and bridges;

g) provision and maintenance of sewer and water services;
h) development of drainage systems;
i)

development of utility corridors;

j)

subdivision as defined in Section 455 of the Local Government Act.

Development Permit Area means an area of land where the City is authorized under the Local
Government Act to require a Development Permit for a number of specific purposes including:
protection of the natural environment, its ecosystems and biological diversity; protection of
development from hazardous conditions; protection of farming; revitalization of an area in which
a commercial use is permitted; establishment of objectives for the form and character of
intensive residential development; establishment of objectives for the form and character of
commercial, industrial or multi-family residential development; in relation to an area in a resort
region, establishment of objectives for the form and character of development in the resort
region; establishment of objectives to promote energy conservation; establishment of objectives
to promote water conservation; establishment of objectives to promote the reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions.
Direct Construction Workforce means the work force required to build the resort. A subset of
this workforce refers to the permanent construction jobs that accrue in Revelstoke as a result of
the construction. While this work force requires accommodation in Revelstoke during the years
of construction, only a small proportion of theses employees remain to find permanent jobs in
the community.
Direct Operations Workforce means the Full Time Equivalent (FTE) jobs created and
maintained by the operation of the resort over time. It is assumed this entire workforce resides
in Revelstoke over time.
EnerGuide means the official Government of Canada mark associated with the labelling and
rating of the energy consumption or energy efficiency of specific products. EnerGuide TM
labelling exists for appliances, heating and cooling equipment, houses and vehicles.
Environmental Stewardship means an ethic that embodies cooperative planning and
management of environmental resources with organizations, communities and others to actively
engage in the prevention of loss of habitat and facilitate its recovery in the interest of long-term
sustainability.
Essential Features and Characteristics means special features or characteristics that
contribute to the heritage value or heritage character of the area.
Future Growth Areas mean those lands that may be appropriate for future growth, once the
lands within the Urban Growth Area have been exhausted and/or the annual monitoring and
reporting program recommends a need for additional growth areas.
Forms Based Bylaws are codes that address the relationship between building facades and
the public realm, the form and mass of buildings in relation to one another, and the scale and
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types of streets and blocks. The regulations and standards in form-based codes, presented in
both diagrams and words, are keyed to a regulating plan that designates the appropriate form
and scale (and therefore, character) of development rather than only distinctions in land-use
types.
Goals mean broad statements of desired outcomes (e.g., increase environmental quality,
economic prosperity, transportation choice, social justice).
Habitat Suitability and Capability Modelling means an approach to organize information from
a variety of sources such as literature, remote sensing data, and field data to identify suitable
habitats. The suitability of the land is determined by combining the various habitat requirements
based on their relative importance, and can be used to generate maps depicting the relative
suitability of the land for a particular species.
Heritage Alteration Permit means a permit under Section 617 of the Local Government Act.
Highway Commercial means the area focused on Highway #1 intersection located north and
east of the Columbia River.
Immediate Needs of Destination Visitors means sports activity oriented goods, convenience
goods and food and beverage.
Indicators mean specific statements of outcomes. They should fall under (or "nest within") one
of the higher-level goals or objectives. Examples: parts per million of CO2 might be an indicator
within the objective of reducing air pollution or mitigating climate change.
Infill Development means new development located within existing built and serviced areas.
This can include development on vacant lots between existing buildings (true infill), redevelopment of existing buildings or uses of buildings (intensification) and/or through renovation
from one use to another (adaptive re-use).
In-Migrating Population means those who permanently migrate to the region for work related
to, or induced by, the resort development.
LEED means the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building
Rating System, developed by the US Green Building Council (USGBC). It provides a suite of
standards for environmentally sustainable construction.
Local Government Act means the Local Government Act [RSBC 2015] Chapter 1, as
amended from time to time.
Low Impact Development means an innovative storm water management approach with a
basic principle that is modelled after nature: manage rainfall at the source using uniformly
distributed decentralized micro-scale controls.
Multi-family Residential means any development with two or more residential units on a single
lot.
Natural Causes means an unexpected event, caused by nature, including but not limited to
earthquake, fire, or flood.
NatureScape British Columbia means a program that empowers private citizens to end the
loss of habitat and to create green spaces for wild creatures in urban and rural communities.
Neighbourhood Commercial means retail use which services only the needs of the
surrounding area; generally small scale, pedestrian-oriented with limited parking; typically
located on major streets.
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Non-Market Housing means housing that is sold or rented at a price that is not dictated by
market forces and has restrictions on resale value to ensure affordability in perpetuity.
Objectives mean a planned or intended outcome to achieve a goal.
Policy means a direction to be taken to achieve a community goal.
Predictive Ecosystem Mapping means a modelled approach to ecosystem mapping, whereby
existing knowledge of ecosystem attributes and relationships are used to predict ecosystem
representation in the landscape.
Principal Building means a building or structure containing the principle use of the property.
Protected Heritage Property means protected heritage property under the Local Government
Act.
Red Listed Species means any ecological community, and indigenous species and subspecies
that is extirpated, endangered, or threatened in British Columbia. Red-listed species and subspecies may be legally designated as, or may be considered candidates for legal designation as
extirpated, endangered or threatened under the Wildlife Act. Not all Red-listed taxa will
necessarily become formally designated. Placing taxa on these lists flags them as being at risk
and requiring investigation.
Resident means an individual that ordinarily resides within the City of Revelstoke as his or her
principal residence.
Resident Population means the “traditional” population of Revelstoke, which increases at a
slow rate over the period, as the only major generator of growth is the resort. We have
accounted for the increase in birth rate that would be attributable to the new permanent working
population by increasing the base growth rate to 1% per annum.
Resort Equivalent Population means the population that circulates within the resort on any
given month or day. The definition applied here refers to the population staying in the resort
accommodation in any day/month/year, which is a function of the number of available bed units
and the occupancy of those beds.
Right of Way means a street, lane, walkway or any other way open to public use.
Riparian Areas Protection Regulation means the Provincial Government regulation enacted
under Section 12 of the Fish Protection Act in July 2004 (amended on November 1, 2019), as
amended from time to time, which calls on local governments to protect riparian areas during
residential, commercial and industrial development by ensuring that proposed activities are
subject to a science based assessment conducted by a qualified environmental professional.
Secondary Plan means the delineation of the existing conditions and desired future conditions
of a planning district, neighbourhood or sector of Revelstoke. The Secondary Plan is the guide
to specific land use necessary to align those planning districts with Revelstoke’s Vision for the
future.
Seasonal Resort Employment means the number of workers at the ski resort which peak in
number during the snow months and decline during the summer months, based on employment
opportunities. While resorts attempt to mitigate seasonality, it occurs in most or all of them and
creates seasonal peaks and valleys in retail sales and bed unit occupancy.
Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory means an inventory that systematically identifies and maps
rare and fragile ecosystems in a given area. The information is derived from aerial
photography, supported by selective field checking of the data.
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Service Commercial means the areas located primarily on the eastern side of Highway #23
north of the Highway #1 intersection, and some activity in the Big Eddy, mainly north of the Big
Eddy Road; typically accessed by automobile; typical activities are storage, handling and
servicing of materials, goods and equipment; buildings generally occupy only a small part of the
parcel.
Smart Growth means a collection of land use and development principles that aim to enhance
our quality of life, preserve the natural environment, and save money over time. Smart growth
principles ensure that growth is fiscally, environmentally and socially responsible and
recognizes the connections between development and quality of life. Smart growth enhances
and completes communities by placing priority on infill, redevelopment, and densification
strategies.
South Revelstoke means the secondary planning area as defined on Appendix V, Map 8.
Stream includes any of the following that is proven to provide fish habitat:
a) a watercourse, whether it usually contains water or not;
b)

a pond, lake, river, creek or brook;

c) a ditch, spring or wetland that is hydraulically connected by surface something
referred to in paragraph (a) or (b).
Sustainability identifies the triple bottom line of impact assessment - economic, social and
environmental and needs to clarify human efforts that reorganize living conditions (e.g., ecovillages, eco-municipalities and sustainable cities), reappraise economic sectors (green building,
sustainable agriculture), or work practices (sustainable architecture), using science to develop
new technologies (green technologies, renewable energy), and adjustments in individual
lifestyles.
Sustained Prosperity means the steady state condition where the City has achieved economic
well being that successfully serves its social and cultural elements without requiring ongoing
physical growth that compromises the natural environment.
Terrestrial Ecosystem Mapping (TEM) means a system of dividing the landscape into similar
ecological units, according to a combination of ecological features, primarily climate,
physiography, surficial material, bedrock geology, soil, and vegetation.
Tourist Commercial means tourist facilities and services; generally small scale, pedestrianoriented with limited parking; designed to complement the CBD (as compared to compete with);
primarily located at the base of Revelstoke Mountain Resort.
Triple Bottom Line means the integrated approach that intertwines economic, environmental
and social accountability in all aspects of community with the overarching objective of
sustainability.
Urban Growth Area means the targeted lands for urban growth, enabling the community to
move towards fulfilling economic, social, land use and environmental goals while maximizing a
community’s financial and infrastructure resources.
Visitor means an individual that visits and is not a resident and may include short term tourist or
second homeowners.
Watercourse means any stream.
Wayfinding means the user experience of orientation and choosing a path within the built
environment, and it also refers to the set of architectural and/or design elements that aid
orientation.
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Appendix II – Mount Mackenzie Resort Area / Revelstoke
Mountain Resort
1.0

Introduction

1.1

Purpose

The purpose of the Mount Mackenzie Resort Area Official Community Plan (OCP) Amendment
is to guide Council, staff and developers of the all-season destination resort proposed for lands
at the base of Mount Mackenzie. The Mount Mackenzie Resort Area Official Community Plan
(OCP) Amendment is to form part of and should be consistent with, the City of Revelstoke’s
Official Community Plan. The Mount Mackenzie Resort Area OCP Amendment is a policy
document, in accordance with Section 471 of the Local Government Act guiding decisions
concerning planning and land use management. The Mount Mackenzie Resort Area OCP
Amendment provides clear objectives and policies to be followed in the development of the
proposed Mount Mackenzie Resort Lands within the City of Revelstoke.
The Mount Mackenzie Resort Area OCP Amendment is the first step in the process of
necessary municipal land use approvals. The OCP recognizes that the City may have to deal
with subsequent additions and amendments notably the expansion of the Resort Lands area
and the incorporation of Development Permit areas. Final building approvals for the Resort are
subject to applicable regulatory requirements and limitations including applicable zoning
regulations and any applicable development permits, building permits, subdivision approval by
the approving officer and any applicable subdivision and servicing agreements. Such approvals
may also involve additional boundary extension(s) to incorporate any Resort Lands that are
outside the City boundary and also consistent with the applicable zoning. Likewise the City may
seek further municipal boundary extensions to encompass future proposed development related
to any proposed Resort Lands that are now outside its jurisdiction.
The Mount Mackenzie Resort Area OCP Amendment currently includes a Vision, Principles,
Policies and an Implementation Plan.

1.2

Plan Area

The area included under this Mount Mackenzie Resort Area OCP Amendment includes
approximately 200 hectares (500 acres) of land situated at the base of Mount Mackenzie, south
of Nichol Road and at the eastern edge the Illecillewaet River, east of the Columbia River and
Airport Way. The Master Plan was approved by the Provincial Government in accordance with
the Commercial Alpine Ski Policy whereby the on-mountain ski facilities should be on Crown
land while the broader resort development should be on both private and Crown land. The
Mount Mackenzie Resort Area OCP Amendment at this time considers only private land
holdings that are within the recently expanded City boundary.
The Resort has recently purchased most of the affected land from the City. The properties that
make up the Resort area currently have multiple registered ownerships. The defined Resort
Lands in this OCP will likely be expanded in the future to encompass all lands identified in the
approved Master Plan.

1.3

Plan Development Planning Process

The Mount Mackenzie Resort Area OCP Amendment has been developed through consultation
with the Community, the Advisory Planning Commission, regional and senior government,
affected property owners and the proponent for the expansion of the existing Mount Mackenzie
Resort. The Vision and Principles are based on directions contained within the City’s Official
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Community Plan, the Master Plan (as approved by the Province on December 23, 2004) and a
report commissioned by the City of Revelstoke and the Regional District entitled SocioEconomic and Land Use Assessment of the Potential Impacts of the Proposed Mount
Mackenzie Resort Expansion Plan (dated October 2004). In addition to the statutory approval
process, a previous draft of the OCP Amendment was reviewed at an open house held in the
spring of 2005. The final directions of this OCP Amendment was reviewed at an open house
and public meeting held in June 2006.

1.4

Definitions

The following definitions comprise common terms used in the Mount Mackenzie Resort Area
Official Community Plan Amendment:
Bed Units

A measure based on the projected overnight
accommodation capacity expressed as the number of
persons likely to be accommodated in a particular area or
development, used to determine the allocation of
permitted development density under the Province’s
Commercial Alpine Ski Policy and the determination of
servicing and facility requirements, and based on any bed
unit allocation formula in effect from time to time under the
Province’s Commercial Alpine Ski Policy.

Best Practices

The preferred approach to achieve the most positive
effects in development in accordance with guidelines or
recommendations as set out from time to time by the
Province of British Columbia and/or related professional
associations.

City

City of Revelstoke

Comfortable Carrying
Capacity

A number of recreational (ski hill) users derived from
calculations that describe the acceptable upper limit of
recreational users that can be accommodated before the
desired experience is unacceptably diminished as
calculated in accordance with the prevailing guidelines
under the Province’s Commercial Alpine Ski Policy in
effect from time to time. The desired experience considers
factors such as safety, protection of the natural
environment, and the number and frequency of users.

Certified Professional

An individual who is a fully qualified and practicing
member of their professional organization as recognized in
British Columbia and who possesses specialized skill and
offers their assurance or certification that relevant work
conforms to standards of that profession.

Community

Those people living and interacting in the greater
Revelstoke area (City of Revelstoke and Area B of the
Columbia Shuswap Regional District).
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Controlled Recreation
Area

An area of land designated for all seasons resort
development in accordance with guidelines under the
Province’s Commercial Alpine Ski Policy as described by
the Master Development Agreement.

Employee Housing

Housing for an individual either employed or self-employed
and whose place of employment shall be situated within
the Resort

Front Country

The gateway through which visitors to a region must pass
before entering the backcountry, containing the vast
majority of the developed and supporting infrastructure.

LWBC

The Crown Corporation recently known as Land and
Water B.C. Ltd. (see “MOTSAA”).

Master Plan

The Mount Mackenzie Resort Expansion Master Plan,
being a comprehensive planning and development
document for the Resort, as may be amended from time to
time, which was initially approved by the Province through
MOTSAA (then LWBC) on December 23, 2004.

MMRL

Mt. Mackenzie Resort Ltd.

Master Development
Agreement

The Master Development Agreement, also referred to as
the “MDA”, as may be amended from time to time, is a
contract between the Province and the Resort for a long
term that sets out remuneration, conditions, phasing of
recreational development and Crown land grants, land
pricing mechanisms for amendment, monitoring, remedies
and the rights with respect to Crown land within the
Controlled Recreation Area. The Mount Mackenzie
Master Development Agreement was signed by MMRL
and the Province on March 17, 2005.

MOTSAA

Ministry of Tourism, Sport and the Arts

Official Community

A planning document adopted by the City that guides
planning decisions and future growth and development
within the City, as authorized by applicable statute.

Plan (OCP)

Province

Province of British Columbia

Regional District

Columbia Shuswap Regional District

Resort

The proposed Mount Mackenzie Resort, being
development and expansion of the existing Mount
Mackenzie Resort area, as proposed by MMRL in the
Master Plan, which may mean either the overall resort
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area or the developers and operators of the resort
depending on the context.
Resort Core

The area of concentrated mixed-use buildings, which
includes the Lower Village Area as identified in the Master
Plan, and as identified generally in “Map B”, so as to
provide or define the main activity point within the Resort.

Resort Lands

The lands to which this part of the OCP applies, as
indicated in “Map A ”.

Resort Development
Plan

A conceptual plan of the Resort layout forming part of this
Official Community Plan as included in “Appendix 1”.

Resort Neighbourhoods

Those broad sub-areas of the Resort as identified
generally in “Map B”, are intended to be less densely
developed than the Resort Cores.

School District

School District #19 (Revelstoke)

SDRI

Ski Deep Resort Inc. (a subsidiary of MMRL)

Sustainability

Promoting the long term viability of human activity on the
environment, the economy and social well being which
includes the preservation of biodiversity, protection of pure
water, clean air, and uncontaminated terrestrial, wetlands,
coastal and sea-bottom systems, stabilization of global
climatic conditions, protection of natural beauty for
aesthetic and spiritual values, and a commitment to a new
economic ethic based on making better use of what we
have.

2.0

Background

2.1

Ski Area (Master Development Agreement)

Mount Mackenzie has been a community ski area since the first lifts were installed on the lower
slopes in the 1960’s. The current operating area of 175 hectares (450 acres) is comprised of 28
hectares (69 acres) of former City land and 147 hectares (363 acres) of Crown land. Skiing
opportunities were expanded in the early 1980’s when CAT Powder Skiing introduced snowcat
accessed skiing into the upper and sub alpine areas. This use was in accordance with the
Mechanized Ski Policy (now the Commercial Recreation Policy) enabling CAT Powder to utilize
Controlled Recreation Area tenure for 700 hectares (1730 acres) below the summit of Mount
Mackenzie.
In addition to Mount Mackenzie’s local ski hill operation, for the past 20 years the mountain has
been recognized as having potential to become a destination ski resort. In 1984, a proposal
called the Mount Mackenzie Ski Area Master Plan was submitted to the Provincial Government
identifying potential to develop 1,885 vertical meters (6,185 vertical feet) of lift accessed skiing.
A subsequent proposal completed in 1991 suggested that the mountain could accommodate up
to 20,000 skiers per day.
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Revelstoke Resort Ltd. was incorporated in 1991 to invest in the Mount Mackenzie development
proposal. The interests have subsequently been restructured into a conventional share
corporation as Mount Mackenzie Resort Ltd. (MMRL). MMRL has a subsidiary known as Ski
Deep Resort Inc. (SDRI). During this time, the company assembled several properties and
entered into a purchase agreement for the City controlled base lands and ski area. In addition,
the proponent retained an experienced consulting team to prepare their Master Plan.
In December 2003 MMRL submitted a Master Plan to MOTSAA (then LWBC) in accordance
with the Commercial Alpine Ski Policy. In response to the Master Plan submission, MOTSAA
commissioned and received an independent review of the Resort’s ski and development
potential. The report recommended that the Comfortable Carrying Capacity of the mountain
should be 15,250 skiers per day, but that development lands could accommodate 16,600 Bed
Units given the additional private lands included as part of the Master Plan. Likewise, it has
been estimated in the Master Development Agreement that the Comfortable Carrying Capacity
should be between 15,200 and 16,600 but in any case the approved number of Bed Units at
build-out of the Resort is also 16,600 in the Master Development Agreement.
In December 2004 the Master Plan submitted by MMRL to MOTSAA (then LWBC) was
approved in accordance with the Commercial Alpine Ski Policy. The Province and MMRL
executed the Master Development Agreement on March 17, 2005 based on a resort
development with 16,600 Bed Units.
In an effort not to duplicate requirements, many of the issues identified by the Community have
already been addressed in the provincially legislated Master Development Agreement and
Master Plan. Specific areas of Community interest considered and addressed in the Master
Development Agreement include:
1)

First Nations;

2)

Prior Rights to Crown Land;

3)

10% of the Bed Units built in each phase of the Resort (subsequent to Phase 1)
dedicated for Employee Housing;

4)

Environmental requirements as they relate to water management, drainage, ski
run preparation, waste management, contaminate sites, pesticides and fertilizer
use, and environmental monitoring;

5)

Watercourse and aquifer management and monitoring;

6)

Water licences and wells;

7)

Discounted access to the ski opportunities for the Community;

8)

Emergency Response Plan;

9)

Public recreation access to Crown land;

10)

Sewage treatment plant site location;

11)

Design Guidelines;

12)

Wildland and Urban Interface Plan;

13)

Bear Management Plan

14)

Fish Habitat Use Assessments;

15)

ALR status; and

16)

Geological Investigations.
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2.2

Socio-Economic and Land Use Assessment of Potential Impacts of the
Proposed Mount Mackenzie Expansion Plan

In December 2003, a Master Plan to expand the existing Mount Mackenzie Ski Area was
submitted to MOTSAA (then LWBC) by MMRL. Subsequently, the City and the Regional District
completed a comprehensive study of the potential socio-economic and land use impacts of the
proposed Master Plan.
The study considered the anticipated impacts of the proposed Resort expansion on the social,
economic and environmental character of the Revelstoke Community. In response, a
comprehensive and phased mitigation strategy was developed to proactively manage the
impacts of the proposed development. The study included a number of recommendations
including proposed amendments to the OCP to formulate the land use, development objectives
and policies for the Resort Lands. A summary of the report recommendations is as follows:

2.3

1)

Commitment by the developer that the Bed Unit count of the Resort must always
be less than the total number of Bed Units in the City of Revelstoke (excluding
the Resort Lands);

2)

Commitments by the developer to provide suitable affordable housing,
recreational and Community amenities relating to the needs and requirements of
the proposed development;

3)

Provision by the City and the developer of an extensive public consultation
process;

4)

Preparation by the developer of detailed Development Permit Guidelines for City
approval;

5)

Redesign by the developer of the Master Plan to become a Resort Development
Plan that shall be subsequently incorporated into the OCP;

6)

Mitigation and accommodation by the developer of the impacts to adjacent
properties and uses;

7)

Reduction or reclassification of the amount of commercial built space in the
Resort;

8)

Provision of an emergency response plan, prepared by the developer;

9)

Provision and contribution by the developer of expanded social, health,
emergency, educational and public works infrastructure; and

10)

Integration of land use, recreation and transportation with the City systems.

Existing Land Use

The subject lands currently comprise forested slopes and open meadows improved with single
family residential, industrial and agricultural uses with outbuildings and service yards. The
existing City and Provincial road network currently provides access to the Resort lands. An old
ski area daylodge occupies the site of the Resort’s proposed Lower Village.

2.4

Surrounding Land Uses

A wide array of land uses surrounds the Resort lands. To the north is the Arrow Heights
neighbourhood that includes residential uses, the Arrow Heights Elementary School and a
service club, while along Camozzi Road there is the Joe Kozek Sawmill and the Rod and Gun
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Club. To the east is Crown land and to the south is land that was recently purchased as part of
the Resort. The City owned lands were previously logged for ski trails associated with the
Powder Springs Ski Area. To the south are primarily rural residential properties, while to the
west there are a variety of uses, including the Revelstoke Airport, Turtle Pond, Williamson Lake
Park and campground and the Upper Arrow Lake reservoir and associated wetlands.

2.5

Jurisdictional Issue

The lands that comprise the entire Resort are situated within both the Regional District and City
jurisdictions. The Crown land holdings situated east of Camozzi Road include both on-mountain
operations and proposed development lands. The remaining MMRL land holdings are currently
situated within the City boundary. The City’s current OCP and the Regional District’s Rural Land
Use Bylaw anticipate that the Resort would be incorporated into the City boundaries, and a
boundary expansion for the City was approved by the Province on March 17, 2005 to include a
large area formerly within the Regional District which includes the Resort Core and a portion of
the Resort Neighbourhoods. Any resort development will comply with the applicable municipal
bylaws including applicable servicing requirements.
The Provincial Government is directly involved in the proposed Resort as it is an aspect of its
all-season resort development initiative and includes a significant area of Crown land regulated
by and to be developed in accordance with MOTSAA’s Commercial Alpine Ski Policy, and the
BC Guidelines to Alpine Ski Development. MOTSAA (then LWBC) and the Ministry of
Sustainable Resource Management negotiated the Master Development Agreement that was
executed between the Province and SDL on March 17, 2005.
The Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Arts (MTCA) has jurisdiction over forestry interest for
Crown lands comprising part of the Resort particularly timber administration, forest health,
planning and fire protection and suppression. The Ministry of Mines has jurisdiction over
mineral tenures for certain Crown lands comprising part of the entire Resort development area.

2.6

Crown Land Holdings

The Mount Mackenzie Resort OCP Amendment includes Crown at the base of Mount
Mackenzie. Future amendments may incorporate additional Crown lands as part of the
Controlled Recreation Area within the City’s OCP, if the boundary of the City is expanded.

2.7

Public Land Holdings

The City has had substantial land holdings and tenure of the ski area on lands immediately east
of Camozzi Road. In December 2004 the City entered into an agreement to sell those City
owned land holdings to the Resort as part of the proposed Resort area. The sale was
completed on September 30, 2005. Williamson’s Lake Park and campground, owned by the
City of Revelstoke are within the Resort Lands but not part of MMRL’s Master Plan.

2.8

Private Land Holdings

Not all of the private landowners within the Resort Lands are part of the MMRL holdings.

2.9

Adjacent properties and potential conflicts

There is potential for conflicts with the proposed development, notably the Revelstoke Airport,
City parks, agricultural, and private rural residential development. The Revelstoke Airport is
located in the vicinity of the proposed Resort development and presently offers MedEvac,
charter, general aviation and protective services using both fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft.
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The Airport has limited expansion opportunities and therefore increased demand for aviation
services additional site area may be needed. Increased demand on the airport as a result of the
proposed development may result in increased noise thresholds, expansion pressure and may
require a higher level of airspace management.
The Williamson’s Lake Park and campground comprise a significant natural and recreational
jewel for the Community and should be protected. Development should provide for
complementary land uses that preserve and enhance the environmental integrity of the lake, the
ecosystem and Community activities.
Some of the existing agricultural and residential properties may want to retain both their rural
setting and water supply. As a result, Resort development should adequately address and
mitigate valid concerns, notably the location any wastewater treatment plant, water servicing
infrastructure, and the neighbourhood impacts of proposed land uses.

2.10

Physical Character

The lands subject to the Mount Mackenzie Resort Area OCP Amendment are primarily
comprised of slopes less than 15%. Slopes increase to 30% along an escarpment that runs
north-south along the eastern edge of Williamson Lake and Turtle Pond to Airport Way, as well
as at the toe of Mount Mackenzie.

2.11

Natural Environment

Revelstoke lies between the Selkirk and Monashee ranges of the Columbia Mountains. Mount
Mackenzie is in the Selkirk Range, and the resort area affords views across to the Monashee
Range. In the resort area the underlying metamorphic gneissic rocks outcrop frequently,
although glacial till overlies the bedrock in most areas.
As with all the lower elevation slopes in the Selkirk Range, the resort area is characterized by
relatively high precipitation. The adjacent Revelstoke airport records an average of 615 mm of
rain and 425 cm of snowfall annually. Snow covers the ground for about four or five months a
year. Winter temperatures are mild, with daytime temperatures generally warmer than -10
degrees Celsius. Summers are warm, with occasional stretches of +30 degrees.
The lower slopes of Mount Mackenzie are located in the Interior Cedar Hemlock biogeoclimatic
zone. Vegetation in this zone is lush, including hundreds of species of vascular plants and
hundreds more of lichens, fungi and mosses. Forest fires in the early 20th century have left the
plan area covered by a relatively young, mixed forest of western red cedar, western hemlock,
western white pine, birch, aspen, and cottonwood. Trees and shrubs grow quickly and ground
cover is thick. Disturbed sites rapidly re-grow with thimbleberry and other shrubs.
Many species of birds nest in the forest and migrate through the area. The larger animals in the
forest include marten, mule deer, white tailed deer, and black bears. Cougars and grizzly bears
are occasionally present.
The lower portion of the plan area is next to a wetland complex (including Williamson Lake and
Turtle Pond), which is home to rare painted turtles and western toads, and nesting waterfowl. In
light of the extensive wetland habitat lost with the creation of the Upper Arrow Reservoir, these
wetlands have high local value for biodiversity.
It is important to consider the biological connectivity of the OCP area and adjacent ecosystems.
For example, water run-off from this area should remain free of contaminants. Some creeks are
low gradient as they approach the Columbia River, and they become fish spawning habitat.
Wetlands of the Williamson Lake complex, wetlands at the airport, and Montana Slough in the
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Upper Arrow Reservoir drawdown zone all receive water from the Resort area, and are
regionally important for feeding and resting of migrant waterfowl, and for nesting of various
species. Additional issues include, but should not be limited to, wildlife movement corridors and
managing human/wildlife interactions.

2.12

Watercourses

The Resort lands are situated on Mount Mackenzie just east of Upper Arrow Lake and forming
part of the Columbia River system and the Community’s watershed. In addition to Williamson
Lake and Turtle Pond, there are four watercourses that flow through the subject lands, locally
referred to as Locke Creek, Hays Creek, Dominic Creek and Yates Creek. The low-lying lands
also have ground water wells, and seasonal creeks. The ski area development will be on lands
that include several watercourses including Thomas Brook, Goch Creek, Westerly Brook, Scott
Creek, Montana Creek and Stirfry Creek. There are existing water licences on the following
watercourses: Thomas Brook, Westerly Creek, Goch Creek, Locke Creek, Yates Creek, Scott
Creek and Montana Creek.

2.13

Heritage Considerations

Predating the town, the earliest inhabitants of the area were First Nations peoples who came to
the valley during the summer to harvest berries and in the fall to catch the Columbia River
salmon. The Revelstoke town site was established in the early 1880’s at the point where the
railway crossed the Columbia River. Revelstoke’s history of almost 150 years spans through the
gold rush era, the federal government’s establishment of adjacent National Parks, railroad
development, mining, forestry, farming, and energy generation. More recently the Community
has positioned itself to capture a tourism market.
The Community has a rich and proud history that is evident with the number of significant
heritage buildings and the continued investment and enhancement in the historic downtown
core and older residential neighbourhoods. The Community’s heritage values are not limited to
buildings but rather include natural features, monuments, railway activities, yards, gardens,
parks, streetscapes and mature trees contributing to the historical, cultural, aesthetic, scientific
and educational worth of Revelstoke. There is a strong desire to continue protection and
enhancement of these heritage characteristics that make Revelstoke special and unique.

2.14

First Nations

The area to be covered by the Resort are generally within the traditional territory claimed by the
Ktunaxa Kinbasket Tribal Council/Columbia Lake Indian Band; the Secwepmec Nation
(Shuswap Nation Tribal Council), including Adams Lake Indian Band, Neskonlith Indian Band,
Little Shuswap Indian Band, Spallumcheen Indian Band; and the Okanagan National Alliance,
including the Okanagan Indian Band.

2.15

Agricultural Land Reserve

The Resort lands contains properties designated within the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR)
and are subject to the Agricultural Land Commission Act, which was established to preserve
agricultural land for present and future generations and to encourage the establishment and
maintenance of B.C. farms as a secure source of food.
The ALR is a provincial land use zone in which agriculture is recognized as the priority use.
Farming is encouraged and non-agricultural uses are regulated. To subdivide or use land for
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non-farm purposes or exclude from the ALR, the landowner must make application to the
Agricultural Land Commission for consideration and approval.

3.0

Vison

The Community’s vision for the Mount Mackenzie Resort Area is:
Located in the spectacular and expansive North Columbia Mountains the Mount
Mackenzie Resort Area should be a sustainable development for the Revelstoke
community and its visitors. The Resort should be a four season tourism destination and
commercial activity node surrounded by mixed-use neighbourhoods. The Mount
Mackenzie Resort should be a high quality, service oriented and economically
successful destination that responds to the Community’s rich heritage and its natural
environment becoming a model for environmentally responsible development.

4.0

Principles

Principles are the key values that are important to the Community, providing the foundation for
the Policies and the Implementation Plan. The Mount Mackenzie Resort Area OCP Amendment
is consistent with the City’s OCP while providing a more specific foundation for the Resort
development. As such the Resort specific Principles consider the following eight (8) directions:
1)

Managed and Monitored Growth;

2)

Appropriate and Functional Land Use;

3)

Resort and Neighbourhood Character;

4)

Recreational and Cultural Opportunities and Enhancements;

5)

Protection and Enhancement of the Natural Environment;

6)

Ensuring Social Planning, Facilities and Infrastructure;

7)

Community Engagement; and

8)

Economic Diversity.

The Principles of each of the directions are described in detail as follows:

4.1

Managed and Monitored Growth

The City of Revelstoke should ensure that new development associated with the Mount
Mackenzie Resort is managed and monitored requiring that all aspects of the year round
destination are phased at a sustainable rate, enhancing the viability and character of the
existing community, commercial areas and natural environment.
The development has been supported by the City to permit the development of a thriving, year
round destination resort Community. The Bed Units approved for the Resort must be less than
the total number of Bed Units developed within the remaining areas of the City. The provincial
government and the City should satisfy themselves that the Resort is fulfilling its development
related commitments when considering the granting of further discretionary approvals.

4.2

Appropriate and Functional Land Use

The Mount Mackenzie should be well planned, balancing resort development, ski area
operations, environmental preservation and Community needs.
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The Master Plan and Resort Development Plan should ensure that the Resort’s land use and
density should be effectively integrated with existing and proposed land uses, creating a
functional transition from the Resort to surrounding neighbourhoods, including roadways, trails,
recreation and facilities. The new development should acknowledge and respect the prior use of
surrounding rural and resource activities, users of Crown land and First Nations territorial rights.
The Master Plan and Resort Development Plan should make provision for resort oriented and
other commercial space to appropriately meet the needs of the destination visitor while
enhancing existing Community commercial areas. The implementation of the Master Plan and
Resort Development Plan should be brought about by the application and coordination of
legislated land use tools to regulate land use, density and timing of development.

4.3

Resort and Neighbourhood Character

The Mount Mackenzie Resort should be a unique resort experience in harmony with the
surrounding community and the natural environment.
The Resort development should be in accordance the Resort Development Plan and should
showcase the natural environment, tremendous recreational experiences and commercial
activity. The Resort should provide an array of residential uses including nightly
accommodation, second home ownership, Employee Housing and full time residences.
The Resort should integrate effective, land use planning including public and open spaces and
circulation within and to the Resort. The Resort should incorporate high quality building and site
plan design with construction techniques that are reflecting the climate (snow country), and a
general character and architectural vernacular consistent with Revelstoke’s heritage,
environmental considerations, and topography with traditional and appropriate building
materials.

4.4

Recreational and Cultural Opportunities and Enhancements

The Mount Mackenzie Resort should provide four season recreational and cultural
endeavors that respond to the expectations and needs of the visitor and the Community.
The development and expansion of recreational and cultural amenities should promote
Revelstoke’s unique character and assets while providing a quality, inclusive and integrated
recreation and resort experience. The City should satisfy itself that the land use and density
effectively encompasses the proposed recreational and cultural improvements providing strong
relationships with ski operations, Community parks, activity zones, plazas and attractions.

4.5

Protection and Enhancement of the Natural Environment

Environmental stewardship should be a key component of the Mount Mackenzie Resort.
The Resort and the City should understand the importance of, enhance and protect the
ecosystem and its natural beauty. The City shall ensure that the appropriate information has
been collected, development impacts identified and mitigation plans established for the
protection of the environment. The Resort should respect the new and existing development,
particularly to preserve water quality and the local ecosystem.
The City should institute regulatory requirements ensuring that the approved development is
planned to high standards, guaranteeing compliance and accountability during development and
operations.
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4.6

Ensuring Social Planning, Facilities and Infrastructure

The Mount Mackenzie Resort should be developed in such a way that it is unlikely to
cause any undue negative impacts on the City’s resources, facilities and public works as
attributed to new development and the corresponding population growth.
The Resort should participate in the preparation of necessary emergency, and social
infrastructure needed by the new growth area, while not causing any undue financial or servicelevel impacts on local government or other Community providers. The Resort must recognize
the importance of protecting and enhancing existing infrastructure and services. Water, sewer,
transportation and waste disposal infrastructure should be in accordance with the Community’s
needs, financial resources, standards and timing.

4.7

Community Engagement

The Mount Mackenzie Resort’s success should be enhanced through Community
engagement and collaboration.
The Resort and the City shall inform and include the greater Revelstoke Community, First
Nations, regional, provincial and federal government agencies, adjacent landowners and
business in all phases of planning and approvals. The intent of the participation and awareness
is not to stifle the new growth but to effectively communicate and work proactively in a timely
manner with the Mount Mackenzie Resort.

4.8

Economic Diversity

The Mount Mackenzie Resort should provide Revelstoke with a sustained, tourism based
four-season economic engine that should enhance the diversity of the local economy.
The proposed commercial nodes of the Resort are primarily intended to service the destination
resort visitor and the convenience needs of the surrounding neighbourhoods, while
complementing the Revelstoke downtown core.

5.0

Policy and Land Use Directions

The proposed Mount Mackenzie Resort should have a significant and positive impact on the
Revelstoke Community providing unprecedented investment into the year round tourism
economy, real estate and recreation activities. The investment is expected to introduce 16,600
new commercial and residential beds.
The Community has accepted the preliminary planning directions proposed for the Resort in the
approved Master Plan, yet indicated a strong desire for additional information so potential
impacts can be mitigated. The following policies and land use directions contained within this
section identify those outstanding issues that have not yet been addressed in the Master
Development Agreement and/or Master Plan.
This section also provides the Community and the Resort developers with policy directions to be
followed through the Resort’s planning, approval and development. These Policies include the
following categories:
1)

Overall Resort;

2)

Resort Cores;

3)

Neighbourhoods;
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4)

Employee Housing;

5)

Recreation and Culture;

6)

Natural Environment;

7)

Social Planning and Facilities;

8)

Transportation, Circulation and Parking; and

9)

Infrastructure.

The specific Policy directions are provided in the following subsections:

5.1

Overall Resort

5.1.1

The land use designation for the Resort Lands, shall be an all-season destination
resort, as provided in “Map A”.

5.1.2

The general allocation of land uses distinguishing the Resort Lands’ sub areas as
either Resort Core or Resort Neighbourhoods is indicated in “Map B”.

5.1.3

The Resort Development Plan shall guide the City in approval for the future
development of the Resort providing a general indication of the type, extent, and
location of development expected on the Resort Lands. The Resort Development
Plan is provided in “Appendix 1”.

5.1.4

The Resort Development Plan is intended to reflect the approved Master Plan, even
though the specific sub areas or neighbourhoods may be given different names.

5.1.5

The Resort Development Plan should be referred to at the time of considering any
land use zoning bylaws for an indication of the more detailed mix of uses appropriate
to an all-season destination resort.

5.1.6

The Resort Core sub area should have the higher densities with a mix of recreational,
commercial, residential and resort related uses.

5.1.7

The Resort Neighbourhoods should have relatively low to medium densities and be a
mix of primarily recreational and residential or commercial/residential uses together
with other commercial and resort related uses.

5.1.8

The balance of the Resort Lands should be a mix of primarily recreational and
residential uses with resort related uses, all developed so as to cluster certain building
uses together while leaving the broader areas of the Resort in a more natural state.

5.1.9

It is anticipated that the Resort build-out should be phased over a 20-year period, as
determined by the market.

5.1.10

Each development phase of the Resort shall be integrated with the surrounding
Resort development and suitably incorporated within the broader City context.

5.1.11

The Resort Development Plan recognizes the importance of sustained commercial
and support services, employee housing, infrastructure, community services,
recreation, parks, and trail connections in each phase of development.

5.1.12

The Resort Development Plan should be consistent with the Master Plan and Master
Development Agreement. In subsequent phases of the Resort, to ensure a
comprehensive design and to prevent leapfrog development, the Resort Development
Plan may further amend the phasing plan. A development of one phase should be
substantially complete before a subsequent phase is initiated.
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5.1.13

The maximum number of Bed Units permitted for the Resort shall always be less than
the total number of Bed Units determined by the same measurement criteria, then
existing in the remainder of the City of Revelstoke.

5.1.14

The allocation of Bed Units for a specific parcel of land shall generally be consistent
with the Resort Development Plan.

5.1.15

The Resort is expected to have a net positive impact to the local tax base and not
negatively impact the level of social services in the Community.

5.1.16

When development occurs within forested areas the Resort should incorporate
protective measures that shall reduce the risk of forest fires such as possible fuel
mitigation and the Fire Smart program. These measures can be effectively
introduced as part of considerations at zoning or development permit area
designation (in appropriate circumstances) and should comply with the Forest Act and
applicable practices and codes.

5.1.17

The Resort shall be subject to statutory land use controls including zoning, building
permits development permit review (in appropriate circumstances), subdivision
servicing agreements to appropriate resort standards for public roads and for
applicable municipally operated services.

5.1.18

The Resort should consider the Community’s traditions and heritage that are unique
to Revelstoke.

5.1.19

The lands currently designated within the Agricultural Land Reserve shall only be
dealt with in accordance with the provisions of the Agricultural Land Commission Act.

5.2

Resort Cores

5.2.1

Resort facilities and support services should be phased and developed in balance
with the Comfortable Carrying Capacity of the ski area and predicted levels of nonskier and year round use of the Resort.

5.2.2

On mountain ski area functions should be consolidated with sufficient
accommodations and services to ensure vibrant year-round Resort Cores.

5.2.3

The Resort should have an integrated design to ensure the efficient movement of
pedestrians and vehicles with minimal conflicts, while providing the necessary
servicing facilities. Safe, secure and unimpeded pedestrian access is fundamental to
the successful design of the Resort.

5.2.4

The Resort must ensure that vehicular traffic and road networks accommodate an
unimpeded response corridor for emergency services vehicles.

5.2.5

The Resort proposes taller buildings and higher densities in the Resort Cores, the
City may consider adoption of a City-wide fire suppression bylaw requiring sprinklers.

5.2.6

The public and private buildings, plazas, trails and facilities should be designed as to
optimize views and solar exposure, be accessible to persons with disabilities and
enhance public safety through design and lighting.

5.2.7

The detailed layout of the Resort Cores should accommodate the use and enjoyment
by the public in both summer and winter and provide for a smooth transition between
seasons as to facilitate year round vibrancy of the Resort.
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5.2.8

The Lower Village is the focal point of resort activity providing the majority of
commercial, retail and resort services surrounded by courtyards and terraces
intended for public gathering.

5.2.9

The Lower Village design shall include sufficient accommodation, vehicle drop-off,
day use parking, service areas, and commercial and resort services located within a
400-metre comfortable skier/pedestrian walking distance from the proposed ski lift
bases.

5.2.10

A transportation centre shall be developed in the Lower Village for drop-off and pick
up functions to accommodate resort shuttles, local buses and private vehicles.

5.2.11

The Lower Village shall contain resort and Community oriented amenities that may
include family recreation (outdoor ice rink, an entertainment venue, water park, and
mini-golf) and a conference centre.

5.2.12

The Resort Cores shall provide a pedestrian friendly streetscape suitable for the
hardy climate and natural environment.

5.2.13

The Resort Core should include the identification of public or semi-public locations for
works of public art to the same standard as in the downtown of the City, as a
guideline for any relevant development permit approval.

5.3

Resort Neighbourhoods

5.3.1

The Resort Neighbourhoods shall be designed so as to be a relevant part of the
broader City and Resort function and should consider the context of broader land use,
roads and trails within the City and the Regional District.

5.3.2

The Resort Neighbourhoods, together with the Resort Core, should be designed to
accommodate a maximum of 16,600 Bed Units that shall include all forms of
accommodation (hotel, timeshare, rental pool, bed and breakfasts) and residential
(single family, multifamily, lodges, and hotels) uses.

5.3.3

To provide for year round vitality in the village cores, an appropriate number of Bed
Units in the village cores are conceptually recognized on the Resort Development
Plan and secured for nightly or short term accommodation in accordance with the
Commercial Alpine Ski Policy and related Provincial requirements. Nightly and shortterm accommodation should be appropriately balanced with the development of other
types of accommodation.

5.3.4

The Resort shall provide Employee Housing units throughout the Community
appropriately phased and balanced with the development of other types of
accommodation in accordance with the Master Development Agreement.

5.3.5

The location of Bed Units within the Resort Core and different Resort Neighbourhoods
should be a flexible concept, generally consistent with the Resort Development Plan.
The permitted Bed Units should be limited on the title of each parcel of land created
by way of statutory covenant in favour of the City and the Province.

5.3.6

The Resort Neighbourhoods referred to as the Upper Village, North Benchlands,
South Base Portal in the Master Plan, may be most suitable for townhouse and single
family development with ski in/ski out access and with multi-floored accommodation,
where topography permits. The Resort Core (Lower Village) may be most suitable for
intense residential, commercial and recreational development as the geographical
centre of the Resort. The Resort Neighbourhoods such as the Meadows (Lakes)
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Neighbourhood (Golf and Resident Neighbourhood) may be most suitable for
residential and resort accommodation and recreational amenities such as golf course,
health club/spa, public trails and access to Williamson Lake.
5.3.7

5.4

Resort Neighbourhoods shall be planned to provide for centralized wildlife proof
garbage, composting, and recycling depots, bus shelters and postal kiosks.

Employee Housing

5.4.1

Employee Housing should be distributed and integrated throughout the Resort and
the Community.

5.4.2

There shall be a diversity of Employee Housing options for the Resort employees
(seasonal, entry level, or management) that should be reflected in the housing
product ranging from apartments to single family lots.

5.4.3

Employee Housing should be appropriately phased and balanced with employment to
contribute to the necessary housing available in the City for the employees generated
in each phase of the Resort development, following the first phase. It is recognized
that both the construction and operation of the Resort should generate a need for
Employee Housing.

5.4.4

Employee Housing must be secured for employee use for as long as the Resort is in
existence.

5.4.5

Each such employee housing unit shall be consistent with any city-wide affordable
housing policy requiring or encouraging affordable or special needs housing units, on
a unit-for-unit basis.

5.5

Recreation and Culture

5.5.1

On-mountain activities developed by the Resort should be in accordance with the
provincial Master Development Agreement and may include organized alpine and
Nordic skiing, snowshoeing, interpretative hiking helihiking, heliskiing and snow cat
skiing and mountain biking trails, sightseeing, equestrian activities and passive
activities such as dining, sightseeing and festivals.

5.5.2

The Mount Mackenzie Resort proposes a myriad of recreational and cultural
opportunities on the non Crown lands including golfing, water sports, health club,
indoor recreation, multi-use trails, helihiking, heliskiing access, tennis, ice skating,
interpretative centres, equestrian and sleigh rides and snow play including tubing and
tobogganing. The general location of amenities provided should be in accordance
with the Resort Development Plan.

5.5.3

Recreational facilities, and trails should be phased and developed in balance with the
comfortable carrying capacity of the Resort.

5.5.4

The Resort’s proposed recreational and cultural activities should enhance and not
negatively impact existing recreational activities that occur on surrounding lands
notably potentially environmentally sensitive lands and Community use in and around
Williamson Lake, Turtle Pond and Locke Creek.

5.5.5

The Resort should propose maintenance responsibilities for trails, plazas and other
publicly oriented amenities where not already provided for in the terms of the Master
Development Agreement.
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5.5.6

5.6

The Resort should provide the creation of a hierarchy of non-motorized trails for
walking, hiking, rollerblading and cycling that are comprised of varying standards
identified generally in the Resort Development Plan.

Natural Environment

5.6.1

The Resort shall be in accordance with all applicable Provincial and Federal
legislation to ensure the protection of fish, wildlife, their habitats and ecosystems.

5.6.2

All applicable riparian setback regulations shall be implemented as appropriate to
preserve the environmental integrity of the Resort Lands, including any mandatory
setbacks under relevant enactments such as the Riparian Areas Protection
Regulation of the Fish Protection Act and the resulting City bylaws. Where applicable
and as permitted by that Act (in accordance with the assessment recommendations in
the report of a Certified Professional as defined under that Act) indicating that, if the
development is implemented in those riparian areas, there will either be no harmful
alteration, disruption or destruction of natural features, functions and conditions that
support fish life in that riparian area or that the development implements the
measures identified in the report as necessary to protect the integrity of those areas
from the effects of the development.

5.6.3

The Resort shall provide the City with an environmental mitigation plan for review
and approval prior to rezoning of any of the Resort lands. The environmental
mitigation plan shall address environmental issues including storm water
management, wildlife management, sediment and erosion control, construction
management (site clearing, construction routes and protection of any sensitive
habitat), and golf course maintenance management to prevent contamination of the
watercourses or aquifers. The environmental mitigation plan shall provide the City
with a clear understanding of environmental approvals and monitoring programs as
required by all levels of government and the MDA.

5.6.4

The Resort shall provide an inventory of Red and Blue listed species for protection
with the environmental mitigation plan.

5.6.5

The use of herbicides and pesticides should be in accordance with relevant statutory
provisions being for solely aesthetic reasons or limited to emergency situations where
the appropriate application procedures are followed. The management and mitigation
plans will be required prior to the City’s consideration of rezoning of any of the Resort
Lands.

5.6.6

The Resort, to the extent consistent with agreements with the Province not to exert
pressure for additional visual management or forest preservation, shall prepare Front
Country visual landscape management guidelines for the Resort area to protect and
preserve significant public view corridors to Mount Mackenzie and other significant
vistas, to the extent reasonably possible, particularly from transportation corridors,
parks or plazas.

5.6.7

The Resort shall identify in any development applications the location of any areas
where Tree Preservation is appropriate. Logging practices shall comply with
provincial standards.

5.6.8

The Resort should help facilitate visitors and residents awareness and respect for the
surrounding natural environment. This may include providing visitors and residents
with information on wildlife management programs (such as Bear Aware), regulations
respecting standards for lighting (to provide for safety levels while maintaining the
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dark sky), the preference for natural or drought resistant landscaping, any applicable
standards or restrictions on wood/gas burning appliances, any green building
methods and the existence of any required water conservation practices and devices
(grey water for irrigation).
5.6.9

The Resort shall comply with all Provincial requirements and agreements respecting
any water quality and quantity management and monitoring program with respect to
the surrounding watercourses and aquifers that should not be negatively impacted by
the proposed Resort, including impacts from new development, snowmaking, run-off,
snow storage areas, erosion and golf course and landscaping operations.

5.6.10

The design and operation of the golf course should apply Best Practices for
environmental protection and enhancement.

5.6.11

The Resort shall respond to any applicable development permit, geotechnical
requirements, visual guidelines and any adopted standards and regulations for
development on difficult terrain.

5.6.12

The Resort should aim to achieve environmentally sustainable building standards by
encompassing the following into building construction and design: water savings,
energy efficiency, sustainable site development, environmentally-sensitive materials
and high indoor environmental quality.

5.7

Social Planning and Facilities

5.7.1

The Resort shall share fifty percent of the funding with the City for a study that
identifies and provides mitigation measures for social impacts on the City directly
resulting from the new growth in the community.

5.7.2

The Resort may be asked to and should give consideration to supporting the City’s
efforts to establish new financial tools provided by the provincial or federal
governments that would assist in financing community operations, works and projects
attributed to the new tourism related growth.

5.7.3

The Arrow Heights School is expected to undergo expansion and the City should
seek confirmation from the School District that the existing Arrow Heights School
should effectively accommodate the projected increase in enrolment resulting from
any new permanent population growth at the Resort.

5.7.4

The Resort’s potential fire hall and emergency health services site are identified in the
Resort Development Plan. The land dedications should be provided at no cost to the
City. Consideration should also be given to accommodating satellite police services.

5.7.5

The Resort Development Plan identifies the general location of any future linear parks
and pedestrian trails to be dedicated during the subdivision of the Resort lands, to the
extent that parkland dedications may be required under the terms of the Local
Government Act. The proposed areas of linear park should be in locations supported
by the City and generally consistent with the City’s Parks Master Plan, if applicable.

5.7.6

The Resort shall work with the City and the Regional District to coordinate
amendments to the Emergency Response Plan.

5.8
5.8.1

Transportation, Circulation and Parking
A conceptual arterial road network is included in the Resort Development Plan.
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5.8.2

The Resort’s transportation network should promote pedestrian use, provide for
integration of paths with surrounding neighbourhoods, accommodate public transit,
provide connection with the City’s trail system, and consider road grade challenges
and site disruption, maintenance and snow clearing issues. Dead end roads and cul
de sacs are discouraged unless sufficient provision is made for snow clearing and
storage.

5.8.3

Sufficient parking should be available in the Resort to accommodate overnight,
guests, day use guests, residents and employees. Overnight guests should be
provided parking space with their accommodation, while day use guests should be
provided surface parking. Employee parking should be provided wherever necessary
and appropriate.

5.8.4

Public parking lots associated with the resort nodes and ski facilities should be
screened from adjacent properties, adequately landscaped and broken-up to
minimize negative impacts while still located in close proximity to Resort nodes and lift
access. Structured and pay parking integrated into the commercial structures and the
hillside should be encouraged. Permeable surfaces are recommended in open-air
parking lots as to better manage surface run-off and water quality of surrounding
watercourses.

5.8.5

The Resort shall accommodate both inter and intra City bus travel, bus arrival and
departure areas, bus parking areas and room for passenger and driver facilities.

5.8.6

The Resort may have significant challenges with road grades, particularly during
snow conditions. The Resort should also accommodate snow storage requirements
on individual development parcels as well as for the entire the Resort.

5.8.7

The Resort shall work with the City to guarantee that the second crossing of the
Illecillewaet River and must meet the municipal requirements of traffic flow and
emergency planning.

5.8.8

The Resort should designate visitor drop-off and arrival zones, as well as a
comprehensive signage and way-finding program.

5.8.9

The City should monitor any unduly negative impacts on existing neighbourhoods and
the level of service of servicing roads. The traffic impacts shall also be mitigated
during all construction phases. Particular consideration should be given to mitigating
any traffic impacts to the safety of children in and around Arrow Heights School.

5.9

Infrastructure

5.9.1

Generally, the Resort water and waste water systems should be designed, built and
operated with a water conservation philosophy.

5.9.2

The Resort’s water system shall be connected to the City’s system, to provide
additional water capacity to permit the second phase of development. If the Resort is
serviced by a private water system, all applicable standards within City bylaws,
Provincial statutory requirements and recommended national standards should apply.

5.9.3

The City may need to increase its water licences on Greeley Creek to accommodate
the Resort’s water needs. Related infrastructure costs shall be allocated to the
benefiting service areas in accordance with applicable statutory provisions. It is
understood that such improvements shall be at no cost to the City.
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5.9.4

The Resort should provide and operate an independent sewage system that should
be planned, financed, owned and operated for lands within the Resort. There is no
obligation by the Resort to provide servicing connections to surrounding lands that are
not within the Resort Lands, except to the extent already agreed under the Master
Plan and Master Development Agreement. The Resort should be responsible for any
necessary registration under the Municipal Sewage Regulations and for obtaining all
other government approvals required by statute.

5.9.5

Treatment of the Resort’s waste water should consider either piping the effluent to the
City’s waste water treatment plant (with any financial responsibilities for required
improvements necessary to accommodate the increased flow to be borne by the
Resort) or a treatment plant located in a location that is within the broader Resort
Lands including the Controlled Recreation Area or in a location acceptable to local
government, approved by Provincial authorities and supported by the appropriate
zoning bylaw.

5.9.6

The proposed water supply for the golf course watering system for greens and
fairways should, to the extent possible, rely on grey water, independent well or
surface run-off and should not rely on connection to the City’s domestic water supply
system.

5.9.7

Storm water drainage system design for the Resort shall be designed in consideration
of the capacity limits of existing storm drains and watercourses and avoid reliance on
other types of surface flows in the Arrow Heights neighbourhood.

5.9.8

Storm water drainage system design shall include the appropriate water
management, absorption and retention systems to deal with water run-off on site,
which should also facilitate gradual recharge of ground water.

5.9.9

Storm water drainage system design shall be in compliance with all applicable City
wide bylaws and Provincial and Federal statutes that address flood protection,
erosion protection, aquatic habitat protection and water quality protection.

5.9.10

The Resort must provide a report by a Certified Professional on the impact of the
proposed development on the CSRD’s solid waste facilities prior to rezoning.

5.9.11

The Resort’s potable water system must be integrated and connected to the City’s
water system including connection to the golf course well (with a standby generator
and chlorination). Further improvements include upgrade of the water main to the
City, upgrade of the Arrow Heights water supply, monitoring and testing of the water
quality of the golf course well and effected watercourses together with providing an
additional flow monitoring station.

5.9.12

The Resort must not render existing aquifers, water licences and wells unusable
unless alternative potable water sources are provided to the water users at the
Resort’s expense. The Resort must complete the necessary hydro geological studies
and monitoring to ensure compliance.

5.9.13

The Resort shall ensure appropriate road access through the existing Crown Lands to
the water reservoir identified in Appendix 2.

6.0

Implementation Plan

This section provides for a flexible framework for compliance with the policies and objectives
contained within the Mount Mackenzie Resort Area OCP Amendment Bylaw. The main
objective of this section is for the Resort to provide a satisfactory response to the issues and
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policies raised in the OCP. It is the intent that the Province, the City and the Resort should work
together to devise an efficient method of bring the Resort to reality in the most positive light from
all perspectives.
Sections 4.0 and 5.0 of Appendix II of the OCP identify the preferred direction as well as areas
of interest to be more specifically addressed in future municipal or provincial approvals. The
following implementation plan identifies some of the appropriate tools and processes that should
ensure that the Resort development should adequately address Community and City
requirements.

6.1

Resort Development Plan

Included as “Appendix 1” is the Resort Development Plan for the Mount Mackenzie Resort
representing, at the time of adoption of the OCP amendment for the Resort, both a Master Plan
prepared by the Resort under the Master Development Agreement and the expectations of the
City for the development of the lands affected. The Resort Development Plan shall guide the
City in approval for the future development of the Resort, providing a level of certainty while
ensuring some flexibility as the Resort is built and markets change. In that regard, land use
designations, densities of development, road and trail locations, and the locations of parks and
community facilities are not intended to be interpreted as if the plan were a zoning bylaw or
public facilities plan, but as a general indication of the type, extent, and location of development
expected on the lands. It is not expected that the OCP will be further amended to revise the
Resort Development Plan unless fundamental changes in the plan are required.

6.2

Rezoning

Rezoning is a broad discretionary tool that by its nature allows for many OCP issues to be
resolved without the need for further amendments or additions to the OCP. Each application for
rezoning, whether for the whole Resort Core, Resort Neighbourhoods, or for a phase or subphase of the Resort should provide an opportunity for review and consideration of the policies
and objectives in this part of the OCP.
A zoning bylaw for the Resort may be considered by the City so as to designate and regulate
the appropriate land use, and development requirements. Key components of a zoning bylaw
may include:
6.2.1

Comprehensive development zoning that provides some certainty to the developers
and the City regarding land use and density, while providing flexibility during the buildout of the resort. The relevant zoning bylaw, to accommodate the proposed Resort,
should only be considered by the City when the policies in the OCP and any
significant planning concerns have been adequately addressed to the satisfaction of
the City, and when the zoning bylaw reflects the general land use concepts set out in
Resort Development Plan.

6.2.2

A rezoning bylaw should be considered in the context of the Resort Development
Plan and unless otherwise provided, a rezoning bylaw should be concurrent with or
include design guidelines, guidelines for development on difficult terrain (where
appropriate), and guidelines for environmental protection (where appropriate).

6.3

Subdivision Approval and Related Covenants

Subdivision approvals must be in compliance with applicable zoning bylaws, subdivision
servicing bylaws and related municipal and provincial requirements. The approving officer may
require road dedications and concurrent covenants and easements and statutory right of ways
among other discretionary considerations. Subdivision therefore allows many issues to be
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resolved without the need for prior amendments or additions to the OCP. Each application for
subdivision, whether for the whole Resort Core or a Resort Neighbourhood or another phase or
sub-phase of the Resort should provide an opportunity for meeting compliance with the
principles set out in this part of the OCP. Charges that may be placed on title concurrent with
subdivision may be numerous but may include the following:
6.3.1

Section 219 Covenants in favour of the City and dealing with many issues, which
could include allocation of Bed Units among specific parcels created, limits on use
such as within riparian set back areas, or application of special building design
guidelines within specific parcels; and

6.3.2

Statutory right of ways for pedestrian, trail or utility access.

6.4

Development Permit Approval and Design Approval Processes

Development permit areas shall be designated in a future amendment to the OCP for one of the
purposes as outlined in relevant legislation. The Local Government Act currently provides for
development permit areas for protection of the natural environment, protection of development
from hazardous conditions, protection of farming, commercial area revitalization, and for
establishing form and character for intensive residential development, or commercial, industrial
and multi family residential development.
If an area is designated as a development permit area, the land within that area must not be
subdivided, or in some cases even altered, and no construction can be started until a
development permit is issued.
Before issuing a development permit for a hazardous area, where development is otherwise
prohibited (such as in the case of areas demonstrated to be subject to avalanche or wildfire), a
local government shall require the applicant to provide, at the applicant’s expense, a report,
certified by a Certified Professional engineer, to assist the local government in determining what
conditions or requirements it should impose in a permit to build in such designated areas. It is
noted that such development permit areas are subject to the limitations and conditions within
the relevant statute, which may include requirements for justification. Local government may
also request certain development approval information where special circumstances exist.
If a development permit area is established within the OCP, an applicant must respond to the
relevant development permit guidelines that may be incorporated into the OCP, or which may
also be in an applicable zoning bylaw.
The issuance of a development permit is up to Council, unless delegated by bylaw to another
body or person. The process allows for broad guidelines to be adopted for relevant parts of the
Resort area. The design guidelines would address matters related to the purpose of the
development permit area and the context of the new development within that area particularly
as it relates to the Master Plan and Resort Development Plan.

6.5

Subsequent OCP Amendments

Further Official Community Plan amendments may be considered by the City from time to time
to clarify or supplement the objectives already within the OCP, and to address further or other
issues that arise during the period of build-out of the Resort.
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6.6

Provincial Master Development Agreement

The City recognizes the Master Plan and Master Development Agreement. The City may in
some cases still seek to accommodate community priorities as expressed in the OCP in any
future modification to those instruments.

6.7

Adjacent Land Holdings

The City may consider the positive and negative impacts that servicing and zoning may have on
any affected lands that are not now part of the Resort, yet are included in the area of the Resort.

6.8

Future Boundary Extensions

Without limiting Council’s discretion, Council may consider future City boundary expansions,
which may include:
6.8.1

Any boundary extension to include Crown lands at the base of Mount Mackenzie that
are leased or become privately owned and are part of the proposed Resort
development and which the City believes should be included in a City Official
Community Plan.

6.8.2

A City boundary extension to include the Greeley Creek watershed within the City;
and

6.8.3

Future City boundary extensions for contiguous rural properties to be incorporated
into the City, where such property owners so request.

6.9

Broader Governance Matters

The City should consider any requests for special Administrative, governance and utility
schemes such as those available under the Mountain Resort Associations Act, and related
provisions of the Local Government Act, Community Charter, Water Act and Utilities
Commissions Act.

6.10

Public Consultation

6.10.1 The Resort must make provisions for consultation with both responsible provincial
ministry and neighbouring residents on water quality and servicing issues so as to
minimize any material negative impacts of Resort development and operations on
current water licensees (who have licensed access over former City land (now private
land) for necessary access to and use of certain watercourses or aquifers).
6.10.2 The City should strive to provide effective communication and working relationships with
the Resort, the provincial government, surrounding property owners and residents, the
Community, social and emergency planning agencies; and local business and tourism
interests in the proposed development plans and enhancements.

7.0

Maps and Plans

The following provides a listing of associated maps and plans that form part of Appendix II:
•
•

Appendix V, Map 14 – Revelstoke Mountain Resort Area Maps
Revelstoke Mountain Resort Provincial Master Development Agreement, as amended
from time to time.
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Appendix III – Revelstoke Station Heritage Conservation Area
1.0

2.0

Definitions
1)

Essential Features and Characteristics means special features or
characteristics that contribute to the heritage value or heritage character of the
area.

2)

Heritage Alteration Permit means a permit under section 617 of the Local
Government Act.

3)

Principle Building means a building or structure containing the principle use of
the property.

4)

Protected Heritage Property means protected heritage property under the Local
Government Act.

5)

Right of Way means a street, lane, walkway or any other way open to public use.

Designation

The area shown outlined on Appendix V, Map 7, is designated as the Revelstoke Station
Heritage Conservation Area. Subject to the policies of the Revelstoke Heritage Conservation
Area, Development within this boundary shall require an issued Heritage Alteration Permit prior
to the issuance of a Building Permit. For clarity, those properties listed as a Heritage Inventory
Property that do not fall within the boundaries of the Revelstoke Station Heritage Conservation
Area as shown on Appendix V, Map 7, do not require a Heritage Alteration permit, and shall
develop in accordance with applicable Development Permit Area guidelines. Only Protected
Heritage Properties outside the boundary of the Revelstoke Heritage Conservation Area are
subject to a Heritage Alteration Permit.

3.0

Justification

The residential area designated in this section developed rapidly between 1897 and 1915, a
period of early, permanent settlement centered around the Revelstoke Station, located on the
mainline of the recently completed transcontinental railway, the Canadian Pacific Railway. The
area’s origins and history are unique in Revelstoke. Originally established to provide housing
for the families of workers employed by the Canadian Pacific Railway and associated
businesses, it was initially developed exclusively for residential purposes, a land use that has
continued uninterrupted to the present. Conservation of the residential buildings and related
land use characteristics in the area will preserve the only remaining example of a continuously
occupied railway-related residential neighbourhood within the spectacular and challenging
environment of the Mountain Division of the Canadian Pacific Railway.

4.0

Objectives

The objectives of the designation of the heritage conservation area are to:
1)

Preserve the heritage buildings and land features
a)

2)

By ensuring that Protected Heritage Property is neither demolished nor
altered in any way that is not compatible with its original design, function or
appearance.

Preserve the integrity of the historic streetscapes
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5.0

a)

By ensuring that the Essential Features and Characteristics are neither
demolished nor altered in any way that is not compatible with their original
function, appearance, or spatial relationships; and

b)

By ensuring that any new buildings, or additions to existing buildings, are
designed and constructed to complement the continuous streetscapes of
steep-roofed worker housing that were established in the area between 1897
and 1915, and not detract from the appearance and overall effect of the
buildings, land and features listed in Section 10 of Appendix III – Revelstoke
Station Heritage Conservation Area.

Guidelines

The guidelines respecting the manner by which the objectives of the heritage conservation area
designation are to be achieved, for the purpose of issuing Heritage Alteration Permits, are listed
in Section 11 of Appendix III – Revelstoke Station heritage Conservation Area.

6.0

Exemptions from Permit Requirements

Within the boundaries of the Revelstoke Station Heritage Conservation Area, as shown on
Appendix V, Map 7, a Heritage Alteration Permit is not required for:
6.1

Alterations to the interior of any building or structure in the heritage conservation area;

6.2

Construction of an accessory building in accordance with the regulations contained in
the Zoning Bylaw, as amended from time to time.

6.3

Normal maintenance and repair of any architectural feature which does not involve a
change in design, materials, outer appearance or removal;

6.4

Painting or repainting of a building or structure;

6.5

Changing exterior finishes, decorative trim, windows and doors on a building or
structure, except work for which a building permit must be obtained;

6.6

Reconstruction or repair of a property not listed as Protected Heritage Property built
prior to the effective date of this Bylaw, which is partially destroyed or damaged by fire,
wind or natural occurrence, provided that the reconstruction or repair is limited to
rebuilding to the same size (dimensions, height) and in like and kind; and

6.7

Subdivision of lots greater than 464.5 square metres (5,000 square feet) into 25 or 50
by 100 foot lots, where the narrow dimension fronts Mackenzie Avenue or Third
through Seventh Streets.

6.8

Additions or alterations to buildings and structures that are not visible from street level
at any point on the traveled portion of a right of way in, or adjacent to, the area, at the
discretion of the Director of Planning, may not require a Heritage Alteration Permit.

7.0

Protected Heritage Property

The buildings, land and features listed in Section 10 of Appendix III – Revelstoke Station
heritage Conservation Area are Protected Heritage Property.

8.0

Essential Features and Characteristics

For the purposes of sections 614(2)(a) of the Local Government Act, the features or
characteristics that contribute to the heritage values and character of the area are the following:
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8.1

Continuous streetscapes of house-form buildings with steeply pitched roofs and
landscaped yards fronting onto Third through Seventh Streets, or Mackenzie Avenue;

8.2

Predominantly vernacular building styles including:
a) Gable fronted houses
b) Four square houses with hip roofs
c) Gambrel gabled houses
d) Bungalows with hip roofs
e) Craftsman bungalows with shed roofs;

8.3

Occasional one-of-a-kind house-form buildings with High Victorian and Late Victorian
characteristics, including:
a) Gothic Revival
b) Colonial Revival
c) Queen Anne
d) Shingle Style;

8.4

The overall pattern of land use and subdivision based on a grid comprised of avenues
perpendicular to the railway right of way with cross streets enclosing groups of 25 by
100 foot lots arranged in rectangular blocks divided rectilinearly by alleys; and

8.5

Mature trees set at or near property boundaries and lining Mackenzie Avenue and
Fourth through Seventh Streets.”

9.0

Revelstoke Station Heritage Conservation Area Boundary

Boundary of the Revelstoke Station Residential Heritage Conservation Area (Boundary as
shown in Appendix V, Map 7).

Figure 10: Revelstoke Station Heritage Conservation Area
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10.0 Protected Heritage Property in the Revelstoke Station Residential
Heritage Conservation Area
10.1

Buildings
a) The following buildings, and any associated structures or features:

Table 5: Protected Heritage Property in Conservation Area
Revelstoke
United
Church

314 Mackenzie
Avenue

1937

Lot 7 - 9

Florence
McCarty
Home

016-796667, 016796-675,
016-796-683

400 Mackenzie
Avenue

1900

024-743-704

Lot A

J.W. Scott
House

403 Mackenzie
Avenue

1899

Porter House

410 Mackenzie
Avenue

1905

P. Agrean
House

414 Mackenzie
Avenue

1901

415 Mackenzie
Avenue
509 Mackenzie
Avenue

1910

511 Mackenzie
Avenue
R.M. Hume
House

515 Mackenzie
Avenue

1897

603 Mackenzie
Avenue
Imperial
Bank
Manager's
House
Hardman
House

605 Mackenzie
Avenue
611 Mackenzie
Avenue
614 Mackenzie
Avenue

1898

016-202899, 016202-902

1935

025-115-740
018-296-394
011-385677, 011385-707

705 Mackenzie
Avenue
Lewis /
Lindmark
House

706 Mackenzie
Avenue

1902

Len Howson
House

815 Mackenzie
Avenue
901 Mackenzie
Avenue

018-703-763
011-345012, 011345-110

709 Mackenzie
Avenue
Birch Lodge

010-182373, 010182-934,
010-183-141
016-220536, 016220-544
010-390138, 010390-162
012-502634, 012502-669
016-219198, 016219-210
006-430678, 006431-003
011-010452, 011010-479
012-393410, 012394-076

1905

018-722-865

1908

015-855-091

26

27

23

2 W6M

636B

27

23

2 W6M

NEP66483

2 W6M

636B

Lot 16 - 18

36

27

Lot 6 & 7

35

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Lot 8 & 9

35

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Lot 10 & 11

36

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Lot 14 & 15

37

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Lot 12 & 13

37

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Lot 10 & 11

37

34

23

2 W6M

636B

Lot 17 & 18

46

34

23

2 W6M

636B

Lot 15 &16

46

27

23

2 W6M

636B

46

27

23

2 W6M

636B

45

27

23

2 W6M

636B

47

27

23

2 W6M

636B

48

27

23

2 W6M

636B

47

27

23

2 W6M

636B

58

27

23

2 W6M

636B

59

27

23

2 W6M

1244

Parcel A
(KR82745)
Parcel C (See
XG17696) of
Parcel A (See
7688I) Lot 15
and Lot 16
Parcel B (See
XH10683)
Lot 14 and
Parcel B (See
10765I) Lot 15
Parcel A (See
XH12401)
Lot 1
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104 Ninth Street
East
Bolten
House/Metho
dist Church
Manse

008-459169, 008459-185

Lot 2 and Parcel
B (See 13733I)
Lot 3

60

27

23

2 W6M

1244

100 Third Street
East

1899

011-540-125

Lot 10

26

27

23

2 W6M

636B

101 Third Street
East

1915

016-046-323

Lot 23

35

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Sturdy House

102 Third Street
East

1905

015-165914, 015165-957

Lot 11 & 12

26

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Solloway
House

103 Third Street
East

1900

026-922-274

Parcel B (Being a
Consolidation of
Lots 21 & 22,
See LA171797)

35

District
Lot 27

23

2 W6M

636B

McNab/ Scott
House

106 Third Street
East

1902

Lot 13 & 14

26

27

23

2 W6M

636B

107 Third Street
East

1905

Lot 19 & 20

35

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Lot 17 & 18

35

27

34

2 W6M

636B

Lot 1 & 2

34

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Parcel A (See
9331I) of Lot 21
and Lot 22

27

27

23

2 W6M

636A

Lot 5 & 6

34

27

23

2 W6M

636B & D
Except
Parcel A
(See 8594I)

27

23

2 W6M

636B & D

111 Third Street
East
.

201 Third Street
East
204 Third Street
East

K.G. McRae
House

209 Third Street
East

1910

005-670683, 005676-151

213 Third Street
East

1904

016-148037, 016148-061

Lot 7 and Parcel
A (See 8594I)
Lot 6

34

1905

016-180097, 017768-501

Lot 16 and
Parcel A (See
XF10640)

27

27

23

2 W6M

012-425397, 012425-427

636A
Except
Parcel A
(See
22533I)

Lot 8 & 9

34

27

23

2 W6M

636D

27

23

2 W6M

18872

214 Third Street
East

217 Third Street
East
McGregor
House

016-219341, 016219-368
012-317870, 012317-896
007-569297, 007569-319
016-180046, 016180-054
016-223039, 016223-152

219 Third Street
East

1905

016-071-727

Lot 1

220 Third Street
East

1910

Lot 13 & 14

27

27

23

2 W6M

636A

Armstrong
House

301 Third Street
East

010-673806, 010673-971

1910

016-202-970

Lot 1

33

27

23

2 W6M

636D

Rutherford
House

306 Third Street
East

1898

016-180020, 016180-038

Lot 21 & 22

28

27

23

2 W6M

636A

015-675-513

Lot 20

28

27

23

2 W6M

636A

013-463195, 013463-217

Lot 5 & 6

33

27

23

2 W6M

636D

308 Third Street
East
309 Third Street
East
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011-923032, 011923-075
010-830073, 010830-103

310 Third Street
East
#318 - 316 Third
Street East

014-359944,
014360071

320 Third Street
East

Brown House

321 Third Street
East

1905

Watt House

405 Third Street
East

1908

406 Third Street
East
408 Third Street
East

016-204743, 016204-760
010-390227, 010390-308

Parcel A (See
159728I) of Lot
18 and Lot 19

28

27

Lot 15 & 16

23

2 W6M

636A

23

636A

Lot 13 & 14

28

27

23

2 W6M

636A
Except
Parcel A
(See
16927I)

Lot 11 & 12

33

27

23

2 W6M

636D

Lot 3 & Parcel A
(See 118183I) of
Lot 4

32

27

23

2 W6M

636D

1906

012-374-873

Lot 21

29

27

23

2 W6M

636A

1906

014-010-399

Lot 20

29

27

23

2 W6M

636A

Ross House

409 Third Street
East

1908

016-168810, 016168-828

Lot 5 and That
Part of Lot 4

32

27

23

2 W6M

Gallicano
House

421 Third Street
East

1909

Lot 11 & 12

32

27

23

2 W6M

636D

Bowen
House
Bowen
House

426 Third Street
East
428 Third Street
East

016-203241, 016203-259

636D Lying
South East
of a Line
Which
Bisects the
North
Easterly
and South
Westerly
Boundary of
the Said Lot

1901

015-764-311

Lot 9

30

27

23

2 W6M

636D

1904

016-162-986

Lot 8

30

27

23

2 W6M

636D

Defoe House

503 Third Street
East

1913

Lot 1 & 2

31

27

23

2 W6M

636D

505 Third Street
East

015-049841, 015049-850

1910

016-163-231

Lot 3

31

27

23

2 W6M

636D

R. Casciato
House

511 Third Street
East

1912

Lot 5 & 6

31

27

23

2 W6M

636D

Lund House

102 Fourth
Street East

1910

Lot 10 &11

35

35

23

2 W6M

636B

Mrs. Alice
Lee House

111 Fourth
Street East

1904

Lot 17 & 18

38

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Thompson
House

200 Fourth
Street East

1905

Lot 24

34

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Coughlin
House

203 Fourth
Street East

1905

Lot 1 & 2

39

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Lot 3 and Parcel
A (See 9741I) of
Lot 4

39

27

23

2 W6M

636B

205 Fourth
Street East

016-166761, 016166-779
012-095991, 012096-016
014-508273, 014508-281
016-219-481
016-165691, 016165-705
013-474103, 013474-120
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F. Bourne
House

209 Fourth
Street East

Kenward
House

212 Fourth
Street East

B. Van Horne
House

216 Fourth
Street East
217 Fourth
Street East
221 Fourth
Street East
222 Fourth
Street East
300 Fourth
Street East

1905

012-169625, 012169-633

Lot 4 & 5

39

27

23

2 W6M

1909

016-880056, 016880-064

636B
Except
Parcel A
(See 9741I)

Lot 18 & 19

34

27

23

2 W6M

636B

1907

023-109-009

34

27

2 W6M

636B

1905

017-742-960

39

27

23

2 W6M

636B

1905

017-803-551

39

27

23

2 W6M

636B

1921

017-801-222

34

27

23

2 W6M

636 B &
636 D

Lot 23 & 24

33

27

23

2 W6M

636D

Parcel A (See
15818I) of Lot 1
&2

40

27

23

2 W6M

636D

Lot 21 & 22

33

27

23

2 W6M

636D

1908

301 Fourth
Street East
304 Fourth
Street East

Hooley
House

1908

305 Fourth
Street East

1912

309 Fourth
Street East

1904

310 Fourth
Street East

1905

312 Fourth
Street East

1910

316 Fourth
Street East

1910

Black House

317 Fourth
Street East

1900

Benjamin
House

320 Fourth
Street East

1905

C.F. Lundell
House

321 Fourth
Street East

1905

401 Fourth
Street East
Carlson
House

407 Fourth
Street East
408 Fourth
Street East

1905

016-166914, 016166-931
010-856013, 010855-998
012-736244, 012736-252

010-426523, 010427-139

016-164091, 017134-676
007-965061, 007965-125
016-164512, 016164-539
016-165454, 017344-107
024-090-522
016-163877, 016163-923
016-204450, 016204-476
014-658283, 014658-305
016-203089, 016203-097
011-726521, 011-

Parcel C (See
XJ7095)
Parcel A (See
XF7601)
Parcel B (See
XF13325) of
Parcel A (See
XF13222)

Lot 2 & 3

40

27

23

2 W6M

636 B & D
Except (1)
Parcel A
(See
15818I) and
(2) Parcel B
(See
15820I)

Lot 4 & 5

40

27

23

2 W6M

636D

Lot 19 & 20

33

27

23

2 W6M

636D

Lot 17 & 18

33

27

23

2 W6M

636D

Lot 15 & 16

33

34

23

2 W6M

636D

Parcel A
(KM24299)

40

27

23

2 W6M

636D

Lot 13 &14

33

27

23

2 W6M

636D

Lot 11 & 12

40

27

23

2 W6M

636D

Lot 1 & 2

41

27

23

2 W6M

636D

Lot 3 & 4

41

27

23

2 W6M

636D

Lot 21 - 23

32

27

23

2 W6M

636D
Except (1)
Parcel A
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726-563,
011-726-580

416 Fourth
Street East
Louise
Sorrentino
House
J. Boyle
House

32

27

23

2 W6M

636D

41

27

23

2 W6M

636D

27

23

2 W6M

2292

27

23

2 W6M

636D

27

23

2 W6M

NEP84312

017-843-499

Parcel A (See
XF17071)

420 Fourth
Street East

1913

014-089-831

Lot B

421 Fourth
Street East

1915

011-034807, 012094-391

Lot 11 & 12

027-122-531

Lot 1
Lot 8 & 9

37

27

23

2 W6M

636

27

23

2 W6M

636

41

104 Fifth Street
West

1925

105 Fifth Street
West

014-786052, 014786-133

1930

014-077-973

Parcel B (See
XC13065)

46

016-710398, 018320-996

Lot 11 & Parcel
D (See
XG19876)

38

27

23

2 W6M

017-813-255

Parcel A (See
XF14123) of

636B
Except
Parcel A
(see
37798I)

45

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Lot 17 & 18

45

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Lot 1 and Parcel
B (See 15722I)
of Lot 2

44

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Lot 2-4

44

27

23

2 W6M

636B
Except
Parcel B
(See
15722I) and
Parcel A
(See
22979I)

44

27

23

2 W6M

636B

44

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Lot 17 & 18

39

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Lot 15 & 16

39

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Lot 9 & 10

44

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Kincaid
House

107 Fifth Street
East

1903

Corning
House

111 Fifth Street
East

1907

201 Fifth Street
East

1923

205 Fifth Street
East

1911

211 Fifth Street
East

016-203445, 016203-453
010-419098, 011399-279
011-263041, 011263-202,
011-263-261
011-622440, 011622-415

209 Fifth Street
East

Purvis House

Lot 15 & 16

1913

106 Fifth Street
East

Sturdy House

016-165586, 016165-594

419 Fourth
Street East

422 Fourth
Street East

H. Pradolini
House

(See 7444I)
and (2)
Parcel B
(See
150945I)

1907

026-792-613
016-204492, 016204-506
013-440837, 013441-019
011-385197, 011385-235

212 Fifth Street
East
Wisener
House

216 Fifth Street
East

1906

Armstrong
House

219 Fifth Street
East

1905

Parcel A
(See22979I) of
Lot 4 and Lot 5
Parcel A (Being a
Consolidation of
Lots 6 and 7,
See LA122787)
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Miller House

222 Fifth Street
East

1908

Mackenrot
House

223 Fifth Street
East

1905

Lundell
House

303 Fifth Street
East

1899

304 Fifth Street
East

1913

308 Fifth Street
East

1913

309 Fifth Street
East

1907

310 Fifth Street
East

1913

313 Fifth Street
East

1910

315 Fifth Street
East
North House

320 Fifth Street
East

1912

Norberg
House

321 Fifth Street
East

1907

Pettipiece
House

402 Fifth Street
East

1910

Morgan
House

404 Fifth Street
East

1907

409 Fifth Street
East
Mensing
House

410 Fifth Street
East

1907

Lee House

419 Fifth Street
East

1909

Long House

423 Fifth Street
East

1910

104 Sixth Street
West

1935

106 Sixth Street
West
McKenzie
House

107 Sixth Street
West

1910

014-334593, 014334-607
007-816847, 007816-880
017-900-361
016-046331, 016046-340
013-733788, 013733-796
014-967545, 014967-561,
014-967-588
0160163008
7, 016-163125
015-955524, 015955-583
008-518505, 008518-564
016-202937, 016202-945
015-954439, 015954-447
012-135232, 012135-348
018-783-350
016-204808, 016204-824
008-253307, 008253-323
008-011524, 008011-753
010-423907, 010423-915
016-220510, 016220-498,
016-220-501
016-220587, 016220-595,
016-220-609
017-741-068

Lot 13 &14

39

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Lot 11 & 12

44

27

23

2 W6M

636B

43

27

23

2 W6M

636B

40

27

23

2 W6M

636B&D

40

27

23

2 W6M

636B & D

Parcel A (See
XF22316)
Lot 22 and
Parcel B (See
21437I) of Lot 21
Lot 20 and
Parcel A (See
21265I) of Lot 21

43

27

23

2 W6M

636B
Except
Parcel A
(See
11800I)

40

27

23

2 W6M

636B & D

43

27

23

2 W6M

636B

43

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Lot 13 &14

40

34

23

2 W6M

636D

Lot 11 & 12

43

27

23

2 W6M

636B & D

Lot 23 & 24

41

27

23

2 W6M

636D

Parcel B (See
XH16467)

41

27

23

2 W6M

636D

Lot 5 & 6

42

27

23

2 W6M

636D

Lot 19 & 20

41

27

23

2 W6M

636D

Lot 9 &10

42

27

23

2 W6M

636D

Lot 11 & 12

42

27

23

2 W6M

636D

Parcel A (See
6339I) of Lot 7 9

46

34

23

2 W6M

636

Lot 7 - 9

46

27

23

2 W6M

636 Except
Parcel A
(See 6339I)

Parcel A (See
XF7816)

47

27

23

2 W6M

636

Lot 4-6
Lot 19 and
Parcel B (See
21263I) Lot 18
Parcel A (See
11800I) of Lot 6
and Lot 7
Lot 8 and Parcel
A (See 14802I)
of Lot 9
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103 Sixth Street
East

1903

112 Sixth Street
East

016-166728, 016166-736

Lot 21 & 22

48

27

23

2 W6M

018-181-767

Parcel B (See
XG7894)

636I Except
That Part
Which Lies
Southwest
of a Line
Parallel to
and 10 Feet
Perpendicul
arly Distant
From the
Southweste
rly
Boundary

45

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Lot 22-24

44

27

23

2 W6M

636B

1907

013-061283, 013061-313,
013-061-330

205 Sixth Street
East

1910

013-716590, 013716-603

208 Sixth Street
East

1938

211 Sixth Street
East

1910

Tapping
House

212 Sixth Street
East

c.
1907

Corning
House

213 Sixth Street
East

1907

McLeod
House

219 Sixth Street
East

1907

McKenzie
House

223 Sixth Street
East

1910

Squarebriggs
House

302 Sixth Street
East

1908

T. Sturdy
House

304 Sixth Street
East

1910

Donaldson
House

101 Seventh
Street East

1904

106 Seventh
Street West

1910

107 Seventh
Street East

1912

Hon. T.
Taylor

202 Sixth Street
East

016-203186, 016203-194
016-203267, 016203-275
005-949734, 005949-751
011-899085, 011910-186
016-203011, 016203-020
008-404666, 008404-691
016-202911, 016202-929
014-665182, 014665-191
016-232925, 016232-941
010-802568, 010802-592,
010-802649, 010809-490
010-863028, 010863-044

Lot 3 & 4

49

27

23

2 W6M

636I Except
Parcel B
(See
15819I)

Lot 19 & 20

44

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Parcel B (See
15817I) of Lot 5
and Lot 6

49

27

23

2 W6M

636I

Lot 17 & 18

44

27

23

2 W6M

636B

49

23

27

2 W6M

636I

49

27

23

2 W6M

636I

Lot 11 & 12

49

27

23

2 W6M

636I

Lot 23 & 24

43

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Lot 21 & 22

43

27

23

2 W6M

636B

Lot 19 & 20

57

27

23

2 W6M

636I

Parcel A (See
9300-I) Lot 6 - 9

47

27

23

2 W6M

636

Lot 17 & 18

57

27

23

2 W6M

636I

Lot 7 and Parcel
A (See 9279I) of
Lot 8
Parcel A (See
9801I) of Lot 9
and Lot 10
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1920

016-233018, 016233-034

1926

017-756-669

1913

017-870-691

305 Robson
Street

1920

016-221451, 016221-486

Milton House

306 Robson
Street

1912

015-322181, 015322-203

Anderson
House

406 Robson
Street

1905

006-053475, 006053-629,
006-053-955

201 Seventh
Street East
204 Seventh
Street East
211 Seventh
Street East

405 Vernon
Avenue

10.2

015-335-046

Lot 1 & 2
Parcel A (See
XF9221) of
Parcel B (See
XF19540)
Parcel A (See
169627I) of Lot
13 & 14
Lot 24 and
Parcel A (See
129998I) of Lot
23
Parcel A (See
7444I) Lot 22 -24

56

27

23

2 W6M

636I

49

27

23

2 W6M

636I

56

27

23

2 W6M

636I

28

27

23

2 W6M

636A

29

34

23

2 W6M

636A

32

27

23

2 W6M

636D

27

23

2 W6M

2292

Lot C

Features
a) Row of Maple Trees – 510 Mackenzie Avenue
(Catholic Church of St. Francis of Assisi)
b) Row of Blue Spruce Trees – 432 Third Street East
c) Original church bell mounted in a frame set on the church grounds adjacent to
Mackenzie Avenue at the Catholic Church of St. Francis of Assisi – 510
Mackenzie Avenue

10.3

Land
a) Grounds of Birch Lodge – 805 Mackenzie Avenue

11.0 Guidelines for Alterations and Development in the Revelstoke Station
Heritage Conservation Area

Figure 11: Historic Revelstoke Conservation Area
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11.1

Introduction

This section contains guidelines respecting the manner by which the objectives of the heritage
conservation area designation are to be achieved.

11.2

Guiding Principles

11.2.1

Alterations and new development should be based on the historic features and
characteristics of the existing buildings, properties, avenues, streets and alleys that
establish the overall appearance of the streetscapes.

11.2.2

In the case of an existing building, any proposed design should retain historic features
and, whenever possible, enhance the historic character of the building.

11.2.3

In the case of major additions, the proposed design shall be derived from the historic
characteristics of the existing building and its relationship to the property on which it is
located.

11.2.4

In the case of new construction, the proposed design shall be derived from the size
and shape of buildings and spatial relationships of the surrounding streetscape.

11.3

Applying the Guidelines

Subdivision of Land
11.3.1

When a Heritage Alteration Permit will be used for subdivision of land, the guidelines
found in Section 11.4 - Site Layout shall be considered during design and review.

New Construction
11.3.2 In the case of new construction of principle buildings or accessory buildings, the
guidelines found in Section 11.4 – Site Layout and Section 11.5 – Building Massing
shall be considered during design and review. Although, new construction need not
mimic the historic architectural styles and features in the area, applicants are
encouraged to consider the guidelines in Section 11.6 – Building Features and develop
exterior building details that complement the historic building features of the surrounding
streetscape.
Alterations and Additions to Existing Buildings
11.3.3

In the case of changes to the size and shape of existing buildings, the guidelines
found in Section 11.5 - Building Massing shall be considered during design and
review. Where changes to the size and shape of existing buildings will change
building setbacks or provisions for parking, the guidelines found in Section 11.4 –
Site Layout, should be considered during design and review.

11.3.4

When a Heritage Alteration Permit will accompany an incentive for restoration or
reconstruction of a historic building feature, the guidelines found in Section 11.6 –
Building Features shall be considered during design and review.

11.3.5

When a Heritage Alteration Permit is not required, the guidelines should be referred to
as a source of advice about the features and characteristics of the heritage
conservation area.

11.4
11.4.1

Site Layout
Guidelines for Site Layout should be considered for:
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a) Planning and review of subdivision of land;
b) Design and review of new construction of principle buildings and/or accessory
buildings;
c) Design and review of additions to existing buildings where building setbacks
and/or provisions for parking will be changed; and
d) Planning, design, review and execution of public works projects in the area.
11.4.2

Historically, buildings in the heritage conservation area were sited with the front
elevation parallel to, but set back from, the fronting avenue or street. This traditional
siting arrangement created a front yard and a rear yard on every property. The
resulting streetscapes are characterized by a linear roadway paralleled on both sides
by a green swath of front yards edged by a more or less straight row of building
facades.

Figure 12: Rendering of Heritage Property

Mature Trees
11.4.3

The character of the heritage conservation area is enhanced by the ongoing presence
of mature trees.
a) Healthy, mature trees lining Mackenzie Avenue and Fourth through Seventh
Streets should be retained and protected;
b) When new trees are planted, new trees should be located at the edges of
properties; and
c) Trees along avenues and streets should be spaced at intervals of more or less
25 feet, reflecting the historic pattern of land subdivision in the area.

Building Setbacks
11.4.4

Residential streets in the heritage conservation area are generally characterized by
the more or less uniform setback of dwellings along the street. The depth of the
average setback varies from block to block throughout the area. The size and
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location of additions to existing buildings, or new construction, should be designed to
maintain the median setback of the adjacent block face.

Figure 13: Example of Building Setbacks for Heritage Buildings

Parking
11.4.5

New parking, driveways and garages
should be located in rear yards or side
yards of corner lots.
a) For mid-block properties, parking
should be accessed from alleys.
b) For corner properties, parking
should be accessed from alleys or,
for properties fronting on Third
through Seventh Streets, from the
side avenues, and for properties
fronting on Mackenzie Avenue,
from the side streets.

Subdivision of Land

Figure 14: Example of Parking for Heritage
Properties

By 1899, most of the heritage conservation area
had been subdivided into 25 by 100 foot lots, establishing a
repetitive rhythm for the streetscapes. Rows of homes built on
single 25 foot wide lots are the predominant pattern on some
streetscapes. Other streetscapes are characterized by homes
built on two, or more, adjacent lots.
11.4.6

For new construction, Subdivision of land should
follow the lot pattern established for the majority of
the adjacent block face.

11.4.7

Subdivision of larger lots should create smaller lots
that are 100 feet deep with frontages on Mackenzie
Avenue or Third through Seventh Streets that are 25
feet wide or multiples of 25 feet wide.

11.5
11.5.1

Building Massing (Size and Shape)
Guidelines for Building Massing should be
considered for:

Figure 15: Example of Subdivision Plan
for Heritage Properties
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a) Design and review of new construction of principle and/or accessory buildings;
and
b) Design and review of additions to existing buildings.
11.5.2

New construction or additions to existing buildings should maintain the established
massing of the streetscape.

Building Height
Most of the early residential buildings were one to two full storeys in height with steeply pitched
roofs that increased a building’s height by the equivalent of a storey or more. Commonly, the
height between the floor and ceiling in each storey was nine or ten feet, especially in the first
storey. Often the elevation of the main floor was several feet above outside grade, further
increasing the overall height of the building.
11.5.3
11.5.4

For the purposes of these guidelines, building height refers to total height from grade
to the ridge of the roof.
For the purposes of these guidelines, storey height refers to the height of the exterior
walls between the top of the foundation and the roof edge.

Historic Building Heights

Figure 16: Example of Building Heights for Heritage Properties (1 storey, 1.5 storeys, 2 storeys)

11.5.5

New construction or additions to existing
buildings should create buildings whose building
height includes:
a) A distance from grade to the first floor that is
between 2 and 5 feet;
b) One storey, one and a half storeys or two
storeys between the first floor and the roof
edge; and
c) A steeply pitched roof over the uppermost
storey.

Proportion
11.5.6

The proportions of the early residential buildings
often reflected the width and length of the lots on
which they were built. Generally the principle

Figure 17: Example of Building Height for a
Heritage Building
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mass of the building was rectangular in plan,
often with smaller additions at the rear,
porches on the front or projecting bay
windows. For new construction and additions
to existing buildings:
a) the principle footprint of the building
should be rectangular; and
b) the footprint of smaller extensions may
be rectangular or incorporate angled
planes in traditional configurations.
11.5.7

Figure 18: Example of Larger Heritage
On long narrow lots, generally 25 or 50 feet
wide and 100 feet long, often the height of the Residential Lot
front façade was taller than its width. Since many residences were often closely
spaced along a linear streetscape, the front façade was emphasized over all the
others.

a) On narrow lots, 25 or 50 feet wide, the height of the front façade should be
greater than its width.
11.5.8

Larger residential buildings were often located on wider lots, perhaps 100 feet or
more in width along the street and usually 100 feet deep. These buildings were often
wider with careful detailing on all visible elevations.
a) On wide lots the proportions of the principle building may be wider across the
front than its height.

Roofs
Most residential buildings were built
with steeply pitched roofs. On most
buildings the primary roof was
sloped at a 45° angle, or a 12 in 12
pitch. Secondary roofs over
porches, bay windows, small
additions or changes in roof pitch
were built with varying slopes,
usually between 6 in 12 and 12 in
12. Occasionally, very steep
pitches of 60° were used to
accentuate gables.

Figure 19: Example of Historic Roof Types
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11.5.9

New construction:
a) should reflect the historic steeply pitched roof forms of the area;
b) in blocks with a dominant roof form new infill construction, should be consistent
with that roof form; and
c) secondary roofs should be consistent in form and proportion with the building’s
primary roof form.

11.5.10

Additions to existing buildings:
a) secondary roofs should be consistent in form and proportion with the building’s
primary roof form.

Building Styles
Residential buildings in the heritage conservation area were generally built in one of five
vernacular building styles. Within those five styles, many variations were incorporated in the
original designs.
Historic Building Styles
1) Gable Front:
a) Facing One Street
b) Facing Two Streets
2) Four Square with
a) Hip Roof Lines
3) Gambrel Front

4) Bungalow with Hip Roof Lines
5) Craftsman Bungalow With Shed
Roof

6) One-of-a-Kind Buildings
a) The area also includes
several one-of-a-kind
buildings whose design was
unique in Revelstoke and
usually influenced by
Victorian architectural styles.

Figure 20: Example of Historic Building Styles
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11.5.11

New construction:
a) should complement the historic building styles of
the surrounding streetscape; and
b) in streetscape blocks with a single repeated
historic building style, the form of new infill
construction should be consistent with that
dominant style.

11.5.12

Additions to existing buildings:
a) should be consistent with the proportions, form
and style of the principle mass of the building.

11.5.13

Figure 21: Example of New
Construction in heritage Area

Accessory buildings:
a) garages and other secondary buildings should be subordinate in size and height
to the building massing of the principle structure; and
b) should be consistent with the proportions, roof form and building style of the
principle structure.

Figure 22: Site Layout in Heritage Area

Environmental Considerations
High levels of precipitation, in the form of snow and/or rain, and significant fluctuations in
temperature are typical of the local climate.
11.5.14

New construction and additions to existing buildings should:
a) avoid snow falling from roofs onto, or the formation of ice on, pedestrian ways or
neighbouring properties;
b) avoid complex roof forms and tight roof valleys that will hold excess snow; and
c) provide weather protected entrances, such as porches or roofs.

11.6
11.6.1

Building Features
Guidelines for Building Features:
a) should be considered during design and review when incentives will be provided
for restoration of existing, or reconstruction of missing, historic building features
on a protected heritage property; and
b) should be referred to as a source of advice about the historic features and
characteristics of the buildings in the area.
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11.6.2

Historic features on existing buildings should be retained and, if necessary, repaired
rather than replaced.

Wall Surfaces
1) During the historic period, between 1897 and 1915, walls
were surfaced with:
a) Wood clapboard siding in a variety of profiles, laid
horizontally with corner boards, or thin wood
shingles
b) Locally manufactured brick

c) Locally manufactured decorative concrete block

2) In later years other traditional wall surfaces were
introduced including:
a) Bottle glass’ stucco
b) Painted gypsum stucco
Roof Surfaces
1) During the historic period, between 1897 and 1915, roofs
were surfaced with:
a) Thin wood shingles

Figure 23: Example of Historic
Building Features

b) Corrugated or flat sheet metal
roofing
c) Metal ridge cap flashing
2) Other roof surfaces that complement
historic roofs were introduced in later
years including:
a) Sheet metal roofing in a variety
of profiles and colours
b) Metal roof shingles in a variety of
colours
Figure 24: Example of Historic Roof Surfaces
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c) Decorative asphalt shingles
Porches and Balconies
1) Historic porches and balconies included:
a) Enclosed porches with vertically glazed
windows
b) Skirting, sometimes accented with wood
shingles
c) Open front porches with decorative railings
and columns
Windows and Doors
1) Historically, windows and doors included:
a) Vertical double hung windows
b) Bay windows
c) Multiple pane windows, some with leaded or
coloured glass
d) Accent windows in a variety of shapes often
with decorative mullions, stained, coloured
or beveled glass

Figure 25: Example of Historic Porch

e) Rail and stile doors with recessed panels
or glass panels
Roof and Gable Decorations
1) Historical details at roofs and gables included:
a) Returned eaves and projecting roof edges
b) Molded frieze and belt line outlining roof
edges and gables
c) Gable, hip or shed roofed dormers
d) Ornamental shingles
e) Decorative brackets under roof eave
(Craftsman style)

Figure 26: Example of Historic Windows

Figure 27: Example of Historic Roof and Gable
Decorations
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Chimneys
1) Historically, chimneys were capped with
a) corbelled brick.
Fences and Hedges
2) Historically, the edges of properties were often lined with
painted picket fences. Over time, traditional wrought iron
fences or hedges were added to delineate individual
Figure 28: Example of Historic
properties.
Chimney

Colour
1) Colour can dramatically enhance the visual impact of a
building and its streetscape.
2) When selecting colours for building exteriors consider:
a) The original historic colours used on the building,
if evidence remains
b) Presence of historic brick, decorative concrete
block, stone, or coloured glass
c) The style of the individual building

Figure 29: Example of Historic
Fences and Hedges

d) The streetscape context and neighbouring colour schemes
3) Further research is required to determine the full palette of historic colours in the
heritage conservation area. Evidence suggests that original colours included:
a) Deep green, red, and brown, especially for contrasting trim
b) White and creams for contrasting trim
c) Creams and various yellows, especially for siding on exterior walls
d) Brown tones for siding on exterior walls
e) Various shades of grey either for contrasting trim or exterior walls
f)

Red brick with orange undertones

g) Grey concrete block
h) Whitish-grey and grey granite stones
i)

Window glass in earth tones, or strong primary colours

4) Historically sympathetic colour schemes might:
a) Revive the original colours where historic features are intact
b) Be based on historic research when the building exhibits a recognizable style
c) Use contrasting but complementary colours to accent trim
d) Use colour to highlight architectural details
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New Construction
11.6.3 Applicants are encouraged to consider the guidelines for Building Features and develop
exterior building details that complement the historic building features of the surrounding
streetscape.
Additions and Alterations to Existing Buildings
11.6.4 Applicants are encouraged to identify the historic characteristics of the existing building
and incorporate exterior building features that are consistent.
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Appendix IV – List of Community Plans
1) 2002. City of Revelstoke. Snowmobile Strategy
2) 2003. City of Revelstoke & Columbia Shuswap Regional District. Revelstoke Community
Environmental Strategy.
3) 2003. City of Revelstoke. Revelstoke Tourism Development Strategy.
4) 2004. Maax Tourism Consulting. Tourism Market Analysis (for the Community Futures
Corporation of Revelstoke).
5) 2004. Brent Harley and Associates. Socio-economic and Land Use Assessment of
Potential Impacts of the Proposed Mount Mackenzie Expansion Plan.
6) 2005. Revelstoke Early Childhood Development Committee. Revelstoke Early Childhood
Development Strategic Plan.
7) 2005. Pearce, C. Attracting and Welcoming Immigrants to Revelstoke BC - Scanning the
Opportunities.
8) 2005. Planet Consulting Group Inc. et.al. Revelstoke Parks Master Plan Part One:
Future Park and Trail Concept.
9) 2005. Quadra Planning Consultants Ltd. Upper Arrow Lakes Reservoir Drawdown Zone
Management Plan.
10) 2005. BC Ministry of Agriculture and Lands. Revelstoke Higher Level Plan Order.
11) 2005. Zacharias, J. Revelstoke Affordable Housing Study.
12) 2005. Revelstoke Literacy Action Committee/Literacy Now. Revelstoke Community
Literacy Plan.
13) 2006. BC Hydro. Socio-Economic Impact Analysis for the Proposed Revelstoke Unit 5
Project.
14) 2006. Commonwealth Historic Resource Management Limited. A Cultural Strategy for
the City of Revelstoke
15) 2006. Commonwealth Historic Resource Management Limited. A Program Development
Plan for the BC Interior Forestry
16) Museum.
17) 2006. Hope, S., Clark, R., and Cheung, K. Community Wildfire Protection Plan for the
City of Revelstoke.
18) 2006. Zacharias, J. Revelstoke Affordable Housing Strategy and Policy Options.
19) 2007. City of Revelstoke, Retail Strategy
20) 2007. BC Hydro. Columbia River Project Water Use Plan.
21) 2007. Columbia Shuswap Regional District. Electoral Area ‘B’ DRAFT Official
Community Plan
22) City of Revelstoke & CSRD Socio Economic & Land Use Assessment of Potential
Impacts of the Proposed Mt. Mackenzie Expansion
23) Clearview Heights Surface Water Management Field Report
24) Community Wildfire Protection Plan for the City of Revelstoke
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25) Heritage Strategy
26) Illecillewaet River 2nd Crossing Study
27) Klohn Crippen Report (Big Eddy Floodplain)
28) Land Acquisition Strategy
29) Revelstoke & Area Community Development Action Plan
30) Revelstoke Affordable Housing & Policy Options
31) Revelstoke Community Environmental Strategy
32) Revelstoke Parks Master Plan
33) Revelstoke Tourism Development Strategy
34) Westside Road Study
35) Wildland Interface Policy
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Appendix V – Mapping
Map 1 – Environmentally Sensitive Areas Map
Map 2 – Environmental Hazard Lands Map
Map 3 – Natural Feature Views Map
Map 4 – Urban Growth Area Map
Map 5 – Land Use Designation Map
Map 6 – Development Permit Areas Map
Map 7 – Heritage Conservation Area and Properties Map
Map 8 – Secondary/Neighbourhood Planning Areas
Map 9 – Major Transportation Map
Map 10 – Parks and Recreation Map
Map 11 – Existing Water Servicing Map
Map 12 – Existing Storm Water Servicing Map
Map 13 – Existing and Potential Wastewater Servicing Map
Map 14 – Revelstoke Mountain Resort Area Maps
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$33(1',;90$3 1 of 2
Existing Parks and Recreation Map
City Park
National Park

Columbia View Park

A

Open Space
Educational Institution Land
No Data Available (see RMR Master Plan)
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NATIONAL PARK
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Trail Connection
Proposed Trail
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Potential Future Park Location

Â Walking/Hiking Trail
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Â Mountain Biking Trail
G

D

Â Horseback Riding Trail
È

Woodenhead Park

Thunderbird Park

-An irrigation plan should be established, adopted and the irrigation system installed.
-New landscaping and paving is required along the Mutas road frontages.
-Regular grounds maintenance, top dressing, aeration and leveling are needed.
-Explore potential addition of monument commemorating Walter Moberly.
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Â ATV Trail
L
Â Ski Trail
(
1 Views
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Â Wildlife Viewing
Æ

Farwell Park
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-A plan needs to be developed for the removal and replacement of dangerous trees.
-A plan needs to be established to provide a site for new playground equipment.
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Â Swimming Area
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" Special Place

Rotary Park

3

Â
F

Existing Park

Moberly Park

-A plan needs to be developed for removal and replacement of dangerous trees.
-Regular ground maintenance, top dressing, aeration and leveling are needed.
-The existing irrigation system needs to be upgraded.
-Expansion of the long term care facility is consuming green space.
-Park to be utilized by residents.
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Veterans Memorial

-Regular ground maintenance is required.
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Beruschi Park

Heritage Park
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-A plan needs to be developed for the removal and replacement of dangerous trees.
-Replacement and new playground equipment should be planned for.
-Regular ground maintenance, top dressing, aeration and leveling are needed.
-A noxious weed control program needs to be developed and implemented.
-An irrigation plan should be established, adopted and the irrigation system installed.
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Centennial Park

-An irrigation plan has been prepared for all the playing fields.
The plan needs to be adopted and the irrigation installed.
-All existing infields need to be re-crowned to achieve proper
drainage and improve safety.
-Fencing maintenance and upgrades should be completed annually.
-Regular maintenance, top dressing, aeration and leveling are necessary.
-The existing parking lot should be extended to the west and the road
from the parking lot to the track should be paved, in order to
reduce the need for high maintenance as well as noxious weed control.
-A consultant has been contracted to perform an evaluation of the
soil structure and stability prior to expenditure on structure repairs.
-A camping areas for special events only has been established on
the Southwest end of the running track and plans are in place for
expansion along the fence line from the existing camping area to the right
field fence line on sun field.
-Trees should be added along both sides of the road, along
the North side of the fields adjacent to the road, and along the border of
the park with the mill. The trees will help give the park more defined green
spaces. Tree species and/or tree prunning should permit eye level visibility
at full growth of the trees to ensure safety in the park.
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Moose Park
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-A plan needs to be developed for the removal of dangerous trees.
-New pathways should be developed.
-Regular ground maintenance, top dressing, aeration and leveling is necessary.
-Existing flowerbeds require reconditioning.
-Replacement and new playground equipment should be planned for.
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Williamson Lake Park
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-A plan needs to be developed for the removal and replacement of dangerous trees.
-Replacement and new playground equipment should be planned for in cooperation with the rotary club.
-Regular ground maintenance, top dressing, aeration and leveling are needed.
-Beach area needs to be given a facelift with the potential expansion of the beach area.
-Hiking and biking trails should be developed.
The existing landscaping needs repairs and leveling.
-Establish more camping sites, possibly walk in tenting sites.
-New site plan to be drawn to guide future plans.
-Access to the beach needs to be more legible from the entrance to the park. Currently, it looks
more like a private campground with a private beach. Appropriate pedestrian signage
(including map with trails), landscaping, and visibility would help convey the public beach access.
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Lake Revelstoke access ramp - Maintain and Manage

Community Gardens provide a social and educational
opportunity for residents of all ages.

Daylighting Streams
Explore the long-term potential of daylighting the many streams that
have been placed in culverts and burried under the streets of
Revelstoke. Campbell Ave. should be the first stream to consider.
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Trail Head
(Access to Lake Revelstoke Area
on the west side of the lake)

BMX Pump Track

Facilities -- LifeCycle Approach
A comprehensive life-cycle approach to planning upgrades
in the future will help prevent premature failure of component
parts and surprise costs associated with emergency repairs.

RE L AKE
VEL
STO
KE

Properly designed and well maintained facilities can
provide a safe recreational outlet for young people in
Revelstoke.

Recreation Area Trailheads
Ensure that permanent access is provided to places
identified as backcountry recreation destinations.

Facilities - Operational Cost Analysis
The introduction of a Maintenance Management System for
facilities and parks will allow more accurate tracking of
operational costs.

River Access and Upland Facilities
Provide durable upland facilities to support increased
recreational access to the river, and; provide protection
for habitat areas.

City of Revelstoke
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN

Golf Course - Plan to Improve Golf Experience
Attract new golfers and maximize the golf experience through
the provision of high quality, well-maintained course and
clubhouse.

In need of a formal wildlife habitat
and connectivity study within and
around Revelstoke. Potential education
opportunity with the use of wildlife cameras
and the posting of photos for public viewing.

$33(1',;90$3 2 of 2 
Proposed Parks and Recreation Map

Replacement for Arena Curling Rink
Viewpoint Over Columbia River
(Pearkes Drive North)

A

Open Space
Educational Institution Land
No Data Available (see RMR Master Plan)

Rec Centre and Acquatic Facility -- Energy Audit

Playground Adjacent to Trail System
(Malcom Place and Allen Road)
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Frisbee Golf
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Community Park with
Access to Columbia River "Lagoon"
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Community Park Across from
Private Campground (Big Eddy Bridge)
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Close Off Foot of
Boyle Avenue to Create Park
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Proposed Trail
Potential Future Park Location
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Â Horseback Riding Trail
È
Â ATV Trail
L
Â Ski Trail
(
1 Views
"
Â Wildlife Viewing
Æ
Â Swimming Area
r
<
" Special Place
Proposed Park
Park Facilities Recommendations

Pending the schools closure and sale of the property the following
is proposed: Close 3rd St. or slow traffic and create
formal park/plaza adjacent to heritage school building
with an additional park component that is integrated into
the river bank. Potential amphitheatre that faces the river.

2

F

Trail Connection

Â Mountain Biking Trail
G

Formalize the trail head and trail connection
to Revelstoke National Park and adjust parcels
to accommodate ROW for trail.

U

Create a Frisbee Golf course on
publicly owned land at Big Eddy

Existing Trail

Â Walking/Hiking Trail
F

Trail Head
(Access Mount Revelstoke National Park
behind Railway Museum)

E

Walking/Hiking Trail

k
(

MOUNT REVELSTOKE
NATIONAL PARK

Explore potential to create small parks at each ROW along the
River to enhance the community connection to the River

3

Special Place

!
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Undertake a feasibility study on the potential future use of
the surplus schools (i.e., in Big Eddy, Mountain View,
and Southside) to provide a larger, more centrally located
facility for the arts community.

Revelstoke has comparatively few off-leash areas.
People are looking for more park spaces where they
can recreate with their pets.

18

Â
G

Rail Line

Adaptive Reuse of Schools

!

Trail Head
(Access to Boulder Mountain Trails)

Main Transportation Route

Wetland

!

Dog Off Leash Park

City of Revelstoke Boundary

Continue involvement in the neighbourhoods of Learning
project and in particular the recreation and culture aspects
of the facility.

!

Trail Head
(Connecting Thunderbird Park
and Proposed Trails)

Update Agreements with School District

!

Formalize Existing Greenspace

Riverside trails along the Columbia should
not be directly adjacent to the River for the
entire length as this impacts wildlife use of this
important ecotone habitat.

Water Feature

!

Formalize trail head to existing National Park trail

An energy audit can result in significant savings withs costs
recoverable through grants

!
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Develop a nature trail along the West bank of the
Columbia River from Big Eddy Bridge to Revelstoke Lake.

National Park

Investigate Public Private Partnerships to develop a renovated
ice facility

!

Jordan River Trail

City Park

Investigate Public/Private Partnerships

!

Community Park
Moses Creek (Waterfall)

Plan to ensure that the long-term future of an arena facility
inRevelstoke

!

Community Gardens

Trail Recommendations
General Facilities Recommendations
Recreation and Culture Recommendations
Implementation Recommendations

Trail Head (Adjacent to
Trans Canada Highway)

B

P

Expansion of Designated Park Area
in Big Eddy (Tum Tum Road)

20
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Community Park - Possible Mountain Bike
Staging Area

W

Trail Head (Adjacent to C.P. Railway)
Bocce Ball Court (C.P. Railway Owned Land)
Neighbourhood Park
(Bridge Creek Development Land)
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Active Transportation -- Big Eddy Connector IV ER
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20
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5
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Develop an on-street cycle and pedestrian connection to
Big Eddy Bridge.

H

G

Develop the Revelstoke Waterfront Trail Connecting Big Eddy
Bridge and Centennial Park Waterfront Trail.

Pending the schools closure and sale of the property the following
is proposed: Future public square on N.E. corner of 4th and
Edward Street with potential mixed use fronting
onto it to activate and provide natural supervision.
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Formalize Connaught Avenue as a greenway
connection to the Rec. Centre and the River
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Formalize trail head to existing hiking trail

5

Beach VolleyBall
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Beach volleyball is a popular activity.
Providing suitable facilities will support its continued growth.
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Horseshoes
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Develop horseshoes facilities at Queen Elizabeth Park

Neighbourhood Park with Views of
Illecillewaet River and Mount Revelstoke
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Skateboard Facility
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M

Viewpoint Along Trail System
(Beyond Proposed Arrow Heights Water Tower)

Well designed skateboard facilities can be
valuable recreational assets for youth.
1
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Neighbourhood Park Adjacent to
Rail Right-of-Way (Proposed Trail)

42
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11
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Viewpoint Along Trail System (Camozzi Road)
1

Illecillewaet Pedestrian Bridge
Provide a pedestrian crossing of the Illecillewaet River
at the approximate location of the old rail grade.

Youth Engagement
Lead a coordinated consultation process to determine
how to best provide recreation and culture opportunities
to youth

Make sure winter snow piling does not
significantly diminish pedestrian use and
access to trails/pathways
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Health, Fitness, Arts and
Culture for Older Adults

2
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Trail Head (Adjacent to McKinnon Road)
Trail behind School
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Active Transportation - Pedestrian and Cycle Infrastructure
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Update 2006 Cultural Strategy

Williamson Lake Loop Trail

Inventory of Culturally Significant Sites
Prepare Inventory of culturally significant sites.

Coordination with Service Providers

Program Registration and Booking
Implement a computerized booking system for programs,
event, and facilities.

Review Staffing Levels
Ensure that staff have capacity to provide regular ongoing
operations, maintenance and improvements.

Review Existing Fees and Charges
Review parks, recreation and culture fees and charges to
ensure that they support the City’s objectives for customer
service and cost recovery.

500

1,000
Meters

1,500

´

Donations and Fundraising
Develop a structure to encourage fundraising, donations,
commemorative giving and/or in-kind donation for park,
recreation and cultural sites.

PRC Advisory Commission

Parkland Dedication at Subdivision

Create an advisory commission to support the integration of Invasive Species Management
park recreation and cultural services.
Continue efforts to manage the detrimental impacts of
invasive plants.

Community Partnerships

The City should support and cultivate partnerships with
community organizations to meet the goals of the Parks,
Recreation and Culture Master Plan.

Water Conservation Strategies

Volunteers

Environmental Stewardship Education

Develop volunteer programs to encourage community
participation in parks, recreation and culture.

Coordination with Provincial Agencies
Work proactively with the province to communicate the
details of the Parks, Recreation and Culture Master Plan.

Tourism Strategies
Integrate parks and recreation to advance Revelstoke's
brand as an outdoor recreation destination

Private Recreation
Investigate ways that private recreation facilities can
supplement recreation opportunities.

Landscaping with Native Plants
Maintain biodiversity and ecological function through
the use of native plants that are well-adapted to local
conditions.

Work with developers to ensure park dedication meets
both the needs of the community and the new development
area.

Development Cost Charges

Take a leadeship role in the protection of the lakeshore
and water resources.
Encourage a closer connection between academic and
recreational programming and parks.

Signage Strategy

27

Increased coordination and consultation among service
providers can result in more effective use of limited r
esources.

Develop a looped nature trail around Williamson Lake.

Proposed Park - Flying Club

Implement Cultural Strategy
Recommendations
Identify “quick wins” within the Cultural Strategy’s
proposed actions: community calendar, public art
program, develop the museums and gallery collective.

Viewpoint Overlooking
Williamson Lake
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A new Cultural Strategy and Implementation Plan should
be developed and to guide the development of arts and
culture in Revelstoke for the next ten years.

250

Develop an on-street cycle and pedestrian connection from
Revelstoke Community Centre to Williamson Lake Park and a
cycling connection to Highway 23 North and South.
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Neighbourhood Park with Trail Connection
(Nichol Road and Airport Way)

Ensure that older adults have access to a variety of
programs that will result in increased levels of physical
activity and access to the arts.

0

Neighbourhood Park (Hay Road)

Â
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Â
G

1

Â <
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"

Youth Programming
Increase youth participation in physical activity and sport
to ensure long term health benefits.

Stairs connecting upper and lower Mountain Gate

Adopt a Development Cost Charge Bylaw to support the
purchase of more civic space (open space, parks, trails, etc.)
beyond the 5% requirement at subdivision
and the implementation of capital projects for Parks and Trails.

Community Amenity Contributions

Develop and implement a consistent sign strategy for
the park, recreation and culture system.

Incorporate Amenity Contributions to fund park infrastructure
such as waterfront walkways, plazas, and heritage and
cultural amenities.

Information and Communication

Senior Government Funding

Continue to improve the quality and availability of
information about Parks, Recreation, and Culture.

Review and evaluate grant opportunities regularly against
the priorities and goals identified in this Plan.

Parkland Acquisition Fund -- (Parcel Tax)

Coordination with Infrastructure Upgrades

Implement a yearly per parcel property tax levy to fund the
acquisition of priority parks.

Identify where community improvements overlap and can
be tied together to efficiently facilitate parks projects

Property Tax Exemptions

Maintenance and Operations Funding

Work with landowners to udentify opportunities where
convenants and property tax concessions can be used
to protect significant environmental features.

Ensure that operations funding is considered as additional
park infrastructure is added.
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City Boundary
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Rail Line
Water Feature
Wetland
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Existing Storm Water Servicing Map
City Boundary
Main Transportation Route
Rail Line
Water Feature
Wetland
Stormwater Pipe
Stormwater Ditch
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Existing and Potential
Wastewater Servicing Map
City Boundary
Main Transportation Route
Rail Line
Water Feature
Wetland
Pump Station
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Wastewater Treatment Plant

Burke Pump Station
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Camozzi Road Pump Station
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City of Revelstoke
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN
APPENDIX V – MAP 14 (1 OF 2)
Revelstoke Mountain Resort Area Map
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City of Revelstoke
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN
APPENDIX V – MAP 14 (2 OF 2)
Revelstoke Mountain Resort Area Map
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